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Summary

For the multi-disciplinary optimization and design support of building spatial designs,
this thesis starts with the presentation of two different representations for building
spatial design: (a) the supercube, which uses a static design space, making it suitable
for optimization techniques like evolutionary algorithms; and (b) the movable and siz-
able representation, which enables a dynamic design space and allows for the definition
of modification techniques based on practical experience. To assess the performance
of the represented spatial designs, design grammars are introduced. Design gram-
mars generate domain-specific elements (e.g. structural beams and slabs, and walls
and floors with thermal properties), which are used for the automated generation of
simulation models: structural finite element models and thermal RC-networks. Using
the representations and performance assessments, three methods to optimize building
spatial designs are presented: (i) The first simulates a co-evolutionary design process,
where cyclically the movable and sizable spatial design is provided with structural and
building physics elements, assessed for its performance, and then optimized by modifi-
cations inspired by engineering practice. Different modification strategies are assessed
in parameter studies by inference. This method is efficient, because the inferring of a
modification technique is fast and is likely to improve a design, and the method has a
theoretically infinite design space due to the representation used. However the finding
of an optimum is not guaranteed; (ii) For the second method, tuned evolutionary algo-
rithms are applied to supercube spatial designs. As such, Pareto front approximations
are found efficiently, but computational costs increase significantly for larger (static)
design spaces; (iii) The third method combines the two above methods by using dif-
ferent hybridization schemes. As such, promising areas in the complete design search
space can be found quickly by method (i), and these areas can then be effectively
searched by method (ii). The practical application of the developed representations,
design grammars, simulation models, and optimization methods are demonstrated and
evaluated by: (1) Application of iterative structural design grammars, evolutionary
algorithms, spatial zoning, and structural stabilization methods that yield realistic
and optimized structural design topologies. (2) A case study in which method (ii) has
been applied within a BIM environment as used in practice. (3) Investigating what
design rules and knowledge can be learned from optimization results. (4) A study on
the effect of façade openings on method (i).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Building design is essential to civilization. It provides the basic life necessities of a
dry and warm shelter, but it also provides safety, comfort, and art. Because of the
importance of buildings, it is perhaps not surprising that they also play a significant
role in the societal challenges that are being faced today, namely: resource depletion,
environmental pollution, and climate change. For example: the fossil fuels that are
used to heat buildings are being depleted, production of building materials are emitting
greenhouse gases, and the weather conditions against which buildings offer protection
are becoming more extreme.

Optimization is key in facing these challenges. In Europe, an estimated 40 % to
60 % of resources and energy is consumed during the construction, demolition, and
exploitation of buildings [2, 63]. Minimizing the resource and energy demands of
buildings through optimization will thus have a significant effect on the total resource
and energy expenditure. However, it is likely that an improvement in the resource
and energy demand of a building comes at the cost of its other requirements. For
example, a glass façade may improve day light entry and reduce the amount of energy
required for heating and lighting, but it may also increase the thermal discomfort that
is experienced due to overheating. It is thus necessary to compromise between objec-
tives. Such compromises are called trade-offs, and are—in optimization—characterized
by the deterioration of some objectives such that other objectives can be improved.
Optimization can help to balance the trade-offs that exist between building design ob-
jectives like: minimum use of resources, minimum energy demand, maximum comfort,
and maximum safety. Besides balancing trade-offs, optimization can help to find and
exploit win-win situations where multiple objectives can be improved simultaneously,
or to improve one objective without deteriorating others.

The application of optimization in building design processes still faces challenges of
its own. A plethora of design choices that leads to a combinatorial explosion of design
possibilities makes it difficult to effectively search for optimal designs. Additionally,
constraints that are placed on the desired outcome make it even more difficult. State-
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1.2. Research questions

of-the-art optimization algorithms are therefore typically only applied to simplified
problems in which the number of possible designs and the number of constraints are
limited. Such limitations may exclude optimal design solutions, making them im-
possible to be discovered by the optimization algorithm. Nevertheless, optimization
algorithms can still be used to improve solutions and to learn about the trade-offs be-
tween objectives and about what characterizes the optimality of designs. However, in
building design practice, the use of optimization algorithms is still not common. This
is partly because they require expertise and significant computational time, and their
results can be relatively difficult to interpret. But the main reason is likely because en-
gineers are able to consider a large number of design choices by using their knowledge,
experience, and creativity to find solutions with satisfactory performance relatively
fast without the use of optimization. Therefore, in the past, the possible improve-
ments that can be gained from optimization have been considered to be negligible,
whereas, since recently, the demand for optimality in designs is increasing.

In this thesis, it is investigated how optimization can be applied in building design,
specifically in the early stages of building spatial design. A building design process
is typically started with the spatial design, and in the early stages the number of
possible design solutions is endless, which makes it a challenging optimization problem.
Moreover, design decisions that are made in the early stages of building design restrict
the design possibilities in later stages. For optimization, it is thus important that early
stage design decisions do not exclude optimal design solutions. Optimization is here
considered by means of state-of-the-art optimization techniques, but also by simulating
design processes. Building engineers are able to apply knowledge, experience, and
creativity to find well performing designs. Although, in a design process, these human
aspects cannot be automated, simulating (parts of) such a process can potentially
lead to design improvements, which is useful for optimization. For optimization, here
two objectives are considered, each related to a specific field of building design. The
objective related to the field of structural design is to find the building spatial design
that is—structurally—the least compliant, i.e. flexible. Minimum compliance is a
common objective to solve minimum weight problems and maximum stiffness problems
(inverse of flexibility), which relate to the material use and safety in building design.
The objective related to the field of building physics is to find the building spatial
design that requires the least amount of heating and cooling energy in order to keep
it within a comfortable temperature range. To be able to evaluate these objectives,
it may be necessary to generate certain domain specific information related to one of
the involved fields. Besides optimization purposes, such generated design information
may also be useful for design support in the early stages of building design, e.g. by
providing suggested structural and thermal designs.

1.2 Research questions

In order to apply optimization and design support in the early stages of building spatial
design, several challenges need to be overcome, each of which has been formulated in
one of following research questions.

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

RQ1 (Chapter 3) How can building spatial designs be represented within the context
of optimization?

A representation for building spatial designs is required for optimization because
it defines which variables can be modified to change the design for the better.
In some optimization scenarios a representation convenient for a computer is
preferred, whereas in other scenarios it is preferable that humans can easily
interpret and modify a design.

RQ2 (Chapter 4) How can structural and thermal objectives of a building spatial
design be evaluated?

A building spatial design contains no information related to the structural and
thermal performances. These performances can typically only be evaluated in
later design stages, when more detailed design information is available.

RQ3 (Chapter 5) How can simulations of design processes be directed at improving
building spatial designs?

Without the knowledge, experience, and creativity of building engineers, a simu-
lation of design processes does not necessarily improve a building spatial design.
In order to facilitate simulations of design processes, design processes can be
modulated into sub-processes, and subsequently these sub-processes can be auto-
mated. However, the order and the settings of these sub-processes are important
to direct a simulation towards improving a building spatial design.

RQ4 (Chapter 6) How can state-of-the-art optimization algorithms be applied to
building spatial design?

Although state-of-the-art optimization algorithms are generic algorithms that
can be applied to a variety of optimization problems, their application is not
straightforward. A suitable algorithm should be selected and its parameter set-
tings should be tuned to the problem. Additionally, if the selected optimization
algorithm is not completely compatible with building spatial design optimiza-
tion, it may be necessary to tailor it specifically to building spatial design.

RQ5 (Chapter 7) How can optimization algorithms and simulations of design processes
be applied such that they benefit from each other?

Optimization algorithms and simulations of design processes have advantages
and disadvantages. The advantages of one method may complement some of the
disadvantages of the other, and vice versa, therefore they may be able to benefit
from each other.

RQ6 (Chapter 8) How applicable are the developed methods to design practice?

The methods that are presented in this thesis have been developed and studied
in an academic setting. However, the ultimate aim of the work presented in this
thesis is to contribute to design practice. Therefore, it is important to investigate
also the applicability of the developed methods to design practice.

3



1.5. Outline

1.3 Terminology

The scope of this thesis spans across two fields: building design and optimization.
As a consequence, some terminology can bear a different meaning within each field,
which can lead to dualities in the text. Take for example, the term space. Related
to buildings, a space commonly refers to a part of a building spatial design, such as
a room, atrium or corridor. Conversely, related to optimization, a space commonly
refers to a collection of possibilities, such as the collection of all integers. To avoid
confusion, terminology that may bear a different meaning across fields is in general
preceded by a specifier, e.g. building space or integer space. By default, a term is
related to building design in those cases where the related field of a term cannot be
determined from a specifier nor from the context. A list of definitions of technical
terms that are commonly used in the text is given in the glossary (page 157).

1.4 Toolbox

A software toolbox that is written in C++ has been developed to support the research
that is presented in this thesis. Although the toolbox does not present an answer to the
research questions (Section 1.2), its involvement in the research still makes it relevant
for this thesis. For this reason, the toolbox is mentioned here, and an overview of
its structure and its key features are presented in Appendix A. Moreover, where the
connection to the toolbox is relevant, a reference to Appendix A is given.

1.5 Outline

This thesis is structured as follows. Following the introduction, in Chapter 2, a com-
prehensive overview of the state-of-the-art of optimization and building design (sup-
port) is given. Then, in Chapter 3 the answer to research question RQ1 is sought by
considering how a building spatial design can be represented for optimization. The
representations that have been published in [18, 32, 44] and the conversion between
them are also introduced in this chapter. Research question RQ2 is considered in
Chapter 4, where the evaluation of building spatial designs for domain specific objec-
tives is considered in general. This is achieved by automatically generating a domain
specific design that can be evaluated for one or more objectives. Accordingly, this
chapter also presents the methods that generate the structural and thermal designs
for a building spatial design and the methods that can subsequently evaluate the re-
spective objectives, as published in [27, 32]. Thereafter, in Chapter 5, a contemplation
of research question RQ3 is presented, which questions how simulations of design pro-
cesses can be directed at improving a building spatial design. To this end, different
techniques to evaluate and modify a building spatial design are presented, as well as
studies in which these techniques are used to simulate a building design process, as
published in [28, 31, 94]. In Chapter, 6, aimed at answering research question RQ4,
the use of state-of-the-art optimization algorithms for building spatial design opti-
mization is researched, as published in [17, 18, 19, 21, 28]. Next, in Chapter 7, the
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Chapter 1. Introduction

techniques that are introduced in Chapters 5 and 6 are combined. Thereby, in order
to answer research question RQ5, it is investigated how simulations of design processes
and optimization algorithms can be applied such that they benefit from each other,
as published in [28, 30]. Subsequently in Chapter 8, several studies—as published in
[20, 27, 33, 44, 83]—are presented, which focus on the practical applications of the
developed methods and on the gaps that still need to be bridged, thereby addressing
research question RQ6. Finally, in Chapter 9 the thesis is concluded by a summary of
each chapter and interesting directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

State-of-the-art

Parts of this chapter have been published in [27, 28, 44].

2.1 Optimization

An optimization problem can be formulated with the generic mathematical expression
in equation 2.1. In this formulation, the objective is to find a solution x ∈ X such that
it minimizes the ` objective functions fi(x). Here, a solution x is a vector of v design
variables: [x1, x2, . . . , xv], and the collection of all possible solutions X is called the
design search space. A solution is only considered when feasible, which is when all m
inequality constraints gj(x) and all n equality constraints hk(x) are satisfied.

min
x

: fi(x), i = 1, 2, . . . , `

subject to : gj(x) ≤ 0, j = 0, 1, . . . ,m (2.1)

hk(x) = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , n

In multi-objective optimization there seldomly exists one solution that is optimal
for all objectives. The optimality of solutions is therefore assessed in terms of non-
dominance. A solution x is dominated by solution x∗ if both conditions in equation
2.2 are satisfied. A solution is non-dominated if it is not dominated by any other
solution, i.e. none of the objectives of a solution can be improved by another solution
in the set without the deterioration of one or more other objectives. The set of all non-
dominated solutions is called the Pareto set, and the corresponding set of objective
function value vectors is called the Pareto front. In the solution process of multi-
objective optimization problems, typically only a subset S ⊂ X is evaluated. If that is

7



2.1. Optimization

the case, the non-dominated set of S is called the Pareto front approximation (PFA).
For a more comprehensive introduction on multi-objective optimization and an outline
of recent developments, the reader is referred to [70].

∀i : fi(x
∗) ≤ fi(x)

∃i : fi(x
∗) < fi(x)

(2.2)

An optimization problem may be approached by evaluating solutions from the de-
sign search space at random. However, depending on the size and feasibility of that
space, the chance that well performing and feasible solutions are selected is small. As
a consequence, many evaluations are required in order for the Pareto front approxima-
tion to converge. Applying search rules on solutions—so-called heuristics—can reduce
the number of necessary evaluations, because they modify a solution directed at im-
proving that solution. Yet, heuristics interactively apply small local improvements,
from which often a local optimum but not necessarily a global optimum is obtained.
Many modern heuristic algorithms are instantiations of meta-heuristic search methods
[82], which define a generalized structure for heuristic search. Moreover, searches can
be performed using deterministic methods [121] when the evaluation of the objectives
and the constraints can be expressed analytically. However, when the evaluation of the
objectives and the constraints are (partially) a black-box, stochastic methods should
be used, which employ randomness to introduce variations of solutions to escape local
optima in order to continue searching for the global optimum. Well-known examples
of such stochastic methods are: particle swarm optimization (PSO) [61], where solu-
tions are steered around the design search space by using information from both the
current locally and globally best known solutions; Or, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)
[6], in which random variations are applied iteratively to a selection of solutions, the
so-called parent population. The resulting solutions—the so-called offspring—are then
evaluated using the objective functions and constraints and subsequently compete with
the solutions of the parent population to be part of a new parent population, which
replaces the old. When selecting solutions for a new population in multi-objective
optimization, not only the quality of a solution but also the increase of the diversity
of the population is considered. Finally, memetic algorithms combine principles from
classical gradient-based local search methods with EAs by performing local searches
starting from solutions obtained by an EA.

Solutions may need to be selected from the Pareto front approximation during
and after multi-objective optimization. A human expert can indicate their preferred
solution, but automated selection mechanisms also exist. For example, to select the
parent solutions from a population in evolutionary algorithms, or, to select the final
solution that will be utilized by the user of an optimizer. Selecting one solution can be
achieved by selecting the best solution in one objective, or by selecting a knee-point
solution, i.e. a solution that—in objective space—lies closest to an ideal point [64].
Selecting multiple solutions at once may for instance be achieved by hypervolume-
based subset selection [39, 111], which seeks to retain solutions that jointly dominate
a large area (or volume).
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To reduce computational costs and improve quality, the design search space of an
optimization problem is often (implicitly) restricted and fixed in size and complexity.
These restrictions—called a superstructure [162]—do not allow design variables to be
added or removed from the optimization problem. Examples of works in which a
superstructure is introduced to an optimization problem are found across different
research fields, e.g. for flow configuration in chemical reactors [101]; for structural
topologies [12]; for the dimensioning of a catamaran structure [146]; and for several
different case studies [8, 18]. Many state-of-the-art search methods require the problem
to be superstructured, because e.g. the usefulness of a gradient can be questioned when
the number of variables would differ between solutions. Even though the introduction
of a superstructure is in many cases useful, it may exclude global optima, because the
location of these global optima within the entire design search space is not known a
priori. Therefore, superstructure-free methods [162] are researched as well, e.g. for
chemical process networks [68]; for finding boolean functions [60]; for finding electronic
circuits [108]; for heat exchangers [58]; and for structural topologies [105, 106].

2.2 Building design

Design has seen a transition of first being considered as a field of science towards now
as a discipline on its own [50], much like science and art are disciplines on their own.
The discipline of design focuses on understanding processes of design, design cognition,
and ways of knowing and thinking. Although humans are indispensable in the design
discipline, they also have their shortcomings, which is best explained through the sem-
inal work of H.A. Simon. Simon reasons that the bounded rationality [150] of humans
limits their decision making capability, and related to this he defined seven axioms of
decision-making theory. For instance, these axioms argue that humans cannot know
all (design) alternatives, or that they cannot consider the (design) alternatives that
they do know all at the same time. Moreover, Simon argues that so-called satisficing
[149] by humans also limits their capability to find the best possible outcome of a
decision-making process. Here, satisficing is a contraction of satisfying and sufficing,
and defines the habit of people to make decisions such that the result (e.g. a design)
meets the requirements, but likely is not ideal. Based on these works, it can be rea-
soned that, in order to improve the outcome of their design processes, designers can
benefit from design support and design optimization methods. This has become in-
creasingly more relevant because of increasing performance requirements and the more
and more restrictive boundary conditions to which buildings are subjected nowadays.
Methods—within the context of building design—to assess the performance and to
deal with the related decision making processes is a field of active research [103, 168].

In order to support design processes, it is important to first understand design
itself. A comprehensive overview on the research of design process models, and design
support methods, has been presented by Davila Delgado [51]. An important topic in
these studies, is the support of multi-disciplinary design processes. This is important,
because changes in one discipline may affect the design for another discipline as is
explained by Maher et al. [119]. When the design is changed for one discipline, the
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causal effects on the designs for the other disciplines involved should be addressed.
Computer Aided Design (CAD) [102] offers designers the tools to more efficiently deal
with such changes and share them with others. Currently, the most common approach
in the AEC industry is the use of shared data models, such as Building Information
Modeling (BIM) [143]. By using BIM, designers and engineers across disciplines are
enabled to effectively collaborate and share their designs and knowledge [151]. Another
approach to deal with multi-disciplinarity has been proposed by Haymaker et al. [87],
who presented a method to automatically take into account the effects on designs in
one discipline caused by changes in another.

Design process models and design support methods are also relevant with respect
to design optimization. For instance, the knowledge about design processes may help
improve optimization techniques. Furthermore, a design support method can be used
to parametrize a design, which is subsequently used for design optimization. Also note
that multi-objective optimization yields more than one design possibility, and choosing
from these possibilities is still a task of the designer. In this way, optimization can be
viewed as a support technique, and it would be good if such a technique can be used
in concert with existing support methods.

In the remainder of this section, the niches and disciplines in building design that
are relevant to the design optimization proposed in this thesis are discussed in more
detail.

2.2.1 Early stage design support

The performance of a design can be influenced most during the conceptual design
stage. This statement is widely supported, for example, Wang et al. [165] stress that
the influence on the performance of a design is large at the beginning of a design
process, but decreases rapidly as the design progresses. Additionally, Verhagen et al.
[161] state that 60 % to 80 % of the life-cycle cost has already been determined by the
end of the preliminary design stage. However, tools to support design processes are
mostly available at the later stages of a design process [116]. Also, in the latter article,
it is concluded that the available number of design tools at the beginning of a design
process is small, and this number only increases slowly. This may be caused by the
existing challenges that are still left to be solved [99].

The literature is not limited to stressing the importance of early-stage design op-
timization, as modeling support for conceptual building spatial designs is researched
as well. For example, shape grammars are presented by Stiny [156] and Ruiz-Montiel
et al. [141], to aid in modeling and generating the building spatial design in the con-
ceptual design stage. Algorithms to find and suggest the (optimized) layouts of a
building spatial design have also been introduced [114, 147, 154]. Clevenger et al. [47]
and Basbagill et al. [9] focus on ways to give designers feedback on the effectiveness
of the parameters and the design methods that they use. A fundamental approach
is suggested by Chong et al. [42], who describe the optimization of a conceptualized
design. In their view, a designer should focus on how to conceptualize designs and
design relations, instead of estimating the performance of sketch designs for decision
support.
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Nevertheless, common methods for early-stage design support are based on per-
formance computation. To give a number of examples, designs are parameterized and
optimized for simple objective functions by Gerber et al. [76] and Turrin et al. [159].
Similarly, a simplified evaluation model for conceptual designs is presented by Picco et
al. [132]. Ritter et al. [139] simulate the building physics of conceptual design models
via a plugin in a CAD environment, which provides users with design performances
and parameter impacts.

Another common method is the use of tools that generate (a part of) a design
during an early stage of the design process. This is particularly common for structural
design. An explanation for this could be the fact that there is a high dependency
between architectural and structural design disciplines. Examples of such a design
support during the architectural design phase have been found in [72, 123, 134].

Other scopes of early-stage building design research have also been found. For
example, the work of Azzouz et al. [4] applies life cycle analysis in a real-world case
study to show the effects of early-stage design optimization on a real world building.
Moreover, the available methods for early-stage design, as well as methods to monitor
them during their lifetime, are reviewed by Oh et al. [128]. They try to make these
methods more accessible for policymakers and engineers. Embodied and operational
energy are considered in an extensive study for long-span structures by Brown et al.
[40]. Finally, Hopfe et al. [98] discuss uncertainties in the performance of a building
design regarding the determination of the impact of parameters.

2.2.2 Design optimization

In the Architecture Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry, optimization be-
comes increasingly important for reducing both the environmental and the financial
footprints of designs. Literature includes—among others—methods to optimize: build-
ing envelopes for minimal heating, cooling, and lighting costs [62]; energy costs and
thermal comfort [169]; structural grillage systems for increased stiffness and less ma-
terial use [24]; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems for minimal
costs [138]; structural systems, with allowing user interaction during the design search
space exploration [125]; and form finding of reticulated shell structures [172]. Apart
from investigating different objectives, the correct application and verification of op-
timization methods is also studied, for example by Hamdy et al. [86]. Also the use of
process integration and design optimization has been adopted by Flager et al. [74], and
is demonstrated on the design of a classroom building. Furthermore, new representa-
tions for building design are researched too, e.g. equation based models that make it
possible to apply gradient-based search and analytical solution techniques [167].

From literature it can be observed that building design optimization is primarily
researched per discipline and focused on sub-parts of the building design. However,
due to complex trade-offs between disciplines, the performance of each discipline is
often compromised in order to achieve better performance in the other disciplines.
Therefore, multi-disciplinary optimization has been researched, e.g. by considering
thermal load, usable area, and cost [78]. An overview of available tools for multi-
disciplinary building optimization is given by Dı́az et al. [56].
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As mentioned earlier, in the early stages of the design process, the impact of de-
sign decisions on the performance is high but decreases rapidly as the design process
progresses [165]. However, design support tools and optimization methods are pre-
dominantly available for later stages of a design process [116]. For these reasons there
is a growing demand for research aimed at the support of early stage building design
(optimization) [48, 126, 127, 129, 158].

One of the reasons for research to focus on late stage design may be that methods
are often developed to be compatible with existing Computer Aided Design (CAD)
software, which supports design processes in more advanced design stages. For exam-
ple: Geyer [80] implemented an optimization method in a BIM environment. Asl et al.
[3] and Welle et al. [166] each present building thermal optimization in a BIM-based
design search space; Caldas [41] presents several case studies on the application of a
CAD environment integrated with an evolutionary algorithm. Despite the need for
research on early stage design methods, in literature it is also recognized that there is
a current demand for optimization in the AEC industry [128], thus the methods for
existing CAD software are relevant. Therefore, Dı́az et al. [56] give an overview of the
challenges that need to be overcome before a practical application of optimization is
possible in the AEC industry. Also Boonstra et al. [33] have researched issues related
to the practical use of optimization techniques for conceptual building design in a
BIM environment. One of the challenges is user interaction, and interesting directions
to overcome this challenge have been published by: Mora et al. [124], who present a
framework that integrates early stage design processes with choices regarding consid-
erations and expectations of the final design; Steiner et al. [155], who developed a tool
that interactively generates a structural system during an architectural design process;
Geyer et al. [81] and Schlüter et al. [145], who take into account user interaction with
an optimization method integrated in a BIM environment; Basbagill et al. [9] and
Clevenger et al. [47], who each give feedback to users on the impact of the changes
they made to a design, allowing them to make more informed design decisions; and
Hopfe et al. [98], who determine the uncertainty of the effect on the performance from
modifying design variables, supporting users in selecting design variables for optimiza-
tion.

Software environments for early stage design support are less prevalent but do
exist, for example SEED [75]. Optimization methods for the SEED environment have
been presented by Liggett [114] and Fenves et al. [72]. Despite the availability of SEED
to the AEC industry, an application in practice has, at least by the author, not been
found.

Another reason for research to mainly focus on late stage designs may be related
to the size and complexity of the design search space in the early stages of a building
design process. Even for state-of-the-art optimization methods it is challenging to
search the entire design search space of an early stage building design. The complexity
of this design space should also be considered before a superstructure is defined, e.g. for
the case where the existence of a design variable would depend on the value of another
design variable. Examples of superstructures for early stage design processes are: an
application of the SEED environment to optimize building layout problems [72, 114];
a parametric BIM tool steered by evolutionary computing [135]; a genetic string from
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which a conceptual building spatial design is generated [154]; a unified matrix method
for building spatial design [147]; or the layout of a single storey residential building in
a grid [171]. These methods are developed for early stage design and implicitly define
a superstructure, for which it is not clear which designs are and which designs are not
included in the design search space. A superstructure for conceptual building spatial
design that has explicitly been defined by a so-called supercube is presented in [18].
Although it is not clear for all designs if they are (not) included, there do exist obvious
cases as well, such as spaces with a round or skewed boundary.

As the definition of superstructures is less straight forward for early stage design
problems, superstructure free methods are more commonly found for early stage de-
sign, e.g. the generation of building spatial designs through shape grammars [141,
156]; a framework integrating structural design and building spatial design [123]; or
simulations of co-evolutionary [119] design [31, 94, 153].

2.2.3 Building structural design

Structural design of buildings is strongly related to their spatial design: A spatial
design can only exist or be experienced if it is realized by a structure. While at the
same time, the structure occupies space and affects the aesthetics of a building’s spatial
design [104]. However, a discrepancy between the two exists with respect to the design
stage during which the two are defined. The spatial design is conceived in a conceptual
design stage, and often only after the building spatial design is fixed, the structural
design is developed. Due to their strong interdependency, much of the structural design
is already determined during the conceptual design. Wang et al. [165] and Brown et al.
[40] see a similar trend and state that decisions in the early design stages of a building
have the most effect on discipline specific designs of that building. However, only a
limited amount of discipline specific tools is available during these stages [130], whilst
these tools are important in the exploration of design alternatives [140]. Another factor
that limits the involvement of structural design in the conceptual design stage is the
time that would be needed to consider every conceptual design alternative [72, 73].
Therefore, automated structural design would be promising, because it can provide
designers with a tool that they can use to quickly assess the structural design potential
of a conceptual building design.

Because a structural building design is (usually) based on a building spatial design,
a spatial design is required as input for an automated design process. In automated
structural design, decompositions of the geometry of a building spatial design can
be made such that structural components can be placed at locations of the found
geometric parts. Rafiq et al. [134] were one of the first to research this opportu-
nity, and presented a method that finds all the corner points of a building spatial
design and accordingly uses these points to define the beams and slabs of a structural
model. Hofmeyer et al. [96] presented a method that cyclically generates structural
components for one level of spatial design, followed by the generation of a next level
floor layout based on the underlying structural components. As such, an intertwined
spatial-structural design process was followed. Geyer [79] defined design rules that
each operate on a different piece of information in a BIM model, and in conjunction
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with each other these rules generate a structural model. Boonstra et al. [32] use design
rules to decide which structure is assigned to each individual geometry part (e.g. a
line segment or a rectangle) in a building spatial design. Steiner et al. [155] create
grid lines in a floor plan layout, which are then used as possible locations for struc-
tural components. Moreover, they have made their method interactive, such that a
designer can change a resulting structural design. Smulders et al. [152] realized that
automated structural design methods did not explicitly take into account mechanical
stability. Therefore, they developed an automated process that can stabilize structural
design models by adding new components between existing points in these models.

Topology optimization [13] is another promising approach in the generation of a
structural design for building spatial designs. Using this gradient based optimization
technique, material is distributed within a design volume, such that it minimizes for a
set objective. A common objective is minimal strain energy, which relates to minimal
flexibility or maximum stiffness. Topology optimization is a technique that is welcomed
by architects as it can find aesthetically pleasing designs, and as such it can connect
architecture with structural engineering, see Beghini et al. [11]. It also finds more
technical applications, such as the design of a bracing system by Liang et al. [113]
and Baldock et al. [7]. However, downsides of topology optimization are the long
optimization times, the interpretation of optimization results into a design, and the
realization of such a design.

When studying the methods for automated structural design, two aspects are ob-
served. First, in automated structural design an assumption seems to be made that
structural components can only be placed at the boundaries between spaces, some-
times this assumption is even made explicitly [71]. However, in many practical designs
it is accepted for structure to interfere with space, e.g. beams in an atrium or a column
in a space. Second, most methods apply a more or less bottom-up approach rather
than a top-down approach. Which means that they assign structure based only on
(sub-)parts of the building spatial design without considering possible compositions of
such parts that are logical from a structural point of view.

2.2.4 Building physics design - thermal

The building physics designs of buildings determine in large parts their energy effi-
ciency, and as such can have a huge effect on the energy resilience of the built envi-
ronment [45]. Modeling and simulating energy in buildings is thus an essential part
of a design process, and is extensively discussed in the works by Underwood et al.
[160] and Clarke [46]. However, simulations only may not suffice in improving the
energy efficiency of a building design. In [88], Hensen et al. gathered works that apply
such modeling and simulation techniques specifically to the performance prediction
and evaluation during a design process. As such, designers can be given feedback on
the modifications that they make to their designs, which allows them to make more
informed design decisions.

In literature, optimization and support methods for building thermal design have
been found mostly for late stage design, however, there are also examples of optimiza-
tion aimed at preliminary building design. For instance, the analytical optimization
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of a building’s shape for its thermal performance by Marks [120], this shape being
a sphere, changing for different boundary conditions. Also, Ritter et al. [139] pre-
sented an approach in which the different possible spatial layouts of an office building
are parametrized, and the parametric model is then coupled to a thermal simulation
model. The heating and cooling loads can as such be investigated by means of a pa-
rameter study, and accordingly be used to make design decisions regarding the spatial
layout and thermal performance, e.g. as explained by de Wilde [168].

2.2.5 Spatial zoning

The successful realization of a building spatial design highly depends on the design
of the other disciplines, which have to fit the requirements described by the building
spatial design but also carry interdependencies with designs of other disciplines [37].
To this end, it is important that a building spatial design representation includes
the information that is necessary to assess the building from different perspectives
[104]. In a building spatial design model, the spatial layout is not necessarily a logical
base for each design discipline [100]. Björk [15] states that grouping spaces or sub-
parts of spaces into zones can lead to spatial layouts that are more logical from a
discipline’s point of view. The literature provides examples of applications of zoned
designs to HVAC design [43], day-lighting design [137], structural design [96, 122, 123],
construction technology [142], and a design tool for energy and daylight performance
[57]. For these examples, zones are sometimes obvious design elements, e.g. ventilation
(in HVAC) design applies to a group of spaces that are openly connected to each other
rather than to each space individually. However, for structural design, the use of
zones may be less apparent, but nevertheless it is performed (using expert intuition,
or sometimes simply subconsciously) by an engineer, e.g. when a structure system is
conceived spanning several spaces. Procedures for spatial zoning aimed at structural
design have been described using an automated two-dimensional approach in [96].
Mora et al. [123] consider the possibility that users can assign structural zones within a
building spatial design, accordingly they use this information to automatically generate
a structural design for each zone individually. Hofmeyer et al. [92] presented a fully
automated three dimensional zoning algorithm which has been applied in a research
engine that simulates a spatial-structural design process in [52]. They demonstrated
that spatial zoning has a larger influence on the displacements of structural solutions
than the amount of structural mass. Besides this, little is known about the influence
of spatial zoning on the performance of resulting structural designs.
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Chapter 3

Building Spatial Design
Representations

Parts of this chapter have been published in [27, 32, 44].
For the work presented in [44] (used here for Section 3.5
and Subsection 3.6.5) the first contributor was D.P.H.
(Dennis) Claessens, and the author was the second con-
tributor.

This chapter is aimed at answering research question RQ1:

“How can building spatial designs be represented within the context of opti-
mization?”

The representation in which a building spatial design is expressed defines the vari-
ables that can be modified in order to change that design for the better. However,
it can also exclude designs from the optimization search, for instance: a represen-
tation that is restricted to orthogonal shapes cannot represent curves in a building
design. To answer research question RQ1, first a general definition for a building spa-
tial design within the context of this thesis is given. Besides that, the feasibility of a
building spatial design is discussed and relevant terminology related to optimization
is explained. Thereafter, the so-called Movable and Sizable (MS) representation is in-
troduced, which is suitable for simulations of co-evolutionary design processes. This is
followed by the introduction of the SuperCube (SC) representation, which is suitable
for state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithms and mixed-integer mathematical program-
ming. Moreover, two other representations for building spatial design are explained:
the building conformal model, which can be used to store the geometric information,
the building design information, and the relational information between these; and the
zoned building spatial design representation, which is an arrangement of a building
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spatial design into groups of (sub-)spaces, i.e. zones. Finally, conversions between dif-
ferent representations are presented. Note that the representations are explained first,
but that the initialization of a building conformal model or a zoned representation can
only be achieved through one of the presented conversions.

3.1 General considerations

A number of considerations should be made during the development of representations
within the context of building spatial design optimization. Firstly, a clear definition of
a building spatial design should be provided. For comparability and interoperability
between optimization methods, the term building spatial design should not be suscep-
tible to ambiguities. Additionally, it should be made clear what is included and what
is excluded by the term. Secondly, constraints should be defined in order to focus
on designs that are feasible, i.e. designs that can exist in the physical world and are
also practically usable. Finally, as has been explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.1, a
representation can be characterized by a superstructure or can be superstructure-free.
For clarity, this characterization is discussed here in more detail.

3.1.1 Definition of building spatial design

A building spatial design is defined here as the spatial arrangement of spaces, where
each space has a three dimensional shape of a certain size. Additionally, a building
spatial design is limited to cuboid spaces that are arranged in an orthogonal grid. As
a result, spaces with round or skewed boundaries are not possible, which simplifies
various aspects of an optimization task. For example, the design modification/muta-
tion of spaces that are (partly) round or skewed. This will also prevent a distraction
from the main focus of the research presented in this thesis: the development and
study of optimization methods for building spatial design optimization. Here, the re-
strictions to the shape and arrangement of spaces is applied for the sake of clarity and
brevity. However, the methods that are researched in this thesis need not adhere to
this restriction in later stages of their development.

3.1.2 Feasibility of building spatial design

It is important that only feasible building spatial designs are considered. Here, the
feasibility of a building spatial design is defined using two requirements: the design
can exist in the physical world, and it is practically usable. Note that a representation
that is suitable for optimization purposes may not necessarily ensure the feasibility of a
building spatial design. Therefore, it should be possible to check if a design is feasible,
which is typically achieved through the definition of constraints. A constraint is a
condition that applies to a design solution. If the constraint is not satisfied, in other
words if the constraint is violated, the design solution is considered to be infeasible.
The following constraints are defined to ensure that a building spatial design is feasible.
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C1 Each space must exist.

This constraint ensures that each space that is defined in a representation exists
in the building spatial design.

C2 Spaces cannot overlap.

A space is a part of a building spatial design. An overlap of spaces is then a part
of a building spatial design that would belong to more than one space. This is
physically not possible in a three-dimensional space and therefore not allowed.

C3 All components of the building spatial design must (indirectly) be connected to
the ground.

A building spatial design that is not connected to the ground surface can be
considered as floating, which is physically infeasible. Although a structure may
be able to support an elevated building spatial design, this is left out of the scope
of this thesis.

C4 Each space has a cuboid shape.

This constraint stems from the restrictions that have been imposed on the defi-
nition of a building spatial design in this thesis (see Section 3.1.1).

C5 The dimensions of a space are limited to a range of values.

A space can be too narrow or its ceiling can be too low for it to be occupied by
a person, which is impractical. Moreover, a space that is too long or too high
may cause disproportional ratios between the dimensions of a space, which may
be impractical. The dimensions of a space should therefore be limited in each
orthogonal direction between a lower and an upper bound.

C6 The total floor area of a building spatial design is fixed.

This constraint is a typical requirement that may be given in the design brief
that is defined prior to the start of a building design process. For buildings, it
is common practice to value a building in terms of usable floor area. As such,
this constraint ensures the design is practical in terms of required floor area.

C7 The total volume of a building spatial design is fixed.

Similar to constraint C6, this constraint may be a requirement that is defined in
a design brief. This constraint ensures the design is practical in terms of required
volume.

Note that, with the above listed constraints it is possible to constrain a building
spatial design representation such that the design search space only consists out of
infeasible designs. For example, when for a given number of spaces the constraints on
the dimensions of a space (C5) make it impossible to achieve the floor area constraint
(C6). This should be considered during the configuration of the constraints. Moreover,
not all constraints may need to be checked for a building spatial design problem.
For instance, Constraint C4 is irrelevant for a design in the MS-representation, and
Constraints C6 and C7 will not be used simultaneously.
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3.1.3 Superstructure vs superstructure free

Prior to studying the representation for an optimization problem, it is important to
understand the terminology concerning optimization and data structures in optimiza-
tion. Although a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art is given in Chapter 2,
Section 2.1, for clarity, some further explanation is given here. Optimization aims to
minimize or maximize an objective value by the variation of design variables, while
at the same time satisfying certain constraints. What is important for optimization
is the representation of the design search space, which is the selection of design vari-
ables that is used to parametrize the solutions for the problem (design variables that
are not part of this selection are either constant or depend on the representation it-
self). The representation affects the applicability and performance of the optimization
methods, e.g. a complex dynamic data structure might be too difficult to handle
by some optimization methods. Here, terminology will be borrowed from optimal
process synthesis in chemical engineering, where superstructure representations are
distinguished from superstructure-free representations [162]. In a superstructure, the
design search space has a fixed number of design variables, meaning all design alter-
natives are pre-encoded, which makes for a static data structure. This enables the
search for an optimum in a systematic manner by using classical parameter based
optimization methods. Superstructure-free optimization uses a design search space in
which design variables may originate or disappear, which can be seen as a dynamic
data structure. Such a design search space allows for discovering unexpected alter-
natives that were not pre-encoded. Because design configurations are encoded using
discrete variable vectors of fixed dimension, superstructures allow for formulating op-
timization problems in the language of mathematical programming (using equations
and inequalities). Free representations are formulated differently, for instance by de-
scribing initialization procedures and variation operators that form the design search
space. Potentially, superstructure-free representations allow for an infinite number of
possible configurations. However, in practice this might not hold due to constraints
on the design, e.g. on the number of spaces. The difference between superstructure
and superstructure-free approaches is a recurrent theme in optimization [162], whereas
this topic has hardly ever been addressed for building design.
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3.2 Movable and sizable representation
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Figure 3.1: Movable and sizable representa-
tion of building spatial design.

The Movable and Sizable (MS) represen-
tation for building spatial designs is de-
veloped to explore a design search space
via a superstructure-free approach. For
this, a building is described by a set S.
This set is described by Equation 3.1, in
which si represents a space, c the coordi-
nate vector of the space origin and d the
dimension vector of the space with w, d
and h the width in x-, depth in y-, and
height in z-direction, respectively. In the
MS representation, the ground surface is
represented by z = 0, thus in the rep-
resentation: z < 0 is located below the
ground; z = 0 is located on the ground surface; and z > 0 is located above the ground.
Figure 3.1 shows a simple building spatial design with four spaces expressed in the
MS-representation.

S = {s1, s2, ..., sNspaces} where si = {c,d}

c =
[
x y z

]>
d =

[
w d h

]> (3.1)

The definition of a space by location and dimensions allows an engineer to imagine
the spatial properties of a space. As such, an engineer can intuitively define additional
properties or modifications for that space. This makes the MS representation suitable
for simulations of co-evolutionary design processes, in which automated modifications
of a design—inspired by knowledge and experience from design practice—are used to
simulate a design process. However, the intuitiveness of the MS representation does
not apply to a building spatial design in its entirety, because relationships between
spaces are defined implicitly. For example, changing the shape of the exterior of a
building spatial design is not a trivial task when all spaces have to be considered
simultaneously. In fact this is better achieved by changing—in concert—each space
individually. The MS representation is thus most suitable for design modifications
that operate on spaces rather than on the entire building design. Thereby it should be
noted that such operations should not interfere with possible relations between spaces
that concern constraints, for instance constraints like non-overlap (constraint C2 in
Subsection 3.1.2). This is the case, because if an operation leads to such a constraint
to be violated, repairing the constraint is unlikely to be achieved by modifying that
space alone. Constraints are therefore preferably maintained rather than repaired
after they are violated, which means that modifications should be defined such that
the resulting design does not violate the constraints. Note that this also means that
a building spatial design should initially satisfy the constraints.
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3.2. Movable and sizable representation

An approach to modify a building spatial design while maintaining the constraints
has been presented in [94]. In this approach, a building spatial design is modified via
the removal, scaling, and division of spaces. In Figure 3.2, an illustrative example
of this approach is given as a possible modification of the building spatial design in
Figure 3.1. In the example, building space s3 has been selected to be removed ac-
cording to Equation 3.2. Accordingly, assuming that the volume has been constrained
for the building spatial design (constraint C7, Subsection 3.1.2), the remaining spaces
are scaled (Equation 3.3, where Vc is the current volume) to restore the initial vol-
ume (V0) of the building design. Thereafter, to restore the number of spaces, a single
space is selected (e.g. at random) and subsequently subdivided into two new spaces
(Equation 3.4), which results in a new spatial design (Equation 3.5).
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Figure 3.2: Super-structure free modification using the MS representation.

S {s1, s2, s3, s4} → S {s1, s2, s4} (3.2)

S → S · 3

√
V0
Vc

(3.3)

s1

{[
x1 y1 z1

]>
,
[
w1 d1 h1

]>}

→


s5

{[
x1 y1 z1

]>
,
[
1
2w1 d1 h1

]>}
s6

{[
x1 + 1

2w1 y1 z1

]>
,
[
1
2w1 d1 h1

]>} (3.4)

S {s2, s4, s5, s6} (3.5)

Note that, in the example spaces were removed and new spaces were added. It is
an essential characteristic of the superstructure-free approach that new variables can
be added or that variables can be deleted during the execution time of an optimiza-
tion run. Because in the MS representation relationships between spaces are defined
implicitly, it is most suitable for modifications that operate on spaces. Thereby spaces
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Chapter 3. Building Spatial Design Representations

may be removed or added to the building spatial design, because it is difficult to de-
fine operations that apply to the whole building spatial design. This makes the MS
representation most suitable for superstructure-free optimization approaches.

3.3 Supercube representation

w = {w
1
, w

2
, w

3
, w

4
},  b1 = {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}

d = {d
1
, d

2
}, h = {h

1
}  b2 = {0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}

b = {b1, b2, b3, b4}  b3 = {0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}

   = cell origin  b4 = {0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0}
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Figure 3.3: Supercube representation of a
building spatial design. Spaces 2 and 4 are
described by two cells each, and the two right
cells are not used to describe a room.

A so-called SuperCube (SC) represen-
tation for building spatial design has
been developed to explore a design search
space via a superstructure approach. In
a supercube, a building spatial design is
represented by a supercube that consists
of cells that are described by four vec-
tors: w,d,h,b, see also Equation 3.6, in
which b`i,j,k ∈ b describes the existence of
the cell with indices i, j and k in space `,
where b`i,j,k with a value ”1” means the
cell i, j, k is active and describes a part
of space `, while ”0” means the cell is
inactive. A space ` is thus constructed
out of the supercube cells that are ac-
tivated for that space, i.e. for the slice
of b with constant `. Finally, wi ∈ w,
dj ∈ d and hk ∈ h describe the continuous variables for dimensioning of the super-
cube cells. Figure 3.3 shows the supercube notation for the same example that was
used to demonstrate the movable and sizable representation in Figure 3.1. For the SC
representation, the bottom of the supercube represents the ground surface, and thus
the bottom cells are located on the ground level (k = 1), whereas the rest is located
above the ground (k > 1). In the figure, building spaces are indicated by solid lines
and coarsely dashed lines (indicating hidden lines), whereas cells can be recognized by
finely dotted lines. Each cell has a number in the lower left front corner that indicates
for which building space it was activated, and ”0” means that a cell is inactive for
every space.

i ∈{1, 2, ..., Nw} wi ∈ R
j ∈{1, 2, ..., Nd} dj ∈ R
k∈{1, 2, ..., Nh} hk ∈ R

` ∈{1, 2, ..., Nspaces} b`i,j,k =

{
1, if celli,j,k ∈ space`
0, otherwise

(3.6)

Modifying a building spatial design in the SC representation can be achieved by
re-assigning cells to building spaces through changes of the binary variables and by
modifying the variables for dimensioning the grid within the supercube. Additionally,
constraints can be stated as equations, and as such they can be part of the selection
and generation of solutions. Stating constraints as equations also has the advantage
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3.4. Building conformal model

that their algebraic structure can be exploited by the employed optimization algo-
rithm. Also, by expressing a building spatial design optimization problem in this way,
mathematical programming techniques such as Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program-
ming (MINLP) can be used.

As an example, the definition of the non-overlap constraint (constraint C2, Subsec-
tion 3.1.2) is given as a mathematical expression. This constraint needs to be checked
for the SC representation, because every space is represented by a separate bit-mask
(enumerated by `) covering all cells in the supercube, thus non-overlap is not guaran-
teed by the representation itself. Equation 3.7 achieves this by taking the sum of b`i,j,k
for all cells (∀i,j,k) over all masks (∀`). As a result of the binary representation, only if
this sum is smaller or equal to one, no overlap exists at that cell. For the formulations
of Constraints C1, C3, C4, C5 and C7 (Subsection 3.1.2) the reader is referred to [18],
and more detail of the formulation of Constraint C6 can be found in Appendix C.

∀i,j,k
Nspaces∑
`=1

b`i,j,k ≤ 1 (3.7)

In the supercube representation all possible designs are pre-encoded, and as such
this representation is most suitable for superstructure approaches and classical param-
eter methods that require the dimension of the design search space to be fixed. Note
that technically it is possible to use a similar modification approach as demonstrated
for the movable and sizable representation (Subsection 3.2): remove a space, then
scale the design, and finally split a space. However, in the SC representation it would
be more straightforward to achieve this with a recombination operator that combines
the bit masks of two spaces, rather than removing one and subsequently splitting the
other into two new spaces.

3.4 Building conformal model

So far, two representations have been defined for finding new designs within an opti-
mization context: the MS representation and the SC representation. However, evalu-
ating a design in these representations may not be straightforward. This holds because
domain relevant aspects may vary over building edges, walls, or spaces. For example,
in a structural finite element model two walls with a T-joint connection (see Figure 3.4)
will only be structurally connected if the finite element nodes of both walls—at the
joint—coincide. Therefore another representation for a building spatial design has
been developed, the so-called building conformal model. Here, a building conformal
model is the representation of a building design in which geometry entities such as line
segments, rectangles or cuboids do not intersect with each other, but their vertices are
allowed to coincide. Two examples are given in Figure 3.4, on the left, two slabs are
connected via a T-joint, in which case the geometry of the continuous slab is divided
into two rectangles. On the right of Figure 3.4, two adjoining slabs have a varying
height, in which case the geometry of the taller slab is divided into two rectangles. In
this way, a model of smaller geometry entities can be defined such that no intersections
between spaces, surfaces, and line segments exist.
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Chapter 3. Building Spatial Design Representations

T-joint of surfaces Varying dimensions of surfaces

Figure 3.4: Examples of non conformal surfaces that can be represented in a conformal
model by geometry entities like vertices, lines, and rectangles.

Two levels of information are identified for a building conformal model: the geom-
etry level and the building design level, see Figure 3.5. On the geometry level, a design
is decomposed into the following geometry entities: cuboids, rectangles, line segments,
and vertices. This decomposition is performed such that no intersections exist between
any geometry entities. On the building level, a spatial design is decomposed into the
following building entities: spaces, surfaces of-, edges of-, and points of spaces. Such
a distinction between geometry and building information is useful to extract domain
relevant information from a building spatial design. For example, structural design
components, such as flat shells, are defined using geometry entities. This ensures that
all finite element nodes of adjoining structural components are coincident. The live
loading that may be acting on such a structural component is defined on building
design entities such as a surface.
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Figure 3.5: UML class diagram of the build-
ing conformal model.

Geometry entities are stored in the
so-called geometry conformal model.
The two levels of design then come to-
gether in the so-called building confor-
mal model, which inherits the geome-
try entities of the geometry conformal
model. Figure 3.5 shows the UML
class diagram of the building conformal
model. In the building conformal model
all the entities on each level of design
are linked to each other. For example,
a surface is realized by four edges and—
together with five other surfaces—it real-
izes a space. At the same time, a surface
can be associated with one or more rect-
angles, whereas a rectangle can belong
to one or two surfaces, etc. This is use-
ful, for example, when structural design
components that are defined by geome-
try entities have to be loaded with loads
that are defined by building design enti-
ties, as explained in the previous para-
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3.5. Zoned building spatial design representation

graph. Note that the multiplicity of the associations follow from the orthogonality of
a building spatial design, e.g. a cuboid consists of exactly six rectangles, whereas a
rectangle can be used to define either one or two adjacent cuboids. Note that in this
way, queries for relations between entities can be performed efficiently, for which other
relevant applications in BIM can be found, e.g. as presented in [36].

3.5 Zoned building spatial design representation

In a building spatial design model, the spatial layout is not necessarily an optimal
starting point for each building design domain [100]. Actually, grouping spaces or
sub-parts of spaces into zones can lead to spatial layouts that are more suitable from a
specific discipline’s point of view [15]. Zones can be explicit design elements, e.g. the
design of a ventilation system applies to a group of spaces that are openly connected
to each other rather than to each space individually. However, for structural design,
the use of zones may be less apparent, but nevertheless it may be performed (subcon-
sciously) by an engineer, for instance when a single structure system spans a group of
spaces. A zoned design, i.e. a spatial arrangement of zones within a building spatial
design, may therefore be a better basis to evaluate domain specific objectives. Zoned
designs are therefore also interesting to consider within an optimization context. For
the definition of a zoned design, the building conformal model (see Section 3.4) is con-
venient because—among others—it divides a building spatial design into sub-volumes,
i.e. conformal cuboids.

A zoned design can then be defined following Equations 3.8 and 3.9, where the set
of all n cuboids ci in the building conformal model is defined by C, a zoned design
Z as a set of m zones zj , and each zone zj is a subset of C (zj ⊆ C). To ensure the
practicality of zoned designs Z must be a partition of C, which means that: (i) Z
cannot contain any empty sets (ii) the sets in Z cover C following Equation 3.10, and
(iii) the elements of Z are pairwise disjoint (no overlap) according to Equation 3.11.
Note that these conditions apply to sets of objects within the building conformal model
and not directly to the geometry itself. In this way, only overlaps of the interior of
zones are constrained, i.e. a zone may still overlap with other zones at its boundaries.
Moreover, for convenience, a zoned design and its zones are subjected to the same
constraints that apply to a building spatial design and its spaces, see Subsection 3.1.2.
Thus, a zoned design is limited to only cuboid shapes, in accordance with constraint
C4.

C = {ci, ci+1, . . . , cn} (3.8)

Z = {zj , zj+1, . . . , zm} (3.9)

m⋃
j=1

zj = C (3.10)

∀a, b : a 6= b⇒ za ∩ zb = ∅ (3.11)
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Figure 3.6: 2D example of 3 spaces (a-c)
divided into 4 conformal cuboids (degenerated
to rectangles), with each possible arrangement
of zones (colors).

Note that a single building spatial
design may yield various zoned designs.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.6, where
the floor plan of a single storey building
spatial design is given in the top left. The
building spatial design consists of three
spaces a, b, and c, which are overall di-
vided into four conformal cuboids (space
a is divided in two cuboids at the T-joint
with spaces b and c, which is indicated
with a dashed line). Then, there exist
seven arrangements of cuboid zones that
are different from the spatial arrange-
ment. These are depicted in the rest of Figure 3.6, where each zone is indicated
with a color. Considering this, the procedure through which a zoned design is formed
can thus be considered as a combinatorial process, in which conformal cuboids are
combined. Due to a combinatorial explosion, the number of zoned designs may be-
come too large to be practically handled by a computer. A zoning procedure should
thus typically be aimed at limiting the number of resulting zoned designs.

3.6 Conversions between representations

A conversion between representations can be convenient and/or useful. The follow-
ing conversions have been defined: (i) a conversion from SC representation to MS
representation, which can be used for comparing or transferring solutions between op-
timization methods; (ii) a conversion from MS representation to SC representation,
which can also be used for comparing and transferring solutions between optimization
methods; (iii) a conversion from MS to a building conformal model, which creates a
conformal geometry for a building spatial design and generates relevant associations
between geometry and building entities; and (iv) a conversion from a building confor-
mal model to a zoned design, which yields multiple zoned designs for a given building
spatial design. Note that. via the MS representation, an SC representation can also
be converted to a building conformal model and to zoned design. Also note that, a
conversion from a zoned design to a building conformal model, and from a building
conformal model to an MS representation are not defined. This is because a build-
ing spatial design cannot be modified by these representations. The aforementioned
conversions are each explained in the following subsections.

3.6.1 Supercube to movable and sizable

To transform a building spatial design from the supercube representation into the
movable and sizable representation, it is suggested here to first find the smallest and
largest indices i, j, k for the set of cells describing each space ` as shown in Equa-
tion 3.12. Space coordinates x, y, z can then be found as shown in Equation 3.13, with
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3.6. Conversions between representations

the notion that, if the smallest index equals 1, there is no term in the sum, and the
degenerated sum is evaluated as 0 (which is appropriate here). The space dimensions
are computed in a similar way using the minimum and maximum indices as shown in
Equation 3.14.

i`min = min({i | b`i,j,k = 1}) i`max = max({i | b`i,j,k = 1})
j`min = min({j | b`i,j,k = 1}) j`max = max({j | b`i,j,k = 1})
k`min = min({k | b`i,j,k = 1}) k`max = max({k | b`i,j,k = 1})

(3.12)

x` =

i`min−1∑
p=1

wp, y` =

j`min−1∑
q=1

dq, z` =

k`min−1∑
r=1

hr (3.13)

w` =

i`max∑
i=i`min

wi, d` =

j`max∑
j=j`min

dj , h` =

k`max∑
k=k`min

hk (3.14)

3.6.2 Movable and sizable to supercube

A transformation from movable and sizable to supercube first requires three steps to
compute the supercube dimensions w, d, h. Step one—for each space—the minimum
and maximum coordinate values should be found, i.e. for each space `: {x`, x` +w`};
{y`, y` + d`}; {z`, z` +h`}. Step two, all these values are grouped into three lists (each
for either x, y or z values), duplicate values are removed, and then each list is sorted
in ascending order. Finally in the third step, vectors w, d, h are computed from
these lists. For example, w is computed as wi = xi+1 − xi for every i ∈ [1, ..., n − 1]
where n is the number of values stored in the sorted list. Regarding vector b, for each
space (∀`) and for each cell (∀i,j,k) the cell’s coordinates—which are derived in step
two—are compared with the coordinates of the considered space. A cell is assigned
to the considered space if the cell coordinates are completely within the coordinates
of the space. For instance, for the x-direction: x` ≤ xi < x` + w`, where x` is the
x-coordinate of space ` obtained from the MS representation, xi is retrieved from
the list obtained in step two, and w` is the width of space ` obtained from the MS
representation.

3.6.3 Validation

The two aforementioned conversions—SC to MS (Subsection 3.6.1) and MS to SC
(Subsection 3.6.2)—have been validated in [29] for overlaps in spaces, non-connected
spaces, truncation errors, alterations in space identification, and fragmented spaces.
Although errors due to truncations can occur and fragmented spaces in the supercube
may change a building spatial design, it was found that for the purposes of the repre-
sentations the errors are insignificant and that fragmented spaces will not occur due
to constraint C4, i.e. a space must have a cuboid shape (see Subsection 3.1.2).
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3.6.4 Movable and sizable to conformal
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Figure 3.7: UML class diagram of the build-
ing conformal model.

The procedure to create a building con-
formal model is started by finding all the
building entities, which can be directly
derived from a building spatial design in
the MS representation. First the set PCF
of all 8 corner points of a space is com-
puted, following Equation 3.15, where c
and d are the vectors respectively con-
taining the coordinates and dimensions
of the space in MS representation, ◦ is an
operator for the component-wise product
of two vectors, and î, ĵ, k̂ are the unit
vectors in x-, y-, and z-direction respec-
tively. Then, an edge can be defined as
a pair of two points, and the set of all 12
edges ECF of a space is given by Equa-
tion 3.16. Accordingly, a surface can be
defined as a set of four edges, and the set
of all 6 surfaces TCF of a space is given
by Equation 3.20. Finally, a space SCF
can be defined as a set of 6 surfaces. Note
that, in the implementation of the tool-
box [35] (also see Appendix A), for convenience, more associations between geometry
entities and building entities are stored than what is depicted in Figure 3.7, e.g. a
space is also associated with all 12 edges, and all 8 points.

∀i : ∀j : ∀k : PCF,1+k·2+j·21+i·22 = c+
[
i · î j · ĵ k · k̂

]>◦ d i, j, k ∈ {0, 1} (3.15)

ECF = { {PCF,1, PCF,2} , {PCF,1, PCF,3} , {PCF,1, PCF,5} , (3.16)

{PCF,3, PCF,4} , {PCF,2, PCF,4} , {PCF,2, PCF,6} , (3.17)

{PCF,5, PCF,6} , {PCF,5, PCF,7} , {PCF,3, PCF,7} , (3.18)

{PCF,7, PCF,8} , {PCF,6, PCF,8} , {PCF,4, PCF,8}} (3.19)

TCF = { {ECF,5, ECF,10, ECF,6, ECF,9} , {ECF,7, ECF,12, ECF,8, ECF,11} , (3.20)

{ECF,5, ECF,2, ECF,7, ECF,1} , {ECF,6, ECF,4, ECF,8, ECF,3} , (3.21)

{ECF,9, ECF,1, ECF,11, ECF,3} , {ECF,10, ECF,2, ECF,12, ECF,4}} (3.22)

SCF = {TCF,1, TCF,2, . . . , TCF,6} (3.23)
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3.6. Conversions between representations

The next step in creating a building conformal model is an initial definition of the
geometry entities. This can be achieved in a straightforward approach, by using the
geometry of the building entities: a cuboid for each space, a rectangle for each surface,
a line segment for each edge, and a vertex for each point. However, it should be noted
that the uniqueness of geometry entities is considered for this process. For example, if
the edge of a space is in exactly the same location as that of another space, only one
line segment is defined to describe that part of the geometry of the building spatial
design. Duplicates are therefore not added to the geometry conformal model.

Accordingly, the procedure to create a building conformal model finds all locations
of intersection between geometry entities. An example of a line-line intersection is
given on the left of Figure 3.8. All line segments are checked against each other for
a possible intersection. If such a location is found, a vertex is added to the geome-
try conformal model for that location, thereby ensuring that the geometry conformal
model contains only geometrically unique vertices. In a similar fashion the procedure
searches for the locations of line-rectangle intersections. This, by computing the lo-
cation of the intersection between the line on which a line segment lies and the plane
in which a rectangle lies. Then, if that location exists, it is checked if this location is
within the bounds of both the line segment and the rectangle. If that is the case, then
a vertex is added to the geometry for that location, again, thereby ensuring that the
geometry conformal model contains only geometrically unique vertices.
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Figure 3.8: Splitting of a line; first intersections are found then geometries are split.
Rectangles and cuboids follow similar procedures.

Finally, for each vertex the following cases of intersections of that vertex with all
geometry entities of another type are checked. It is validated that

(i) it is located in between (but not on) the vertices of a line segment.

(ii) it is located in between (but not on) one of the four pairs of vertices that define
the sides of a rectangle.

(iii) it is inside a rectangle.
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Chapter 3. Building Spatial Design Representations

(iv) it is located in between (but not on) one of the twelve pairs of vertices that define
the ribs of a cuboid.

(v) it is located inside one of the six rectangles that define the boundaries of a
cuboid.

(vi) it is inside a cuboid.

For any of the cases above, a splitting procedure is initiated. This procedure creates
new geometry entities that do not intersect with the considered vertex. Subsequently,
the geometry entity for which the intersection was found is removed from the building
conformal model. This is illustrated for case (i) on the right of Figure 3.8, where vertex
p5 lies on both line segments {p1,p2} and {p3,p4}. These line segments will then be
removed from the geometry conformal model and four new line segments ({p1,p5},
{p2,p5} {p3,p5} and {p4,p5}) are added to the geometry conformal model. Similarly,
for case (ii) two new rectangles are defined, for case (iii) four new rectangles are defined,
for case (iv) two new cuboids are defined, for case (v) four new cuboids are defined,
and for case (vi) eight new cuboids are defined. For brevity, the splitting procedures
for cases (ii)-(vi) are not explained in further detail, for more details the reader is
referred to their implementation in [35]. During a splitting procedure, new vertices
may be created (e.g. when defining a new cuboid), and when this occurs, the new
vertices are directly checked against all six cases ((i)-(vi)). As such, the procedure
is a recursion of checks and splitting procedures. Note that, also here the geometric
uniqueness of the geometry entities is ensured before a new entity is added to the
geometry conformal model. Once the procedure has finished, all intersections between
geometry entities are resolved. It should be noted that, after a geometry entity is split,
it is—in the implementation of the toolbox (see Appendix A)—not directly removed
from the geometry conformal model. This is because such an entity could still define
another geometry entity, which is yet to be split by the procedure. Instead, after a
geometry entity is split, it is tagged for deletion and it will no longer be considered
for the checks. Only after the procedure has finished, the geometry entities that are
tagged for deletion are actually removed from the geometry conformal model. On a
final note, it should be mentioned that during the procedure all associations between
the different entities are continuously updated after each change. For instance, when a
line segment is split, the two new line segments inherit all its associations. Additionally,
the associations between any geometry or building entity with the entity that was split
are removed. For more information regarding conformation, the reader is referred to
Appendix A for an explanation of the toolbox, and to [35] for the implementation of
the toolbox.

3.6.5 Conformal to zoned

The conversion from a building conformal model to a zoned design is only explained
in concept here, and for a detailed explanation the reader is referred to [44]. It should
be noted that the procedure that is described finds multiple zoned designs. However,
in order to keep the number of zoned designs manageable, the search is limited to
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a subset of possible zoned designs. The limitations that yield this subset have been
defined such that the zoned designs are useful from a structural engineering point of
view. A zoning procedure that finds zoned designs that are more useful from the point
of view of other domains is not considered here.

3m

3m

6m 3m 3m

Isometric view First floor plan Second floor plan

space 1

space 2

space 3

Figure 3.9: Two storey building spatial de-
sign consisting of three spaces.

Spatial zoning can be seen as a
search for individual zones and combin-
ing these individual zones into zoned de-
signs. Zones are found by considering
combinations of volumes in the building
spatial design such that they are mean-
ingful for one or more purposes. For
structural design, arranging structural
components based on only the spatial
layout may not be the most optimal, e.g.
a column in the middle of a space may

contribute significantly to the structural performance. A volume decomposition of a
building spatial design for zoning should therefore be based on spatial features that
are meaningful for structural design. Features that are deemed relevant for structural
design are continuous planes in a building spatial design along which structural compo-
nents can be placed. Conveniently, the cuboids in a conformal model together provide
many continuous planes. In this work, therefore, the zones are defined as a combina-
tion of cuboids of a building conformal model (see Section 3.4). Such collections are
here enforced to be cuboid and as large as possible, because if structural components
are then placed at the boundaries of zones, it is likely that these structural compo-
nents are positioned in continuous planes. However, it should be noted that spans
in large zones may be undesirably large, and therefore a notion of a maximum span
should also be considered during zoning. Further explanation of the zoning concept
is lead by illustrative examples, which are based on the building spatial design given
in Figure 3.9. The design has three spaces (solid lines) that are decomposed into five
conformal cuboids (dashed lines).

Whole-space zone Space-intersecting zone

Figure 3.10: Two types of zones regarding
spatial intersection.

When combinations of conformal
cuboids are used, zones can be charac-
terized in relation to the spaces: either
as a whole-space zone, of which the sur-
faces exclusively coincide with the sur-
faces of spaces; or as a space-intersecting
zone, of which the surfaces may intersect
a space. Figure 3.10 shows an example
of such zones within the design of Fig-
ure 3.9. In Figure 3.10, the building spa-

tial design is represented by a wire frame and indicated in color are the possible zones:
red (left) for the whole-space zone, and blue (right) for the space-intersecting zone,
where the space intersection is indicated with a lighter blue.

Spatial zoning does not only consider zones individually, but also combinations of
zones. A zoned design consists of a combination of zones, such that it contains all
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the volumes of a building spatial design. Combining zones is achieved here by first
defining a zoned design for each found zone, containing only that zone. Then, from
each zoned design, multiple new zoned designs are generated by adding one other zone
(that has not yet been added) to that zoned design. Two constraints are enforced
during the addition of zones: an addition of a zone cannot result in an overlap of
zones, and an addition cannot result in a zoned design that has already been found,
i.e. each zoned design must be unique. If a constraint is violated, then the addition
does not result in a new zoned design. Because overlapping zones are not practical,
the constraint regarding non-overlap (constraint C2, Subsection 3.1.2) is also applied
to zones. As a consequence, the zones from Figure 3.10 cannot both be present in one
zoned design. It is thus possible that a zoned design does not contain all of the volume
within the building spatial design. Zones are therefore categorized into primary zones
and additional zones. Primary zones are the zones that have initially been found.
Additional zones are only created after the combination procedure such that they
complete the zoned designs that cannot be completed by primary zones alone.

Primary zone Additional zone Zoned design

Figure 3.11: Completion of an incomplete
zoned design by adding an additional zone.

This approach to zoning limits the
amount of zones that are initially created
and therefore allows to combine them
into zoned designs exhaustively. For ex-
ample, in Figure 3.10 it can be observed
that the red zone (on the left) cannot
be combined with the blue zone (on the
right) without creating an overlap. An
additional zone is therefore created in
Figure 3.11 (green zone) to complete the
zoned design that was initiated with the
red zone (on the left). Note that this additional zone is merely used to complete
a zoned design, and thus it will not be used to create new combinations of zones
(coincidently the same zone may be created to complete another combination).
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Primary zones

Max span = 3mMax span = 6m

Additional zone

Zoned designs

6m 6m

3m

3m
3m

3m

Figure 3.12: Different zoned designs result
if a zoning is performed for a different maxi-
mum span.

An additional constraint is intro-
duced to zones in order to limit the num-
ber of possible zones. This constraint
disregards any zone that is a subset of
another (larger) zone. As such, only the
largest possible zones are found. For
structural design it is assumed that a
structural designer has a (pre)conception
of a suitable structural system for the
building spatial design. This goes along
with a notion of the maximum possible
span for that structural system. There-
fore, a maximum is introduced to the
smallest horizontal span of a zone, which
may limit the size of the largest possible
zones. The influence of defining a max-
imum span is illustrated in Figure 3.12,
where, again, the wire frame of the build-
ing spatial design of Figure 3.9 is shown
and different zones are indicated in color.
The figure shows that, with a maximum
span of 6 m, zoning only results in a sin-
gle zoned design, whereas, if the maxi-

mum span is set to 3 m, zoning results in two zoned designs. The smaller zones that
are found using a maximum span of 3 m are not found when searching for zones using
a maximum span of 6 m, because they are a subset of the zone with spans of 6 m.
Note that, for illustrative purposes, not all possible zones are depicted in Figure 3.12,
e.g. the space-intersecting zone of Figure 3.10 is excluded, in which case more zoned
designs would be possible as well. More details on the zoning procedure can be found
in [44].

3.7 Conclusion

3.7.1 Summary

In this chapter, first a general definition of a building spatial design within the con-
text of this thesis is given: a building spatial design is a spatial arrangement of spaces,
where each space has a three-dimensional shape of certain size. To focus the research
on building spatial design optimization rather than on the representations, only cuboid
spaces that are arranged in an orthogonal grid are considered. Additionally, it is de-
fined what is considered to be a feasible or an infeasible design. For example, spaces
are not allowed to overlap, or, for practical reasons it should be possible to constrain
the total floor area of a building spatial design. Also the implications of a repre-
sentation regarding the use of superstructure approaches versus superstructure-free
optimization approaches have been discussed. In a superstructure approach solutions
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are pre-encoded, whereas in a superstructure-free approach they are not. However, a
wide variety of (generic) superstructure approaches exist, whereas superstructure-free
approaches are scarce and often only tailored to specific optimization problems.

Thereafter, two representations that have been developed for building spatial de-
sign optimization are presented: the Movable and Sizable (MS) representation, and the
SuperCube (SC) representation. The MS representation is suitable for superstructure-
free approaches because it is based on the definition of individual spaces. As a conse-
quence, relationships between spaces and the building as a whole are difficult to modify
for optimization purposes. However, this property makes this representation suitable
for simulations of design processes because a building engineer is able to imagine a
space or the effect of a modification technique. The SC representation is suitable for
superstructure approaches because of its algebraic nature. As such, constraints can
be expressed in mathematical expressions, and mathematical programming languages
like MINLP can be used to increase the efficiency of the optimization.

In addition to the MS and SC representations, two other representations have been
introduced: the building conformal model, and a representation for zoned building
spatial designs. The building conformal model is a model of the building spatial design
in which its geometry is conformal. Where, a model’s geometry is conformal when none
of the geometry entities in the model intersect or coincide with each other. Moreover,
a building conformal model conveniently maps the relations (defined both explicitly
and implicitly by a representation) between the building design and its geometry such
that queries can be retrieved efficiently. This is useful for cases in which domain
specific information affects the implicitly defined parts of building spatial design. The
representation for zoned building spatial designs is useful for cases where the spatial
arrangement of the building spatial design may not be optimal from the point of view
of a specific domain. Instead, a different arrangement of (sub-) parts of a building
spatial design may be more logical and subsequently lead to a better performance.

Finally, conversions between the presented representations are explained. Conver-
sions are useful for interactions between different optimization approaches, but also
for the evaluation of building spatial designs.

3.7.2 Future work

The presented representations for building spatial design are appropriate for an op-
timization context. However, improvements can still be made with regards to the
representations, one of which is to allow more freedom in the shape of spaces and the
building spatial design. Now, only cuboid spaces arranged in an orthogonal grid are
allowed to enable the research in this thesis to focus on methods for building design
optimization. However, for the practical applicability of the developed optimization
methods, in future work this restriction should be removed. A first step into this di-
rection may be achieved by also introducing triangular and tetrahedral shapes to the
building spatial design representations. Finally, the presented representations allow
for infeasible designs. A representation that excludes all infeasible designs would be
an interesting direction for future studies, because this circumvents the need to check
constraints, or constraints may even be disregarded altogether during optimization.
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Chapter 4

Building Design Disciplines

Parts of this chapter have been published in [27, 32].

Two objectives are selected for the optimization of building spatial designs (see Chap-
ter 1, Subsection 1.1), each related to a specific building design discipline, i.e. struc-
tural design and building physics (thermal) design. In this chapter it is examined
how these objectives can be evaluated based on only a building spatial design. This
is carried out in order to answer research question RQ2:

“How can structural and thermal objectives of a building spatial design be
evaluated?”

Evaluating an objective that belongs to a domain other than building spatial de-
sign (e.g. structural or thermal design) requires design information from that domain.
Without such information, rules of thumb that are based on only building spatial
design information could give a rough estimate, for instance a minimal surface to vol-
ume ratio is in general beneficial for building thermal design. However, in this way,
intricate relationships between the building spatial design and the discipline may go
unnoticed. A practical example of that is the cooling down of a building during the
night, such that during the day less cooling is required. However, in order to take
such relationships into account during the evaluation of discipline specific objectives,
additional information—from the domain of that discipline—is required. How this can
be achieved is considered in this chapter. First by considering the relations between
a building spatial design and the involved design disciplines, which leads to the intro-
duction of so-called design grammars. Here, a design grammar is a set of design rules
that operate on (a part of) a building spatial design, which—in concert—generate a
discipline specific design, e.g. a structural design. Thereafter, for the evaluation of the
structural design objectives, a structural Finite Element Method (FEM) model and a
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structural design grammar are presented. Finally, for the evaluation of the building
physics objectives (thermal design), an Resistor Capacitor (RC) network model and a
building physics design grammar are explained.

4.1 Relations between building spatial design and
design disciplines

Each building design discipline is—to varying extent—related to the building spatial
design. This is the case, because the spatial design is one of the most required parts
of a building, i.e. without a spatial design (defined either explicitly or implicitly) a
building cannot exist. Some disciplines help to realize a building spatial design, for
instance a structural design allows a building to transfer loads that are imposed by
the environment, its users, and its own weight to the soil, which allows a building and
its spatial design to be physically possible. Other disciplines do not necessarily help to
realize a building spatial design, but they do inevitably influence the spatial design of a
building. For example, the design components that are defined within a discipline (e.g.
radiators and ventilation ducts) may occupy some of the space within a spatial design
[104]. For the evaluation of discipline specific objectives, it is important to know how
the domain specific information of a discipline can be defined based on (parts of) a
building spatial design. With this knowledge, the relevant parts in a building spatial
design can be searched by a design grammar. These parts can be used in the design to
generate a discipline specific design, which can subsequently be used to evaluate the
objectives related to that discipline. In this section, it is first considered in which ways
the domain specific information of a building design discipline can relate to a building
spatial design. In other words, it is considered which parts of a building spatial design
can be relevant for generating discipline specific designs. After this consideration, the
general methodology of design grammars is explained.

4.1.1 Relevant parts of a building spatial design

The domain specific information of building design disciplines is often related to parts
of a building spatial design. For example: floor heating is related to floors, façades are
related to a building’s exterior, or load bearing walls are related to spatial boundaries.
Here it is considered which building spatial design information may be relevant with
respect to building design disciplines in general. Accordingly, it is explained how this
information can be extracted from a building spatial design.
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Loading on  building
spatial design
(lateral section)

structural loads can
relate to multiple surfaces

Space 2 Space 3

Heat flow in building
spatial design
(lateral section)
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z
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Space 2 Space 3
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Space 1

heat flows can relate
to sub-parts of a surface
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Q,1→2
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Figure 4.1: Domain specific information
may relate to compositions of building spa-
tial design parts (left) or to decompositions of
building spatial design parts (right).

Domain specific information may re-
late to compositions of (sub-)parts of a
building spatial design. Such relations
are illustrated in Figure 4.1. On the left
of the figure, a load is applied to the roof
of a building spatial design that consists
of two spaces. This load is defined only
once, but it acts on the top surface of
both spaces, i.e. a composition of two
building spatial design parts. The build-
ing parts to which the roof load is re-
lated can be characterized as: all space
surfaces not adjacent to another space,
and having a vertically oriented inward
facing normal in −z-direction.

On the right of Figure 4.1, the lumped heat flux ΦQ that is leaving space 1 through
its top surface (ceiling) is shown. Because both space 2 and 3 are adjacent to that
surface, the heat flux will be distributed among these two. In this case the heat flux
is related to sub-parts of a building spatial design. Each of these two sub-parts can
be characterized as: all rectangles within the building spatial design that is associated
to both the top surface (ceiling) of space 1 and the surface of—exclusively—one other
space (in this case either exclusively space 2 or exclusively space 3).

One of the reasons to develop the building conformal model (see Chapter 3, Sec-
tion 3.4) has been to be able to find relevant compositions of (sub-)parts of a building
spatial design. This can be achieved by using the associations that exist between the
geometry entities and the building design entities in the building conformal model.
Four examples are given in Figure 4.2, in which different compositions of building
(sub-)parts are extracted for the building spatial design that is visualized on the left
of the figure. Note that, space D and E (on the second storey) have purposely been
defined such that they overlap. A short description of the composition of each example
in the figure is given below. 1. overlap. Consists of all the cuboids that are associ-
ated to more than one space within the building conformal model. Using the building
conformal model, overlaps can thus be easily identified. 2. external floors/roofs.
Consists of all the rectangles that have a vertical normal and are associated to exactly
one surface. Note that the overlap of spaces D and E cause the rectangle above the
overlap to be associated to two surfaces. As a result, this rectangle is not part of the
composition. For correct compositions it is thus important—within this approach—
that there exist no overlaps of spaces. 3. external walls of space B. Consists of all
the rectangles that have a horizontal normal and are associated to exactly one surface,
whereby that surface must be associated to space B. 4. roof trim. Consists of all
the horizontal line segments that are associated to exactly one edge and exactly one
cuboid, whereby the center of that cuboid must have a z-coordinate that is smaller
than the z-coordinates of the considered line segment. Note that, also here, the over-
lap of spaces D and E cause the composition to be incomplete, i.e. the roof trim at
the overlap is not part of the composition because it is associated to two edges.
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building spatial design

1. overlap 2. external floors/roofs

3. external walls space B 4. roof trim

space A

space D

intentional overlap of 

spaces D and E

all cuboids associated to more than

one space

all rectangles with vertical normal and

associated to exactly one surface

all rectangles with horizontal normal and

associated to exactly one surface, whereby

that surface is associated to space B

all horizontal line segments associated to 

exactly one edge and exactly one cuboid

with a center below the line segment

space E

space B

space C

Figure 4.2: Examples of (sub-)parts of the building spatial design, using the building
conformal model.

4.1.2 Design grammar

From Subsection 4.1.1 it is clear that (sub-)parts of a building spatial design that are
relevant for a discipline can be extracted from a building conformal model. However,
it is not clear yet how the domain specific information belonging to that discipline can
be generated. Domain specific information can be associated with the compositions
of (sub-)parts by using design rules that each operate on an individual type of entity
within the building conformal model. A design rule then generates domain specific
information if an entity contains the characteristics related to that domain specific
information. When applied in concert, the design rules can generate a discipline
specific design. The collection of design rules that together generate a discipline specific
design is called a design grammar.
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Space A Space B

associated with one

surface → wind load

associated with two

surfaces → no wind load

surface rectangle

Figure 4.3: An example of how the relation-
ships between building conformal entities can
be used to determine what domain specific in-
formation should be generated.

An example of a design rule is given
next. The generation of a wind load at
the location of a rectangle is illustrated in
Figure 4.3, which shows the lateral sec-
tion of a building spatial design. In the
figure, only the cross sections of surfaces
(solid lines) and rectangles (dashed lines)
have been visualized, whereby for visual-
ization purposes the surfaces have been
offset towards the interior of its associ-
ated space. The process through which
a design rule operates on rectangles is il-
lustrated on the two rectangles that are
visualized as thick dashed red lines. For each rectangle, it is considered whether or not
a wind load should be applied. Then, for the left rectangle a wind load is generated
in the FEM model because it is associated to only one surface. For the right rectangle
no wind load is generated because it is associated to two surfaces. As such—in this
example—the composition of building (sub-)parts that is used to generate a wind load
can be characterized as: each rectangle that is associated to exactly one surface. Note
that this rule should be extended to be applicable for all rectangles in general, since
wind loads can act as a pressure, suction or shear load and therefore the orientation
of the rectangle is of importance as well. Additionally, a rectangle may be located
underground (z < 0), and in that case no wind load should be applied at all.

Note that, a design grammar can also be directed by user input. By allowing
user input, a design grammar can be more versatile in its application. For example,
it can be used to generate multiple different designs. In doing so, a building spatial
design can be evaluated for an objective based on multiple designs, which gives a
better representation of the possible performance for that discipline. Besides a more
representative evaluation of objectives, user input can also be valuable for design
support in the later stages of a building design process. The automatic generation of
discipline specific designs can give relevant insights into possible conflicts with other
disciplines. In case of conflicts, a user can explore different settings for the design
grammar to see if the conflict can be resolved within a discipline that he or she is
unfamiliar with. Moreover, multiple automatically generated designs can also serve as
a source of inspiration for building designers.

Here user input can be defined following two approaches: by categorizing spaces;
or by categorizing the surfaces of spaces. As such a specified type of structural design
or thermal design (e.g. a slab or a window) may be assigned to a specific category
of surfaces. These categorizations may follow from the possible associations between
entities in a building conformal model, where each entity may be related to a number
of spaces and surfaces. For instance, a rectangle can be associated to one or two spaces
and to zero to two surfaces, and thus one or two space categories or zero to two surface
categories. In Figure 4.4 an illustration is given of both categorization approaches. In
the figure a category is indicated with a capital letter (A or B), and accordingly each
rectangle that is associated with one or two spaces or one or two surfaces may thus
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be associated with a combination of one or two categories. In a similar fashion—only
for orthogonal cases—line segments may be associated to combinations of one to four
categories and points may be associated to combinations of one to eight categories.
Then, for each combination of categories, a user can define a type, which can be used
to generate domain specific information. This is illustrated in the right of Figure 4.4,
where—for both categorization approaches—each rectangle that is associated with one
or two surfaces is assigned one out of three types (T1, T2, or T3) based on a user defined
conversion table (bottom left of the figure).
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Figure 4.4: Assignment of types to the rectangles that are associated to one or two surfaces
in a building conformal model. Such an assignment can be achieved through the definition
of space or surface types.

4.2 Structural design

This section first presents the method that is used to evaluate a structural design.
Thereafter, a method to generate a structural design is explained, i.e. the structural
design grammar.

4.2.1 Structural FEM model

The structural design of a building is here an assembly of structural components,
loads, and boundary conditions, which are for instance: columns, beams, slabs, wind
loads, floor loads, and the constraints that are imposed by a foundation. In practice,
the structural design of a building needs to be evaluated for strength, stiffness, and
stability. For simple problems, such an evaluation can be achieved analytically, but
for more complex problems it can only be achieved numerically, e.g. by means of the
Finite Element Method (FEM). In FEM the structural design is modeled into finite
elements, nodes, nodal loads, and nodal constraints. For each element a so-called ele-
ment stiffness matrix Ke is derived, which relates nodal forces and displacements. The
stiffness matrices of all elements can then be assembled into a global stiffness matrix
K, which describes the mechanical behavior of the complete structural design. The
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equilibrium relations in Equation 4.1 can then be used to solve for the displacement
vector u that describes the nodal displacements within the FEM model, where f is
the load vector that describes the loads that act on each node.

f = Ku (4.1)

Afterwards, the objective, i.e. the strain energy U , can be calculated with vectors
u and f and matrix K by following Equation 4.2. Note that responses other than
strain energy could be used as well for optimization, for instance highest strain, stress,
reaction force, or displacement. However, minimal strain energy is the governing and
by far most frequently used objective in structural topology optimization. This is
because it yields high stiffness designs, but partly also because optimization strate-
gies for objectives like equally distributed (maximum) stresses—which may be more
practical—prove to be complex.

U =
1

2
uKu> (4.2)

Formulations of element stiffness matrices

In the toolbox (see Appendix A) four different element types have been implemented:
one for trusses, one for beams, one for flat shells, and one for volumes. The element
stiffness matrix of a truss element is derived for an element with two nodes, each having
three Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs) (ux, uy, uz; with u for displacement) as is presented
in [49]. The beam elements use an element stiffness matrix that has been derived for a
two node element, where each node has each six DOFs (ux, uy, uz, rx, ry, rz; with r for
rotation). The beam element formulation has been adopted from [133] and accounts
for axial forces, bending and torsional moments, and shear forces in the directions
perpendicular to the beam element. Subsequently, the formulation of a flat shell
element is derived for a four node quadrilateral shell element with six DOFs per node
(ux, uy, uz, rx, ry, rz). For the formulation, two element derivations are combined:
one for in-plane-behavior, as presented in [49]; and one for out-of-plane behavior as
presented in [10]. In the derivations, the strain energy of the element is integrated
numerically using 2×2 Gaussian quadrature. For each node, the in-plane rotations are
accounted for by a drilling stiffness term, which is set to the mean of all terms in the
element stiffness matrix. A flat shell element using this formulation will offer resistance
to in-plane normal forces, in- and out-of-plane shear forces, and bending and drilling
moments. Finally, the formulation of a volume element is derived for an eight node
quadrilateral faced hexahedron (eight node brick element), where each node has three
displacement DOFs per node (ux, uy, uz). For the element formulation, the tri-linear
displacement functions that are given by Equation 4.3 are used. The stiffness matrix
Ke is derived following the principle of stationary potential energy by numerically
integrating the term in Equation 4.4 using 2× 2× 2 Gaussian quadrature, where B is
the matrix relating the internal strains and nodal displacements, which can be derived
from the displacement functions in Equation 4.3. Moreover, E is the constitutive
matrix that relates stress and strain by means of the mechanical material properties.
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u(x, y, z) = a1 + a2x+ a3y + a4z + a5xy + a6yz + a7xz + a8xyz

v(x, y, z) = a9 + a10x+ a11y + a12z + a13xy + a14yz + a15xz + a16xyz (4.3)

w(x, y, z) = a17 + a18x+ a19y + a20z + a21xy + a22yz + a23xz + a24xyz

ke =

∫
B>EB dV (4.4)

Meshing

Meshing (also referred to as discretization) is the process of generating the nodes,
finite elements, nodal loads, and nodal constraints in a structural FEM model based
on a structural design model. Each component of a structural design is as such meshed
into a specific number of elements or into a specific size of elements. In the toolbox
(see Appendix A), structural design components are meshed into a given number of
elements. This is achieved via a meshing procedure that requires one input variable,
i.e. n for the number of equally sized divisions in each dimension of a component.
As such, one dimensional components are meshed into n1 elements, two dimensional
components are meshed into a grid of n2 elements, and three dimensional components
are meshed into a grid of n3 elements. A node is then created at each intersection of
the meshed grid lines, and subsequently the elements are defined using these nodes.
This procedure yields a qualitatively good mesh for orthogonal geometries of which
the aspect ratios between the dimensions of the component are not too large (i.e. >
5:1). Accordingly, the boundary conditions that are applied to the components are
associated to the global DOFs.

Finally the loads are mapped to the DOFs of the meshed nodes. Point loads can
straightforwardly be mapped to the DOF(s) of a single node. However, line loads,
surface loads, and volume loads should be distributed over the meshed nodes. This
is carried out by distributing such loads using the midpoints of the geometry upon
which they act. In Figure 4.5 this division is illustrated for a line load that is acting on
two line elements and for a surface load that is acting on two quadrilateral elements.
For the line load q in N mm−1, the load on node 2 f2 is determined by creating two
new line segments `1 and `2 after which f2 is calculated as (`1 + `2) · q. Similarly, for
the surface load p in N mm−2, the load on e.g. node 4 (f4) is determined by creating
two new quadrilaterals with surface areas A1 and A2 after which f4 is calculated as
(A1 +A2) · p. Note that this approach to the distribution of the loads over the nodes
may not lead to a load potential that is equivalent to that of the distributed load.

Assembly and solving

In the assembly of an FEM model, the element stiffnesses are assembled into the global
stiffness matrix K and the nodal loads into the load vector f , see also Equation 4.1.
This process, first initializes the nodes in the FEM model. Accordingly, the elements
are initialized by carrying out the following three steps for each element: (i) associate
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Figure 4.5: Meshing of load acting on a line segment element (left); and quadrilateral
elements (right).

the global nodes to the element, (ii) order the associated nodes (respective to the
order that was used in the derivation of the element formulation), and (iii) mark each
associated node with the DOFs that should be indexed. Subsequently, the meshed
loads and constraints are associated to the nodes to which they have been mapped.
Then, for each node, an index is assigned to each DOF that has been marked and
is not constrained. These indices correspond to the position of a DOF in the global
stiffness matrix and the load and displacement vectors. Subsequently, each term from
each element stiffness matrix Ke can be added to the global stiffness matrix K by
mapping the local DOF indices to the global DOF indices. The load vector f is then
computed by mapping the local indices of the DOF for which a load is defined to
its respective global DOF. Note that stiffness terms and loads that correspond to a
constrained DOF are not assembled because they are not assigned a global index.

After assembly, the equilibrium that is described by Equation 4.1 can be solved for
the displacement vector u. In the implementation of the toolbox, the Eigen C++ tem-
plate library [84] is used for all linear algebra. This library provides vector templates,
matrix templates, solvers, and other algorithms related to linear algebra. The solution
procedure is carried out with the Simplicial-LLT solver, which is a direct solver for
sparse systems using Cholesky factorization. More information on the settings for the
structural FEM model and the choice of solver are given in Appendix B, Section B.1.

4.2.2 Structural design grammar

The procedure to generate a structural design for a building spatial design is first
explained in concept by means of Figure 4.6. In step 1, a building conformal model
is created, which contains the geometry and building entities that serve as input for
the design grammar. Then, in step 2, structural components are created based on the
geometry entities. By using the geometry entities, it is ensured through the conformal
property of the building and geometry conformal model that—after meshing of the
structural design model—the finite elements are connected to each other at the FE
nodes. Next, in step 3, the associations of the geometry entities with the building
entities are used to determine the loads and the constraints that act on the structural
components that have been generated in step 2. For step 1, see Chapter 3, Section 3.4.

The structural design grammar performs steps 2 and 3 of the procedure. Details
on how the grammar and its design rules perform these steps are explained next.
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Figure 4.6: The procedure through which a structural design is generated for a building
spatial design.
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Figure 4.7: The different structural types in
the toolbox that can be assigned to a rectangle.
Note that boundary conditions are applied to
the structure in a later stage of the grammar.

Via the user specified space or surface
categories (see Subsection 4.1.2) one of
the following four structural types can be
assigned to a rectangle: a flat shell,
beam, truss, or no structure. Fig-
ure 4.7 depicts the structural compo-
nents that are generated for each struc-
tural type assignment. Note that each
type of assignment can be further speci-
fied by different settings, for instance dif-
ferent settings for the flat shell type
may be defined regarding the thickness
and material properties. This can be

achieved by denoting each type with an identifier, e.g. flat shell 1, flat shell 2,
etc. However, for simplicity, such specializations are not considered in the explanation
of the design grammar. Further, note that adjoined rectangles with different struc-
tural type assignments can create a conflict in the adjoined region. The generation of
structural components is therefore split into two parts: first, the areas of rectangles
are evaluated with the so-called ”rectangle rules” and subsequently the line segments
are evaluated with the so-called ”line segment rules”.
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Rectangle rules

The design grammar starts by applying a rectangle rule set for each eligible rectangle
before handling any line segment rules. A rectangle is eligible for a rectangle rule set
if it is associated to one or two surfaces (within the context of a building conformal
model, see Section 3.4 and Figure 3.5). If it is eligible, then the rectangle rule set will
first classify the rectangle into a floor or a wall. This classification is carried out by
checking if the absolute value of the angle between the rectangle’s normal vector n
and the unit vector k̂ = [0 0 1]> is larger than 45◦ ( |n ∠ k̂| > 45◦). If this holds,
then the rectangle is classified as a wall, otherwise, it is classified as a floor. Using
the user specified space or surface categories, it is then determined which structural
type applies to the rectangle. If the structural type is flat shell, then a flat shell
is initialized. If it is truss, then two diagonal trusses are initialized. Finally, if any
other type is selected, nothing is initialized.

After the check for structural types it is checked whether or not a surface load
should be applied. In a structural design settings file, a user can specify a load case, a
direction, and a type of load. The possible load types are: wind pressure, wind shear,
wind suction, and live load (floor load). For a rectangle, wind loading is automatically
considered if it is associated to exactly one surface and if the maximum z-coordinate
of that rectangle is larger than zero. Or in other words, when it has exactly one
adjacent space and is located above the ground surface (z ≥ 0). Wind loading is
then applied according to Table 4.1 and Equation 4.5. Here αr is the angle (in the

half open interval: [0◦, 360◦)) between the unit vector ĵ ( [0 1 0]> ) and the xy-plane

projection of the rectangle’s outward facing normal, αw is the angle between ĵ and the
wind direction vector (which is only defined in the x- and y-directions). Live loading
is applied whenever a rectangle is specified as a floor, and this will also lead to a live
load on the roof of a building.

β =

{
|αr − αw| , if |αr − αw| ≤ 180◦

360◦ − |αr − αw| , otherwise
(4.5)

Table 4.1: Table with conditions for wind load application.

wind load type condition

pressure 90◦ < β1 ≤ 180◦

suction 0◦ ≤ β1 < 90◦

shear 90◦ ≤ β1 ≤ 180◦ or rectangle is floor

1 β is given by Equation 4.5

When a surface load is assigned to a rectangle, it is possible that no structure exists
in the structural model to which that load can be applied. In that case, a low stiffness
flat shell component will be placed in the structural model at the rectangle’s location.
A low stiffness will prevent an influence on the overall stiffness of the structural model,
while it can still appropriately transfer the loads to the bearing components in the
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model. This is analogous to a real-world scenario in which there is no structure behind
a façade and wind loads are transferred to the structure via that façade, without the
façade taking part in the building’s structural system. A convergence study [83] has
shown that a factor of 1e−6 is a sufficient reduction of the stiffness modulus of such
a load transferring panel compared to the stiffness of the bearing structure. This low
stiffness does not noticeably increase the structure’s stiffness nor does it introduce
numerical instabilities to the model. The low stiffness components are ignored in the
final stages of the structural analysis, i.e. when visualizing the structural design and
when computing the performance of a design.

Line segment rules

A line segment rule set is only applied to those line segments that are associated
with at least one rectangle for which a rectangle ruleset was created. The rule set for
a line segment starts by iterating through each of its associated rectangles, whereby
rectangles that are not eligible for a rectangle rule are skipped. Each iterated rectangle
is then checked for its structural type, i.e. flat shell, beam, truss, or no structure.
This type is also assigned to the considered line segment. However, a ranking is
applied in case of conflicting types among the iterated rectangles: flat shell over
beam, beam over truss, and truss over no structure. Whenever a line segment is
assigned the structural type of a rectangle, the properties that are associated with that
rectangle and structural type are also applied. Accordingly, depending on the assigned
structural type, it is checked whether a structural component should be generated in
the structural model at the location of the line segment. When the type is beam or
truss, then respectively a beam or truss is initialized. For other types, nothing is
initialized. Figure 4.8 gives a demonstration (2D) of the generated structural model
(right) for the given structural type assignments (left). The figure also illustrates the
ranking that is applied in case of conflicting structural types in adjoining regions, e.g.
no truss or beam components are present at the border of a flat shell.

truss
flat

shell
beam

beam
no

str.
truss

line segments with conflicting types assignment between adjoining rectangles

rectangleline segmentpoint

type assignment

design grammar

Figure 4.8: Generated structure based on structural type assignments of rectangles, also
note type assignment at adjoining line segments in-between rectangles.

Constraints are applied in the last step of the line segment rules. If a line segment
belongs to a rectangle that has been classified as a floor and the z-coordinates of its
vertices are less than or equal to zero, a line constraint is applied at the location of
that line segment for each displacement DOF (ux, uy, and uz). When the line segment
is assigned the type no structure, only the nodes at the begin and end vertices of
that line segment are assigned these constraints.
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Structural stability

A building is structurally stable if there are no kinematic systems in its structural
design, and it is structurally unstable if such systems do exist, i.e. if (parts of) the
structural design can displace freely. A structurally unstable design is unpractical,
because (i) it leads to erroneous results if it is analyzed in a FEM model, and (ii) if
it were to be built in the real world it would be prone to collapse. Structural design
grammars do not automatically guarantee structural stability, but can be configured as
such. Alternatively, unstable structures can be made stable by dedicated procedures
[44, 152]. In this thesis, stable structural designs are guaranteed either by configuring
the structural design grammars (Appendix B, Section B.1) or by using design gram-
mars augmented with dedicated stabilization procedures (Chapter 8, Section 8.2).

4.3 Building physics - thermal

This section first presents the method that is used to evaluate the thermal behavior
of a building via a Resistor Capacitor (RC) network. Thereafter the building physics
design grammar is explained, which can generate a (thermal) building physics design
for a building spatial design.

4.3.1 Thermal RC-network

Several methods can be used to simulate thermal behavior, for example the Finite
Element Method (FEM), Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), or RC-networks.
Each of these methods are particularly suitable for specific levels of detail. However,
as a consequence, simulation time and complexity of the methods increase with higher
levels of detail. Here, the RC-network approach is used for two reasons: (i) only a low
level of detail is required, which is preferred because all information in the building
physics model is generated by a design grammar and adding more detail calls for a
more sophisticated grammar, and (ii) it is fast, which makes for a suitable method
to evaluate many designs in a relatively small amount of time, which is relevant for
most optimization approaches. In [144] it is investigated how different simulation
methods can work together by inversely modeling (fitting a model to data) a building
thermal model to real world data or to results obtained from another model that is
more complex and more detailed. It is shown that—after fitting—a simplified RC-
network can be used to achieve the same results as more complex building thermal
models. Additionally, in [109] it is investigated how different levels of detail of an RC-
network influence the simulation results. It was concluded that the most simplified RC-
network models still yield results that—after fitting—are close to real world thermal
behavior of buildings. It should be noted that, in order for an RC-network model to
yield realistic (absolute) quantities, it is required that it is fitted to data first. For
optimization purposes, realistic (absolute) quantities are not necessarily required, and
thus fitting a model is not necessary. However, it is important that realistic behavior
(relative quantities) can be modeled, such that different building spatial designs can
be compared qualitatively based on their thermal behavior.
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The terminology for thermal RC-networks is borrowed from electrical engineering,
where voltages and currents are simulated over time in a network of resistors and ca-
pacitors. To model the behavior of electronic circuits, the behavior of each component
is expressed in differential form. Each differential expression describing the behavior
of a component in an RC-network can as such be assembled in a system of first order
Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). Thermal building properties can be mapped
in a similar fashion by modeling the thermal conduction and heat capacity of the
spaces and constructions in a building with resistors and capacitors respectively. Ad-
ditionally, irradiation—e.g. solar irradiation—can also be modeled as a heat flux that
is directly entering the system. An overview of the relations between the heat flux Φq
in a building and the resistors, capacitors, and irradiations in an RC-network is given
in Table 4.2. The system of ODEs that can be derived from a thermal RC-network
may then be used to simulate the thermal behavior of a building over time.

Table 4.2: Behavior of RC-network components with respect to the heat flux Φq, where T
stands for temperature; R for heat resistance; C for heat capacitance; t for time; and S for
irradiation.

Component Relation Units

R

T
1

T
2 Φq = T2−T1

R

T [K]

R
[
K W−1

]

C
T Φq = C · dTdt

C
[
J K−1

]
T [K]

t [s]

S T Φq = S S [W]

A building thermal RC-network is modeled by defining points—the so-called tem-
perature states—in a building spatial design at which the temperature is of interest.
A network is created by connecting these temperature states, whereby each connec-
tion enables a heat flux between two temperature states. Each connection is modeled
with a resistor and each temperature state is modeled with a capacitor. Resistors are
modeled based on the heat conduction properties of the construction that separates
two temperature states, e.g. a wall or a façade. Capacitors are modeled based on
the heat capacitance of the material that is in the proximity of a temperature state,
e.g. a wall or the air inside a space. Using this approach, different levels of detail
can be modeled, for instance a single building wall but also a complete building, as is
illustrated in Figure 4.9.
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building physics package.

In the toolbox (see Appendix A) a build-
ing thermal RC-network model is struc-
tured in a system of temperature state
objects. The UML class diagram of this
system is given in Figure 4.10. A (tem-
perature) state can be specialized into
two child objects: a dependent state and
an independent state. The temperatures
of dependent states (e.g. walls, floors
and spaces) are simulated, whereas the
temperatures of independent states are
given as input (such as weather data).
The connections that exist between the
states are modeled by first associating
these states with each other, and by sub-
sequently defining a resistance for that
association, which together create a re-
sistor. Then, for each dependent state,
a heat capacity is defined, which resem-
bles a capacitor. The system of states
that follows from these associations and definitions can be assembled into a system
of ODEs in the form of Equation 4.6, where x is the vector containing the dependent
temperatures, u is the vector containing the independent temperatures, and A and B
describe the system of resistors and capacitors.

ẋ = A · x + B · u (4.6)
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Dependent states

Dependent states can be specified further into walls, floors, windows, and spaces, see
also Figure 4.10. Each dependent state describes a distinct part of a building design,
each of which is explained next.

Walls and floors Walls and floors share the same modeling approach, but—in the
implementation—are separated for possible future developments, e.g. the possibility
to also model humidity or floor heating. Walls and floors consist of a construction,
which is modeled as a collection of one or more material layers that each have certain
thermal material properties and thickness. The temperature of a construction may
not be constant over its thickness, nevertheless the temperature of the entire wall
is approximated with one value. This temperature is modeled at the center of the
construction (over the thickness), see also Figure 4.11. The resistance Rconstr. against
a heat flux in K W−1 between the temperature state of a wall or floor to another state is
then calculated according to Equation 4.7, where Aconstr. is the surface area of the wall
in m2, j denotes each contributing layer, `j is the thickness of layer j in m, and λj is the
heat conduction coefficient of the material of layer j in W K−1 m−1. The capacitance
of a wall or a floor Cconstr. in J K−1 is calculated as the sum of the capacitances of all
layers of the construction. This is achieved by following Equation 4.8, where k denotes
each layer, Ck is the specific heat capacity of the material of layer k in J kg−1 K−1,
and ρk the density of the material of layer k in kg m−3. Note that the location of
a temperature state inside the plane of a wall or floor is not defined. This is the
case, because it is assumed that the resistance and capacitance of a wall or floor are
constant across its plane and boundary effects are not taken into account. Moreover,
it should be noted that the resistance against a heat flux moving from a construction
to air is higher due to a transitional air layer, also see Figure 4.11. The contribution
of the transitional air layer depends on the state to which a construction is connected.
Therefore, for each state for which it should be modeled, the properties of this layer
are given in the explanation of that state.

Rconstr. =

∑
j=1

`j
λj

 /Aconstr. (4.7)

Cconstr. =

(∑
k=1

Ck · ρk · `k

)
·Aconstr. (4.8)

Windows In practice windows are constructed using prefabricated glazing products,
which are supplied with empirical values for heat resistance and heat capacity. For
this reason, windows are modeled differently from constructions. For heat resistance,
a supplier typically provides an insulation value Uglazing in W m2 K−1. The heat
the resistance Rwindow between the temperature state of the window (modeled at
the center of the glazing) and an adjacent temperature state is then calculated using
Equation 4.9, where Awindow is the surface area of the window. For heat capacity, a
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Figure 4.11: Example of lumped resistance and capacitance of a construction.

value per surface area Cglazing in J K−1 m−2 is provided, and as such the heat capacity
of a window Cwindow can be determined by Equation 4.10.

Rwindow =
1

2 · Uglazing ·Awindow
(4.9)

Cwindow = Cglazing ·Awindow (4.10)

Spaces Spaces are not only influenced by the states that are connected to them
(e.g. the surrounding walls), but also by heating, cooling, occupation, and ventilation.
Here, heating, cooling, and ventilation are accounted for, but the thermal loads due to
occupation by people or equipment are not. This is to avoid an over-complication in
the design grammar for a building physics design, because these thermal loads would
require detailed information regarding the function of spaces, occupation, and time
profiles.

The capacitance of a space Cspace is calculated following Equation 4.11, where Cair
is the specific heat of air in J K−1 kg−1 (1000 J K−1 kg−1), ρair the density of air in
kg m−3 (1.2 kg m−3) and V the volume of the space in m3. The factor 3 in the equation
is an arbitrary number to take into account any additional heat capacity that may be
present in the space, e.g. furniture.

Cspace = V · ρair · Cair · 3 (4.11)

A transitional air layer is modeled if a space state is connected to a construction
(wall or floor). The resistance that is modeled is set to 0.14 K m2 W−1, which is an
empirical value for an air layer of approximately 10 mm.

The ventilation of a space is modeled as a heat loss or gain by connecting it to the
weather profile via a resistor. The resistance of the resistor is then based on an air
mass flow between the space and outside. The heat flux due to ventilation Φq,vent in
J s−1 (i.e. Watt) in Equation 4.12 is first expressed based on the air mass flow and
subsequently also equated to the heat loss as modeled by a resistance Rvent in K W−1.
Solving the equation for the resistance yields Equation 4.13 in which the flow of mass
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ṁ in kg s−1 can be substituted by Equation 4.14 to yield Equation 4.15. Here, Ti is a
state’s temperature in K, Rvent models the resistance against a heat flux between two
temperature states due to an air flow between these two temperature states in K W−1,
and ACH is the ventilation rate in number of Air Changes per Hour (ACH).

Φq,vent = ṁ · Cair · (T2 − T1) =
T2 − T1
Rvent

(4.12)

Rvent =
1

ṁ · Cair,
(4.13)

ṁ = ρair · V ·
ACH

3600
(4.14)

Rvent =

(
Cair · ρair · V ·

ACH

3600

)−1
(4.15)

Heating and cooling of spaces are modeled via an ideal power source, which directly
heats or cools the state that models the temperature of a space. To ensure that the
space maintains a comfortable temperature, two temperature set points must be de-
fined: a heating set point Tset,H , and a cooling set point Tset,C . The heating set point is
the lower bound of the space temperature and the cooling set point is the upper bound,
which should be maintained by activating heating or cooling respectively. The set
points are subjected to Tset,H < Tset,C , which ensures heating and cooling cannot be
activated simultaneously. Accordingly, the capacity of the ideal power source in W for
both heating and cooling of the space should be defined, which are QH,max for heating
and QC,max for cooling. The maximum rate of change of the space’s temperature that

can be caused by heating is then calculated as ṪQ,H,max = QH,max/Cspace in K s−1,

and similarly, for the minimum rate caused by cooling ṪQ,C,min = −QC,max/Cspace.
Subsequently, the rate of change of the temperature caused by heating ṪQ,H or cool-

ing ṪQ,C that is required to keep a space within the range (Tset,H , Tset,C) is updated
at intervals of tstep in seconds, i.e. at each so-called time step. For heating, this is
achieved by following Equation 4.16, and for cooling by following Equation 4.18. In
these equations, Ṫspace is the temperature flux of the space, which is determined us-

ing Equation 4.6. Both ṪQ,H and ṪQ,C are constrained by Equations 4.17 and 4.19
respectively, which ensures that the set capacities of the ideal power source are not ex-
ceeded and that the power is non-negative. Finally, to avoid temperature oscillations
due to alternating heating and cooling, the range (Tset,H , Tset,H) should be chosen
sufficiently large, whereby the set capacities of the ideal power source (QH,max and
QC,max) should also be taken into account.

ṪQ,H = ṪQ,H +

(
Tspace − Tset,H

tstep
− Ṫspace

)
(4.16)

0 ≤ ṪQ,H ≤ ṪQ,H,max (4.17)
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ṪQ,C = ṪQ,C −
(
Tspace − Tset,C

tstep
− Ṫspace

)
(4.18)

ṪQ,C,min ≤ ṪQ,C ≤ 0 (4.19)

Independent states

The independent states can be further specified into a weather profile or a ground pro-
file. Each of these profiles contains a time profile of temperatures. The weather profile
can be defined by real world weather data, e.g. as provided by The Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute (KNMI) [107]. For a weather profile, a transitional air layer
is modeled for each connection to a construction (i.e. wall or floor). The resistance
of this layer is set to 0.03 K m2 W−1, which is an empirical value for a transitional air
layer in a heavily ventilated environment. Because the soil temperature is relatively
stable, here only a fixed value is specified for the ground profile.

Assembly and simulation

The assembly of a system of (temperature) states starts by assigning an initial temper-
ature to the dependent states. Subsequently, the dependent and independent states
are indexed with respect to their position in the state vectors x and u respectively.
Thereafter, the state matrices A and B are initialized using the differential expressions
that describe the relation of a heat flux with an RC-component, also see table 4.2.

Once the RC-network is assembled into a system of ODEs in the form of Equa-
tion 4.6, it can be simulated for a specified simulation period. Simulating such a period
is typically performed by an Eulerian method in which the system of ODEs is com-
puted for smaller periods, so-called time steps. These time steps should be selected
sufficiently small to ensure a smooth temperature profile of all the simulated tem-
perature states in the RC-network. However, time steps that are selected too small
may unnecessarily increase computational time. To solve the system of ODEs, the
toolbox (see Annex A) employs a C++ library that offers generic implementations
of algorithms for numerically solving ordinary differential equations, i.e. the odeint
library [1], which is part of the overarching Boost C++ library [53]. Each time step is
solved using the Ruge-Kutta-Dopri-5 stepper with error step control, which is an ex-
plicit solver that checks for both absolute and relative errors. More information on the
settings for the thermal RC-network and the choice of solver are given in Appendix B,
Section B.2. Finally, to ensure that the temperatures of the dependent states have
a realistic temperature at the beginning of the simulation period, a warm-up period
should be defined. This warm-up period is prepended to the simulation period, for
which the temperature data for the weather and ground profiles are mirrored about
the starting time of the simulation period.
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Figure 4.12: The procedure through which a building thermal design is generated for a
building spatial design.

4.3.2 Building physics design grammar

The procedure to generate a (thermal) building physics design for a building spatial
design is first explained in concept by means of the procedure in Figure 4.12. In
step 1, a building conformal model is created, which contains the geometry and build-
ing entities that serve as input for the design grammar. Accordingly, in step 2, the
independent states—i.e. the weather profile and the ground profile—are initialized.
Additionally, the dependent states that model the temperatures of spaces are initial-
ized and associated to the weather profile to model the thermal gains and losses due
to ventilation. Finally, in step 3, the remaining dependent states—i.e. walls, floors,
and windows—are created and associated to their neighboring states, which can be
either a space, the weather profile, or the ground profile.

Via the user specified space or surface categories (see Subsection 4.1.2) a space
in the building conformal model can only be assigned the type space. Besides this
type assignment, each rectangle that is associated to one or two spaces can also be
assigned one of two types: construction, window. Note that each type of assignment
can be further specified by different settings, for instance for the space type different
ventilation rates, temperature set points, or heating and cooling capacities may be
defined. This can be achieved by denoting each type with an identifier, e.g. space 1,
space 2, etc. However, for simplicitly, such specializations are not considered in the
explanation of the design grammar. Further note that, both a space and a rectangle
can only be assigned a type that leads to the generation of a part in the building
physics design. As such, it is guaranteed that each space and all of its boundaries
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are modeled. If the type assignments and the building conformal model have been
defined, a building physics design grammar can generate a thermal RC-network. This
is carried out by first considering each space via the so-called space rules, and then
each rectangle via the so-called rectangle rules, which are explained next.

Space rules

After the weather and ground profiles have been initialized, the space rules are applied
to the building conformal model. A space rule first defines a space state (see Subsec-
tion 4.3.1, Figure 4.10) in the thermal RC-network model that is under development.
Accordingly, that space state is connected to the weather profile to model the thermal
losses of the space due to ventilation.

Rectangle rules

A rectangle rule is applied to each rectangle in the conformal model that is associated
to one or two spaces. A dependent state (see Subsection 4.3.1, Figure 4.10) is created
based on the assigned type. For a rectangle that is assigned the window type, a window
state is created. For a rectangle that is assigned the construction type, either a wall
state or a floor state is created based on the orientation of the rectangle. This is carried
out by first checking if the absolute value of the angle between the rectangle’s normal
vector n and the unit vector k̂ = [0 0 1]> is larger than 45◦ (i.e. |n ∠ k̂| > 45◦). If this
holds, a wall state is created, otherwise a floor state is created. After a dependent state
is created for a rectangle, it is connected to the adjacent states. For each associated
space, a connection is modeled to that space’s state. If a rectangle is connected to
exactly one space, it is also connected to either the weather profile or the ground profile
depending on the z-coordinates of the rectangle. If all vertices of the rectangle have
a z-coordinate that is located at or below the ground surface (i.e. z ≤ 0), the state is
connected to the ground profile, otherwise it is connected to the weather profile.

4.4 Conclusion

4.4.1 Summary

In this chapter, it has been considered how a building spatial design can be evaluated
for objectives from different building design disciplines. A building spatial design often
does not provide enough information for such evaluations, and therefore the automated
generation and subsequent evaluation of discipline specific designs is considered. To
this end, it is studied what the characteristics are of the (sub-)parts of a building
spatial design that are relevant for a building design discipline. It is elaborated how the
(sub-)parts of a building spatial design can be selected based on such characteristics,
using the building conformal model. Additionally, the procedure of a design grammar
is explained, which uses design rules that each generate a part of a discipline specific
design by operating on the relevant (sub-)parts of a building spatial design. Together,
the design rules of a grammar can generate an entire discipline specific design.
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Thereafter, the evaluation of the structural objective—i.e. minimal strain energy—
is explained. For this, a structural Finite Element Method (FEM) model is introduced,
which can be used to determine the structural behavior of a building design. Also a
structural design grammar is presented, which is used to generate a structural design
for a building spatial design. This is achieved by using the so-called structural rectangle
rules and the line segment rules that together generate structural components, loads,
and boundary conditions for a structural design. The structural design can then be
meshed (discretized) into a structural FEM model, which is also explained.

Finally, the evaluation of the building physics objective—i.e. minimal heating and
cooling energy—is elaborated. To enable such an evaluation, a thermal Resistor Capac-
itor (RC) network model that can simulate the thermal behavior of a building design
has been introduced. Additionally, a building physics design grammar is explained,
which is a procedure to generate an RC-network model for a building spatial design.
This grammar uses space rules and rectangle rules to generate the constructions (for
walls and windows), windows, and temperature profiles of the building thermal de-
sign. Using the generated information, an RC-network model can be assembled and
subsequently be used to simulate the thermal behavior over a specified period.

4.4.2 Future work

Using the presented methods, a building spatial design can be evaluated for struc-
tural and building physics objectives, which is required in order to solve the proposed
multi-disciplinary optimization problem. However, these methods still need further
development, and a number of noteworthy improvements and topics are given here.
In the structural design grammar, the dimensions and material properties can only
be defined a priori based on space or surface categories. A structural system that is
defined via such a grammar may not be suitable for all building spatial designs and
may even be unsuitable for some. Future work should therefore also focus on including
the configuration of dimensions and material properties by the structural design gram-
mar. This will also enable the consideration of other objectives for optimization, for
instance objectives regarding mechanical stresses. Note that also in future work, sta-
ble structural designs are guaranteed only by either configuring the structural design
grammars as such, or by using design grammars augmented with dedicated stabiliza-
tion procedures. Other methods to determine the placement of structure by the design
grammar may be considered as well, for instance topology optimization, as has been
presented in [94, 97]. For the building physics design grammar and RC-network model,
currently no solar irradiation, humidity, or day/night activities have been modeled.
These do have an effect on the thermal behavior of a building design, and thus it
would be interesting to also study these in the evaluation of the thermal objective.
Finally, in this thesis, an objective concerning the structural design and an objective
concerning the thermal design of a building are taken into account. In future work
more objectives—from other disciplines—may be added to the optimization problem.
In that case, it should be studied if the presented methodology still applies.
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Chapter 5

Simulations of Design
Processes

Parts of this chapter have been published in [28, 30, 31,
32].

Design is a discipline on its own [50] (like disciplines as science or art), which speaks to
the imagination, and it is a topic across many fields of research, e.g. the design of an
algorithm, building, integrated circuits, medicine, vehicles, tools, machines, political
systems, etc. Design processes can be conceptualized and modeled in order to provide
support to and knowledge on these design processes. Concepts and models of design
processes can also be used to simulate the design process. Although many important
aspects of design processes cannot be simulated, e.g. creativity and reflection, simu-
lating design processes can yield interesting results. As such, this chapter is dedicated
to answering research question RQ3:

“How can simulations of design processes be directed at improving building
spatial designs?”

Without the knowledge, experience, and creativity of building engineers, a sim-
ulation of design processes does not necessarily improve a building spatial design.
Therefore, in this chapter it is first studied how design processes can be modeled and
conceptualized. Accordingly, it is elaborated how a design process model can be used
to simulate design processes such that they improve a building spatial design for spe-
cific objectives. Finally, a method that simulates the design process of a building
spatial design for the benefit of structural and thermal objectives is presented and
demonstrated.
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5.1. Design processes

5.1 Design processes

Design itself is being extensively researched from many different perspectives. Note
that a comprehensive overview of design studies will not be given here, but an interest-
ing topic in the scope of optimization is the co-evolution model for design. Co-evolution
is therefore first explained in more detail. Thereafter, it is elaborated how the princi-
pal of co-evolutionary design has been applied in the simulation of design processes in
[91, 94].

5.1.1 Co-evolution in design
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Figure 5.1: Principle of co-evolution in de-
sign as presented in [119].

During a design process, problem for-
mulations are generally ill-defined, which
causes designers to continuously refor-
mulate the problems that they are facing
[148]. This can be attributed to the lim-
ited cognitive abilities of humans, i.e. a
person cannot oversee the complete de-
sign problem a priori. Nevertheless, hu-
mans are powerful in reasoning, which
allows them to search for solutions in-
depth. Additionally, and perhaps con-
trasting, Gero et al. [77] state that de-

signers often base their design decisions on hypotheses that stem from ideas that are
merely based on an analogy, which can lead to irrational design decisions that in fact
do lead to a good design. This is in contrast to the abilities of computers, which have
a relatively large memory allowing an in-breadth and deterministic search, however,
they are weak in reasoning [119], i.e. with respect to creativity, reflection, or knowing
how to act. When approaching a problem in a computational context, it is common to
define a problem formulation, which is then interpreted by a computer. However, when
a problem formulation is complex and not straightforward to define—like in a design
context—it may not be appropriate to define such a fixed problem formulation. This is
also recognized by Maher [118], and therefore the so-called co-evolutionary model for
design is presented. In the co-evolutionary model for design, the problem formulation
and the design solutions are modified in an iterative and interactive approach. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.1, where the problem space is denoted as a function of time with
P (ti), the solution space as a function of time with S(ti), and the time ti denotes a
moment i during the design process. In the figure, a mapping from the problem space
to the solution space is shown with a downward arrow, which resembles the search
for a solution based on the problem definition. Accordingly, a designer or algorithm
may decide to change (re-focus) the problem formulation based on a (group of) found
solution(s), which is denoted in the figure with a diagonally upward arrow. When this
happens, the problem space is changed (evolved), and consequently also the solution
space is changed (evolved), both of which are indicated in the figure with a dashed
rightward arrow.
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The co-evolutionary model for design processes, as presented in [118], has been
studied using protocol studies in several works: (i) In [59], a protocol study is per-
formed to confirm the general validity of the model. Additionally, it is suggested that
’default’ and ’surprise’ problem formulations and solutions are added to the model
as new concepts, which ought to introduce more originality to the design problem or
design solution. (ii) In [119], protocol studies are used to validate the co-evolutionary
model of design, both as a cognitive model of design and as a computational model for
design support. (iii) In [170], a protocol study was performed on the application of the
co-evolutionary design model in a parametric design environment to better understand
the design processes that occur in such design environments.
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Figure 5.2: Principle of co-evolution in de-
sign, problem spaces can depend on solution
spaces.

The co-evolutionary model for design
has also been applied in [91, 94], in which
it is adapted for a multi-disciplinary de-
sign context: It is recognized that the
solution for one discipline may serve as
(part of) the problem formulation of an-
other discipline. Therefore, it is adapted
to the model that is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.2. This figure follows the same
syntax as Figure 5.1, but now for each
discipline j a time-dependent problem
space Pj(ti) and a time-dependent solu-
tion space Sj(ti) are defined. In [94], this
multi-disciplinary co-evolutionary model
for design is demonstrated for a spatial-
structural design process. During such a
design process, a structural design may
be defined for a building spatial design. However, the structural design of a building
may have consequences for its spatial design. These consequences lead to a reformu-
lation of the problem space for the building spatial design. From this, a new building
spatial design is defined, which—at the same time—is also the new problem formula-
tion for the structural design. If necessary, a new structural design is defined, etc.

It should be noted that the term co-evolution may be related with terminology from
other fields. For instance, in biology co-evolution commonly refers to the reciprocal
influence of species on each other’s evolution [65]. Or, more related to the topic of
this thesis, in optimization co-evolution is less well defined, but generally refers to
the interactive cooperation of search operators and methods on a (set of) solution(s).
Although across fields the meaning of co-evolution may conform to a general principle,
it is important that the more refined details of a terminology do not go unnoticed.
Hence, here co-evolution refers to the interaction and iterations that may exist between
the problem formulation and the solutions during a design or optimization process.

Finally, it is remarked that the use of a co-evolutionary model to solve a de-
sign problem is by definition a superstructure-free approach, see Chapter 3, Subsec-
tion 3.1.3. This is, because the problem formulation can change, and consequently the
solutions that must fit that problem formulation cannot be pre-encoded.
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5.1.2 Simulations of co-evolutionary design processes
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Figure 5.3: Schematic loop and an exam-
ple of a simulation of a co-evolutionary design
process.

A Simulation of Co-evolutionary Design
Processes (SCDP), which is based on the
multi-disciplinary model shown in Fig-
ure 5.2, was presented in [94]. The gen-
eral process of this simulation is illus-
trated at the top of Figure 5.3 with a
schematic loop of the SCDP method, and
at the bottom an example is given for
the spatial-structural design simulations.
The process starts with a building spa-
tial design (A) for which then a disci-
pline model (e.g. a structural model)
is created (B). The discipline model is
then optimized (C), e.g. using struc-
tural topology optimization [13] or by re-
moving low-stressed structural elements.
Subsequently, a new building spatial de-
sign is created using the optimized dis-
cipline model as a starting point (D),
e.g. no spaces are placed where struc-
tural elements are less useful. Finally,
the new building spatial design is modi-
fied such that it meets the design require-
ments that were set for the initial design
(e.g. number of spaces, volume, or floor
area).

Optimal structural

design (C)

Building spatial

design (A)

step 1+2

step 3+4

step 3+4

step 1+2

step 1+2 373.6 Nm

943.5 Nm

499.0 Nm

Total strain

energy

Figure 5.4: Results of SCDP as presented
in [94]

Figure 5.4 shows a result from the
work presented in [94]. In step 1 (see
Figure 5.3) a structural design gram-
mar is applied to a building spatial de-
sign, which generates a structural (FEM)
model. Accordingly, in step 2 topology
optimization is applied to that model,
which distributes the material densities
of the FE elements in the structural FEM
model. Half of the spaces are then re-
moved in step 3, whereby spaces are se-
lected for removal based on how many
low density FE elements are adjacent to
a space. Finally, in step 4, all remain-
ing spaces are split to recover the initial
number of spaces, and subsequently all
spaces are scaled in x- and y-direction to
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recover the initial volume. Looking at the results, i.e. the sum of strain energies of
each finite element in the structural FEM model, after one iteration of SCDP the
structural performance has improved. To validate the effectiveness of SCDP, also an
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) was used in [94] for a comparison study, which was car-
ried out using a toolbox for the optimization of building spatial designs [51]. From this
study it was concluded that SCDP may yield better solutions and also may achieve
these results faster in comparison to the used EA algorithm.

5.2 Directing simulations

The simulations of co-evolutionary design processes (SCDPs) that were presented in
[94] may improve the structural performance of a building spatial design. However,
SCDP was not studied for objectives from other disciplines nor for multi-disciplinary
design problems. This section presents a short overview of the relevant research re-
garding these aspects of SCDP since the work presented in [94].

5.2.1 Multi-disciplinary SCDP

In [32] a revamped toolbox environment for the optimization of building spatial design
was presented (see Appendix A). Compared to the toolbox used for the work presented
in [94], the toolbox was restructured and extended with the supercube representation,
conformal model, new design grammars, and a thermal RC-network model. The tool-
box was then also benchmarked with the results from [94] that are shown in Figure 5.4.
The benchmark validated the revamped toolbox and also showed a speed increase com-
pared to the code used in [94].

Additionally, a new approach to SCDP was proposed in [32] to be applicable to
more objectives. In the new approach, a space is evaluated based on a performance
value that is obtained from a discipline model (B in Figure 5.3), rather than an opti-
mized discipline model (C in Figure 5.3). This way, the relatively costly optimization
process in step 2 (Figure 5.3) can be averted, which further reduces the simulation
time of SCDP.

The new approach was tested for minimal strain energy, and the result is shown in
Figure 5.5. The test was performed for the same building spatial design as used for the
benchmark shown in Figure 5.4, which is a design with 8 spaces in width (x-direction),
3 spaces in depth (y-direction), and 3 spaces in height (z-direction), thus 72 spaces
in total, whereby each space measured 3 m in width, depth, and height. The settings
that were used for the structural design grammar and the structural design analysis
are described in Appendix B, Subsection B.1.2. In the new approach, different from
SCDP as presented in [94], the strain energies of the finite elements that are associated
to a space are summed. This sum replaces the number of associated low density
elements as a means of evaluation, and as such makes for an alternative to the use
of topology optimization in SCDP. Accordingly, the spaces that have a sum of strain
energy smaller than or equal to the median value are removed. From Figure 5.5 it can
be observed that the results of the new SCDP approach are similar to those obtained
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in [94] (see Figure 5.4): By omitting topology optimization the simulation time of
structural-spatial SCDP is reduced, while similar results are achieved. In Figure 5.5,
the normalized performance f̂s is determined for space s following Equation 5.1, where
fs is the strain energy that is summed for space s, and as = maxs(fs) and bs =
mins(fs) respectively are the minimum and maximum sums of strain energy over all

spaces. A space with a normalized value f̂s close to zero is considered well performing,
but if it is close to one, it is considered as poor performing. Note that with this choice
for as and bs, a space with a low sum of strain energy is labeled as poor performing
with regards to structural design, which may be perceived as counter intuitive because
the objective is to minimize strain energy. However, this notion can be supported from
the point of view of proportional topology optimization [14]. Proportional topology
optimization strives for lowest strain energy (overall) by adding material at high strain
energy locations, and removing material at low strain energy locations. Nevertheless,
proportional topology optimization may not work correctly for materials behaving
differently in tension and compression [38].

f̂s =
bs − fs
bs − as

(5.1)
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Spatial performance legend: (the legend for the optimized structural topology is not given here)
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Figure 5.5: Results of SCDP based on structural performance, as presented in [32].

Besides testing the new approach in [32] for the structural objective, the approach
was also tested for the thermal objective of minimal heating and cooling energy. This
test is applied to the same building spatial design as used for the test of the new
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approach on the strain energy objective. The settings that were used for the build-
ing physics design grammar and the thermal analysis are described in Appendix B,
Subsection B.2.2. The evaluation of a space is based on the sum of the heating and
cooling energy that is required during the simulation period to keep each space within
the heating and cooling temperature set points. Spaces are then removed if they have
a sum of heating and cooling energy that is higher than or equal to the median value.
The result is shown in Figure 5.6. Also here, the normalized performance f̂s of a
space s is determined according to Equation 5.1, where now fs is the sum of heating
and cooling energy for space s over the total simulation period, and as = mins(fs)
and bs = maxs(fs) respectively are the minimum and maximum sums of heating and

cooling energy over all spaces. A space with a normalized value f̂s close to zero is
considered well performing, and if it is close to one, it is considered as poor perform-
ing. Note that with this choice for as and bs, a space with a low sum of heating
and cooling energy is considered to be well performing, and a space with a high sum
is considered to be performing poorly. In contrast to the structural evaluation of a
space, this is more intuitive, because the objective is to minimize the total heating and
cooling energy. From Figure 5.6 it can be observed that this approach to SCDP does
not improve the thermal objective, compared to the initial building spatial design.
This can be explained from the fact that corner spaces are removed for their relatively
large heat gains and losses, which is caused by a relatively large exterior surface to
volume ratio compared to other spaces. However, when a corner space is removed, in
general more corner spaces are created, which consequently degenerates the thermal
objective. This can also be observed in Figure 5.6.

5.2.2 Multi-objective SCDP

Up to the work presented in [32], SCDP had only been applied to a single objec-
tive. Therefore, in [30], the method was modified such that it could be applied to
multiple objectives from multiple disciplines. For this, the expression given in Equa-
tion 5.1 is changed to Equation 5.2, in which ft,s is the performance value of space s

for discipline t, and f̂t,s is the normalized performance. Moreover, the values for at,s
and bt,s are for each discipline the same as used in [32], i.e. aSD,s = maxs(fSD,s),
aBP,s = mins(fSD,s), bSD,s = mins(fSD,s), and bBP,s = maxs(fSD,s) (SD for struc-
tural design, and BP for (thermal) building physics). Additionally, the criteria for
removing and splitting spaces were altered. Previously, spaces with a performance less
than or equal to the median space performance were removed. This is likely to cause
the removal of more than half of the spaces. If that occurs, splitting all of the remain-
ing spaces into two new spaces (as described in Subsection 5.1.2) will lead to a building
spatial design with less spaces than initially defined. To prevent this, in the SCDP
approach presented in [30], only one space is removed and subsequently only one space
is split. This is carried out by selecting spaces for splitting and removal based on the
so-called Utopian and dystopian points respectively. The Utopian point is represented
by a null vector (0) and the dystopian point is a represented by a vector containing
only ones (1), whereby the dimension of these vectors depends on the number of dis-
ciplines t. The quality of a space is then determined based on the Euclidean distance
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Figure 5.6: Results of SCDP based on thermal performance, as presented in [32].

of the normalized performance f̂t,s of space s to either the Utopian or the dystopian

point. The Euclidean distance between two normalized performances f̂t,s and f̂t,s∗ of
spaces s and s∗ respectively is determined by Equation 5.3. Note that, Equation 5.3
is also used to calculate the distance between the normalized performance of a space
f̂t,s and either the Utopian or dystopian point by replacing the term f̂t,s∗ with 0 or
1 respectively. A space is considered to perform better if its normalized performance
is closer to the Utopian point, and to perform worse if its normalized performance
is closer to the dystopian point. Following this, in [30] the space with a normalized
performance closest to the dystopian point is removed and the space with a normal-
ized performance closest to the Utopian point is split. This was observed to work well
for some typical building spatial designs (spaces arranged in a regular grid), however,
for less typical designs SCDP was not able to find improved designs. Moreover, the
RC-network simulation had up to that point only been verified for such typical cases,
and it incorrectly simulated the thermal behavior of some atypical building spatial
designs. For later works this was corrected by using error step control (as presented
in Chapter 4, Subsection 4.3).

f̂t,s =
bt,s − ft,s
bt,s − at,s

(5.2)
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df =

√∑
t

(
f̂t,s∗ − f̂t,s

)2
(5.3)

5.2.3 Parameter study
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Figure 5.7: Building spatial designs that are
subjected to the parameter study.

The SCDP methods that have been de-
veloped in [30, 32] only found improved
designs for specific building spatial de-
signs. Therefore, a parameter study was
performed in [31], which was aimed at
finding settings for the SCDP method
that can be used to find improvements
for more general cases. This parameter
study was performed on three atypical
(i.e. non-regular layout) building spatial
designs, which are shown in Figure 5.7.
These designs were found by an Evolu-
tionary Algorithm (EA), however, for brevity and simplicity no further details are given
about this EA search. The used design grammar settings are given in Appendix B in
Subsection B.1.1 for the structural design grammar and in Subsection B.2.1 for the
building physics design grammar. Accordingly, for the SCDP method, four parameters
have been investigated for the method presented in [30], which are listed below.

(i) Ratio of spaces to be removed in each iteration; five possible values:
{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}.

(ii) Evaluation objectives; three possible values: only the structural objective, only
the thermal objective, or both objectives simultaneously {SD,BP, SD+BP}.

(iii) Value of as,t and bs,t (see Equation 5.2); two possible settings: as,t = mins(fs,t)
and bs,t = maxs(fs,t) i.e. rank spaces from low to high performance values (lh),
or vice versa as,t = maxs(fs,t) and bs,t = mins(fs,t), i.e. a rank from high to low
performance (hl)

(iv) Number of iterations; four possible values: {1, 2, 3, 4}. Thereby it should be
noted that for each iteration, a value for parameters (ii) and (iii) can be specified.

From these parameters and their possible settings 5 · 42·3 = 20 480 different pa-
rameter configurations can be defined. All 20 480 parameter configurations have been
evaluated for each of the three designs, of which the results are plotted in Figure 5.8.
In the figure each performance that follows from a unique combination of a parameter
configuration and a design is plotted with an individual gray dot. The performances
of the selected designs shown in Figure 5.7 are plotted with red circles with a white
fill, and in the top left plot the ID of each design is indicated. The performances
of the non-dominated designs are indicated with green diamonds with a white fill.
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Note that the thermal objective is plotted on a linear scale, whereas the structural
performance is plotted on a logarithmic scale. Moreover, in each of the three plots in
Figure 5.7 a distinct set of convex hulls of the performances that belong to a specific
group of parameter configurations is shown. In the top left plot, the convex hulls
of the performances that originate from the same initial design are plotted for each
design (1, 2, and 3). In the top right, the convex hulls of the performances that follow
from the same space removal ratio (parameter (i)) are plotted for each of the used
parameter values. And in the bottom left, the convex hulls of the performances that
follow from the same amount of iterations (parameter (iv)) are plotted for each of the
used parameter values. In the bottom right, four building spatial designs that have a
non-dominated performance are visualized.
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Figure 5.8: Results parameter study showing convex hulls of performances that follow
from a specific group of parameters, as presented in [31].

In the plot at the top left of Figure 5.8 it can be observed that the results are
somewhat sensitive to the initial design. From the convex hulls, it can be observed
that the designs originating from design 1 appear to perform better for the thermal
objective, whereas the designs that originate from design 3 appear to perform better
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for the structural objective. Furthermore, from the plot on the top right, it can be
observed that in general a higher removal ratio leads to better results. Similarly, from
the plot on the bottom left, more iterations lead to better results as well.

The aforementioned study has yielded useful insights regarding the sensitivity of
SCDP to the initial designs, the space removal ratio, and the number of iterations.
However, such insights are not obtained so easily for the parameters concerning the
choice of which discipline to evaluate and the ranking of performances (parameters
(ii) and (iii), respectively). These parameters are possibly relevant in steering SCDP
such that improved building spatial designs are found. Moreover, it is important
to determine the possible existence of generic settings for these parameters, which
can make SCDP generally applicable to arbitrary building spatial designs. This is
necessary, because without the ability to direct design solutions, a computationally
expensive parameter study must be repeated in order to find the improved design
solutions. In that case, it is more sensible to use a specialized EA to find improved
designs rather than a full enumeration of parameters. Therefore, parameters (ii) and
(iii) have been investigated as well. The design paths that have led to designs A, B, C,
and D (see bottom right of Figure 5.8) are plotted in Figure 5.9. Here, a design path
is a collection of the initial design, the intermediate design(s), and the final design and
their performance, which were found during a simulation of a design process. On the
right of Figure 5.9, also the intermediate designs and the final design of the design
path that has led to design B has been visualized.
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Figure 5.9: Results parameter study showing design paths leading to non-dominated so-
lutions, as presented in [31].

The design paths in Figure 5.9 show that before the well performing final designs
were found, all intermediate designs performed worse than the initial designs. More-
over, from the design paths, no pattern can be observed, nor can a general notion
about a recommended parameter setting be derived from it. This has also been ob-
served for the other design paths in the parameter study. Therefore, no insights into
the possibilities to direct SCDP were gained from this parameter study.
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5.2.4 General framework for parameter studies

In order to investigate the possibilities to direct SCDP, a more general framework
for parameter studies was developed and presented in [153]. This framework enables
the development of techniques to evaluate, select, and modify spaces or collections of
spaces. Accordingly, using this framework an SCDP can be performed by combining an
evaluation technique, a selection technique, and a modification technique. A parameter
study can then be carried out by combining such techniques in a combinatorial fashion.

In the framework that was presented in [153], several new techniques with possible
applications for SCDP were implemented. For instance, spaces can be evaluated via a
weighted sum, a weighted product, or a normalized performance. Thereafter, spaces
can be selected on an individual basis, per cluster, or based on geometric properties.
And finally, spaces or collections of spaces can be modified by the removal of spaces,
cutting of spaces, extrusion of spaces, or scaling of spaces.
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Figure 5.10: Example of a box plot as pre-
sented in [153].

Following the above approach, sev-
eral parameter studies have been per-
formed in [153]. Using box plots, it
was investigated which techniques per-
form well, and under which conditions
such techniques perform well. For exam-
ple, in Figure 5.10 a box plot is shown,
comparing two modification techniques.
The figure shows the box plot of the data
that was obtained for high-rise designs.
From these plots, it can be concluded
that modification technique I will yield
an improved design (lower is better) in

75 % of the cases if it is applied to a high-rise building spatial design, whereas tech-
nique II is ineffective. Although in [153] a generally applicable SCDP method could not
be developed, the insights that were gained from the parameter studies have been used
in the development of a more generally applicable SCDP method, which is presented
in the next section.

5.3 Simulation method

This section first explains two methods that were developed for SCDP, which can yield
building spatial designs that have an improved structural and thermal performance
for generic building spatial designs. Thereafter, both methods are demonstrated by
applying them on three archetypal building spatial designs.

5.3.1 Simulation method

This subsection introduces two methods, which are based on the research presented in
Section 5.2. The first method, here termed “SCDP with performance clusters”, uses
a clustering algorithm to cluster spaces based on their performance, and subsequently
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removes one or more clusters of spaces from the building spatial design. The second
method, here termed “SCDP with boundary spaces”, groups the spaces that are lo-
cated at the boundary of the building spatial design for each orthogonal direction, and
subsequently one group is removed from the building spatial design. Here, both meth-
ods are discussed because each individual method has shown to work better than the
other for particular initial designs and objectives (For example, SCDP with boundary
spaces generally achieves designs that perform better for the thermal objective). In
both methods clusters or groups are selected based on their (poor) performance, and
all spaces within these selected groups are then removed. Following the removal of
spaces, the total floor surface area or building volume and the number of spaces are
restored to that of the original building spatial design by scaling the dimensions and
by splitting the remaining spaces of the newly created building spatial design. In this
subsection, SCDP is expressed in the four steps below (following the steps indicated in
Figure 5.3), whereby the third step is specified twice: once for SCDP with performance
clusters (Step 3a); and, once for SCDP with boundary spaces (Step 3b).

Step 1. Discipline specific designs are generated for a given building spatial design.
To that end, the design grammars are employed to generate a structural FEM model
and a thermal RC-network model for the building spatial design.

Step 2. The objectives are analyzed for both the entire design as well as for each
space individually. Therefore, the discipline specific models that were generated in
Step 1 are analyzed, which yields the objective values for the whole building spatial
design. For each space s in the building spatial design and for each objective t a
performance value ft,s is computed. For the heating and cooling objective (t = BP )
this performance value is the cumulative of the heating and cooling energy that has
been simulated by the RC-network model for that space divided by the space’s floor
area. For the strain energy objective (t = SD), it is computed as the sum of strain
energy over all elements that are coincident with that space (including its surfaces)
divided by the space’s floor area. Once ft,s has been obtained for each space and

each objective, its normalized value f̂t,s is computed following Equation 5.4. Values
for at,s and bt,s for structural performance (t = SD) are: aSD,s = maxs (fSD,s)
and bSD,s = mins (fSD,s), whereas for thermal performance (t = BP ) they are:
aBP,s = mins (fBP,s) and bBP,s = maxs (fBP,s). The function for v in Equation 5.4
is given in Equation 5.5, which switches to a linear scaling for thermal performance
(t = BP ) and to a log-linear scaling for structural performance (t = SD). In Equa-
tion 5.5, the parameter c is a constant that increases the resolution of values around
zero for which a value of c = 150 is used. Here, the definition of a poor performing
space is the space for which its normalized performance is positioned closest (in Eu-
clidean space) to the dystopian point ((1, 1) in case of two normalized objectives), and
similarly a well performing space relates to the Utopian point ((0, 0) in case of two
normalized objectives). These distances are calculated according to the method ex-
plained in Subsection 5.2.2. Note that, in this way, a space with a high heating and/or
a high cooling demand is labeled as poor performing with regards to thermal design,
whereas a space with a low amount of strain energy is labeled as poor performing with
regards to structural design. This may be perceived as counter intuitive, but it was
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observed to work well in [153]. Moreover it can be understood from the point of view
of proportional topology optimization [14] as explained in Subsection 5.2.2.

f̂t,s =
vt(bt,s)− vt(at,s)
vt(bt,s)− vt(ft,s)

(5.4)

vt(u) =

{
u t = BP

sgn(u) · log(1 + u · 10c) t = SD
(5.5)

step 3a (Performance clusters). Spaces are clustered by their normalized
performance, and subsequently spaces in one or more clusters are removed from the
building spatial design. Here, clustering is performed using the k-means algorithm
[117], which groups the spaces into k clusters. To reduce the sensitivity to stochastic
initialization, the algorithm is run l times per cluster size k, after which the best
clustering is chosen based on the lowest sum of cluster variances, where a cluster’s
variance is the averaged sum of squared distances between each data point and the
mean of the cluster. Because a priori (and without supervision) it is not known which
cluster size is suitable for the problem, a range of cluster sizes [kmin, kmax] is defined.
To select a suitable cluster size k the method presented by Krzanowski et al. [110] is
used. When a suitable clustering of the spaces has been computed, the spaces in the
cluster with a mean that is positioned closest to the dystoptian point (i.e. (1, 1)) are
removed. It is then checked if at least 15 % of the spaces has been removed from the
building spatial design. If this is not the case, all spaces in the next cluster for which
the mean is positioned closest to the dystoptian point are removed. This is repeated
until at least 15 % of the spaces has been removed, which ensures that the design is
significantly modified.
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Figure 5.11: Selection of spaces into façade
groups and cut-off of such a group.

Step 3b (Boundary spaces). A
group of spaces that is located at the
boundary of a building spatial design is
removed from the building spatial design.
For this, six selections Sp (where p ∈
1, 2, . . . , 6) of spaces that are located at
the boundary of a building spatial design
are made, one for each orthogonal direc-
tion np ∈ {+î,−î,+ĵ,−ĵ,+k̂,−k̂}, where

î, ĵ, and k̂ are the unit vectors in x-, y-,
and z-direction respectively. For each di-
rection a selection is made as follows, see
also Figure 5.11. First, the extreme co-
ordinate cp,extr in the corresponding di-

rection is searched. Second, among the spaces that have a coordinate containing
cp,extr, the maximum dimension dp,max is searched. Third, a so-called selection plane
is defined by a normal, i.e. the direction np, and the point P0,p, which is defined by

the position vector p0,p = [0 0 0]
>

+ cp,extr · |np| − dp,max · ni. Finally, the selection
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of spaces in direction ni includes all spaces of which each point Pq (defined by po-
sition vector pq) inside or on the space’s boundary satisfies the following condition:
np · (pq − p0,p) ≥ 0; in other words, each space that is completely on the side of the
selection plane (the side in the direction of its normal). A selection Sp is disregarded
if it includes all the spaces within a building spatial design. Then, for those selections
that remain, an average performance µf̂i,s is calculated by averaging the performance

of each space in the selection over the number of spaces in the selection, see Equa-
tion 5.6, where nS,p is the number of spaces in selection Sp. Accordingly, the selection
plane that was used to make the selection with the average performance closest to
the dystopian point (i.e. (1, 1)) is used to cut-off that part of the building. This
is achieved by first removing those spaces from the building spatial design that are
included in the corresponding selection. Following that, the spaces that intersect the
selection plane have their dimensions and coordinates (if affected) reduced such that
the space is cut-off at the selection plane, see Figure 5.11. It is then checked if any
of the cut spaces exceed the constraint on the dimensions of a space, i.e. the width,
depth, or height are lower than their respective lower bounds. If this is the case, the
building design is extruded at the cut-off plane in the direction of its normal until it
satisfies all constraints.

µf̂i,s =

nS,p∑
s∈Sp

f̂i,s

nS,p
(5.6)

Step 4. The floor area or the volume and the number of spaces in the modified
building spatial design are restored to their initial values. First, the floor area or the
volume are restored by multiplying the x− and y− coordinates of each space by a
scaling factor. In case of a floor area constraint, this scaling factor is

√
A0/Amod,

where A0 is the initial floor area and Amod the floor area of the modified building
spatial design. In case of a volume constraint, this scaling factor is

√
V0/Vmod, where

V0 is the initial volume and Vmod the volume of the modified building spatial design.
After scaling, the coordinates of spaces are rounded off to the nearest whole millimeter.
Second, until the initial number of spaces has been obtained, a space is selected from
the building spatial design to be split into two new spaces. A space is selected for
splitting if its largest dimension is also the largest among all space dimensions in the
building spatial design. However, if the considered dimension is smaller than twice
the lower bound of the constraint on that dimension, it is not considered for splitting.
Finally, each coordinate value in the building spatial design is rounded off to the
nearest multiple of 100 mm, this prevents disproportional geometric ratios that may
occur in the models that are generated by the design grammars, which may cause
numerical errors.
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5.3.2 Demonstration
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Figure 5.12: Designs used for the SCDP
runs.

In this subsection a demonstration
will be given of both SCDP with perfor-
mance clusters and SCDP with bound-
ary spaces on three archetypal building
spatial designs, which are given in Fig-
ure 5.12. Design 1 is a ten storey high-
rise building with five spaces on each
floor; design 2 is a five storey apart-
ment building with ten spaces on each
floor; and design 3 is a one storey build-
ing with 50 spaces. Note that each of
the designs—with the dimensions given
in Figure 5.12—has a floor area of 750 m2

divided over 50 spaces. These designs are
selected/designed for the demonstration
because of their different characteristics,
as such the methods are demonstrated
for different starting points. For each de-
sign and each SCDP method, ten itera-
tions are simulated. Moreover, for each
design and each SCDP method, three
separate runs are performed: (i) evaluat-

ing only the structural (SD) objective in Step 2, (ii) evaluating only the thermal (BP)
objective in Step 2, and (iii) evaluating both the structural (SD) and the thermal (BP)
objective at the same time in Step 2. These settings define 3 · 3 · 2 = 18 simulations of
a design process, each using (10 + 1) evaluations, which results in (10 + 1) · 18 = 198
evaluations overall. The settings for the structural design grammar are described in
Appendix B, Subsection B.1.1, and the settings for the building physics design gram-
mar are described in Appendix B, Subsection B.2.1. For the splitting of spaces in Step
4, the dimensions of a space in x- and y-direction are constrained to 0.5 m and in z-
direction to 3.0 m. Consequently, spaces are not split across the width or depth if these
are smaller than 1.0 m, and they are not split across the height if the height is less than
6.0 m. Finally, for clustering in Step 3a, the following range of possible cluster sizes
is used kmin = 2 and kmax = 10, and for each cluster size k the k-means algorithm is
run l = 50 times to reduce a possible sensitivity to the stochastic initialization.

The results of the SCDP demonstration are given in Figure 5.13. On the left of the
figure, the performance of each found solution is plotted per SCDP method and per
design in a separate plot. In each plot, the performance of the initial design is plotted
with a large black dot. The performance of the designs that follow from evaluating
only the thermal (BP) objective is plotted with red circles, and the order in which
the SCDP method found these designs is indicated with solid red lines. Similarly,
the performance and the finding order of designs that follow from evaluating only the
structural (SD) objective is plotted with blue squares and dashed blue lines. The
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performance and the finding order of designs that follow from evaluating both the
thermal (BP) and structural (SD) objectives at the same time is plotted with black
diamonds and dotted black lines.
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Figure 5.13: Results of the SCDP runs.

On the right of Figure 5.13, the design paths of three SCDP runs are visualized. For
designs 1 and 2, the design path that yielded the kneepoint has been visualized, which
for both designs are obtained by using SCDP with boundary spaces evaluating only the
thermal (BP) objective. For design 3, no significant improvement could be made to the
initial design, therefore an arbitrarily selected design path is visualized, namely that
of SCDP with performance clusters evaluating both the structural (SD) and thermal
(BP) objectives at the same time. Moreover, for clarity, the performance of the final
design of the design path that has been visualized for each design is indicated with a
yellow star in the plot that corresponds to the used SCDP method.
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The plots on the left of Figure 5.13 indicate that both methods find improved
solutions for both designs 1 and 2. However, for design 3 no improved solutions are
found, even though an improvement is possible since the SCDP runs on designs 1 and
2 yield designs with better performance, all of which are two storey buildings. In order
for design 3 to be improved it could thus become a two storey building. However, this
cannot be achieved when using the presented SCDP methods, because splitting spaces
over the height exceeds the lower bounds of the constraints on the space dimensions
and designs are never scaled in the z-direction. Considering that only the shape ratio
of the floor plan and the spaces can be changed using the SCDP methods, it can be
concluded that design 3 initially starts with a (locally) optimal layout. A nearly square
floor plan reduces the surface area of the exterior walls to a minimum, which leads to
minimal heat losses and gains through the exterior walls. Relatively short spans in
one direction ensure minimal strain energy. These characteristics can also be observed
in the visualized design paths of designs 1 and 2. SCDP on design 1 yields the design
with the best thermal performance over all SCDP runs, which is square, however, also
the shape ratios of its spaces are square. SCDP on design 2, on the other hand, yields
the design with the best structural performance over all SCDP runs because its spaces
have one relatively short span. However, the floor plan is not square, which comes at
the cost of thermal performance.

Although SCDP with boundary spaces using an evaluation of only the thermal
objective has yielded the best result for both design 1 and design 2 as initial design, it
should be noted that the other settings for both SCDP methods have yielded designs
with similar performance. Moreover, it can be observed that along the design path of
any of the 18 SCDP runs, the last design is not always the best design. In fact, after
reaching an improved design, the SCDP method may degrade the performance, which
mostly appears to be the case when the structural (SD) objective is considered. Also
note that the evaluation of a single discipline may also improve the other discipline.
This can be observed particularly well for the case in which only the thermal objec-
tive (BP) is evaluated, which generally also leads to improvements for the structural
objective (SD).

Finally, it should be noted that the sensitivity of the structural design grammar—
and possibly of the building physics grammar as well—to its settings may affect the
presented SCDP methods. During the development of these methods, it was experi-
enced that the performance of SCDP changed with different settings of the structural
design grammar. As such the presented SCDP methods may not work (as) well for
different settings of the design grammars.
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5.4 Conclusion

5.4.1 Summary

In this chapter it is investigated how simulations of design processes can be applied
such that they improve a building spatial design for one or more objectives. Design
is a discipline in itself, which is being extensively researched across many fields. In
design studies, design processes are also conceptualized or modeled in order to develop
design support methods or to gain a better understanding of design methods and
processes. One model for design processes is the co-evolutionary model for design in
which the problem formulation and the solutions evolve due to the iterative interactions
between them. Design process models or concepts can also be used to simulate a design
process, e.g. to support design or to explore the design search space. This has also
been carried out for the co-evolutionary model of design processes by simulating the
interactions between the spatial and structural design processes of a building design.
From literature, this approach is known to be able to provide improved building spatial
designs for a structural design objective.

It is investigated if a Simulation of Co-evolutionary Design Processes (SCDP) can
be used to find building spatial designs that perform better for other objectives as
well, i.e. a thermal objective. Moreover, it is investigated if multiple objectives can be
considered and improved simultaneously. To this end, a number of developments of
SCDP have been studied, and several parameter studies have been carried out. Based
on these studies, two new SCDP methods were developed [153]. Method (i), SCDP
with performance clustering [51], uses a clustering algorithm to select which spaces
should be removed from a building spatial design. Method (ii), SCDP with boundary
spaces, uses groups of spaces that have their relative location inside the building spatial
design in common. Both methods use design grammars to generate a structural and
building physics design, which can be evaluated for their performance. The removal of
a cluster or group of spaces is based on the spaces within that cluster or group. After
removal, the remaining spaces are split based on their largest dimensions to restore
the initial number of spaces. Thereafter, all spaces in the modified building spatial
design are scaled in order to restore either the initial floor area or the initial volume.

Both methods (i) and (ii) have been employed in a case study on three distinct
archetypal building spatial designs. The case study shows that a variety of parameter
settings can lead to building spatial designs that have an improved performance for
both the structural and the thermal objectives simultaneously. However, it should be
mentioned that the methods have also shown a sensitivity to the settings used for the
design grammars, and thus they may not work (as) well for different settings of the
design grammars.

5.4.2 Future work

The presented SCDP methods have been shown to possibly improve a building spatial
design for minimal strain energy and minimal heating and cooling energy. However,
the effectiveness, general applicability, and settings of SCDP can still be further devel-
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oped. For instance, the two presented SCDP methods have been developed specifically
for structural and thermal objectives. It would be interesting to study SCDP for ob-
jectives from other disciplines as well. Additionally, the presented methods have been
developed by analyzing a number of parameter studies, and by subsequently selecting
promising parameter settings. Defining such settings from the data generated by a
parameter study requires data analysis, which can be challenging. Machine learning is
known to be able to find patterns in large data sets, and it may thus be useful for the
development and configuration of SCDP. Finally, in the presented case study, it was
not possible to use the SCDP methods to find a two storey design if they are initially
given a one storey building spatial design. SCDP is thus sensitive to the initial settings
and local optima, and it would be interesting to research these sensitivities further.
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Design Optimization

Parts of Section 6.2 have been published in [28]. More-
over, in Section 6.1 a comprehensive overview of the work
published in [17, 18, 19, 21] is given for which K. (Koen)
van der Blom was the first contributor, and the author
was the second contributor.

Simulations of design processes can be useful in exploring building spatial designs in
the early stages of a design process. However, they do not give a high confidence over
the quality of the found designs. In order to increase this confidence, evolutionary
algorithms may be used, which methodically explore the design search space in order
to find a global optimum. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are generic algorithms that
can be applied to a variety of optimization problems. Some of these algorithms are
more suitable than others for an application to building spatial design. A selection
of a suitable evolutionary algorithm should thus be made. Additionally, for optimal
performance, the selected algorithm needs to be tailored to the optimization problem.
Also, the parameters of an evolutionary algorithm may need to be tuned specifically
to the optimization problem, such that it can find solutions more efficiently. The
aforementioned is considered in this chapter, which is aimed at answering research
question RQ4:

“How can state-of-the-art optimization algorithms be applied to building spa-
tial design?”

This research question is answered by first presenting a comprehensive overview
of the research presented in [17, 18, 19, 21] on the application of EAs to building
spatial design optimization. Thereafter, a demonstration of the developed evolutionary
algorithm is given. The chapter is concluded with a summary and possible directions
for future research.
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6.1 Evolutionary algorithm for building spatial de-
sign and optimization

In this section a comprehensive overview of the research presented in [17, 18, 19, 21]
is given. These works have been carried out in order to find and configure an Evolu-
tionary Algorithm (EA) for applications in building spatial design and optimization.

6.1.1 Constraint handling and initial study

The work presented in [18] concerns the suitability of the supercube representation
for EAs, as has been explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.3. Additionally, checks for
Constraints C1, C2, C3, C5, C7 (see Chapter 3, Subsection 3.1.2) for building spatial
designs in the supercube representation are expressed as mathematical equations. In
an initial study, the problem is optimized for a building spatial design of one, two, and
three spaces, each described twice, once by a supercube of 2× 2× 2 cells and once by
a supercube of 3 × 3 × 3 cells. The study applies the (µ + λ)-evolutionary strategy
[136], which is selected to see to which extent a standard EA can handle the building
spatial design problem, and it is adapted based on the Mixed-Integer Evolutionary
Algorithm [67], such that it can deal with continuous, categorical and integer variables
simultaneously. In [112] a proof for its global convergence is provided. All design
problems are optimized twice: once for the structural objective (sum of strain energy)
and once for the total external surface area of a building spatial design, which was used
as a temporary place holder for the thermal objective (required heating and cooling
energy). In the (µ + λ)-evolutionary strategy, first a specified number of designs is
initialized, after which in an iterative fashion a specified number of new designs is
generated by a recombination of two so-called parent solutions and by applying a
mutation to a parent solution. The strategy selects the parent solutions from the best
designs that have been found so far. Initialization is carried out for the continuous
variables by selecting a value uniformly at random from a range of values. For the
binary variables this is carried out by assigning a value ‘1’ with a specified probability
or ‘0’ otherwise. Recombination of two continuous variables is carried out by averaging
the two values, and mutation by assigning a new value by means of a small random
perturbation of the old value. For the binary values, recombination is carried out
by selecting uniformly at random a value of one of the parents [5]. Mutation of
a binary value is carried out by flipping the bit of the binary parameters with a
specified probability, which is proportional to 1/N where N denotes the number of
bits [5]. Note that, by initializing and modifying solutions it is likely that one or more
constraints are violated in each new design. Constraints are therefore handled by either
adding a penalty to the objective value (default) or by repairing the constraint (for
building volume constraint, see Chapter 3, Subsection 3.1.2, Constraint C7), rather
than rejecting a solution. In this initial study it was observed that on average 40 %
to 50 % of the considered design solutions were assigned a penalty, and thus were
infeasible. In the problem with the highest number of design variables, even as much
as 80 % of the considered design solutions were assigned a penalty. This suggests that
for larger design problems more constraint violations occur, and in order to focus large
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design problems on feasible designs, constraint handling should be improved.

6.1.2 Comparison and customization of EAs

In [19], two state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithms for multi-objective optimiza-
tion are considered for building spatial design optimization: Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [54], and S-Metric Selection Evolutionary Multi-
objective Optimization Algorithm (SMS-EMOA) [69]. Optimization by the NSGA-II
starts with a stochastically initialized so-called parent population, for which then a
child population is created using recombination and mutation operators. A new parent
population is created by selecting solutions from both the parent and child population
by means of non-dominated sorting, which ranks a population into different partitions
based on non-dominance. For ranking individuals within a partition, a so-called crowd-
ing distance is applied as a ranking criterion, which promotes a high diversity among
solutions and aims at a well distributed Pareto Front Approximation (PFA). SMS-
EMOA also considers a stochastically initialized parent population, but now in every
iteration only one new solution is generated using similar recombination and mutation
operators, and only one solution is removed from the parent population. The selection
of parent solutions for recombination, mutation, or removal is based on the so-called
hyper-volume indicator [173], which is the Lebesgue measure of the region covered by
a set of solutions and bounded from above by a user-defined reference point1. Instead
of using the crowding distance, in SMS-EMOA the contribution of a solution towards
increasing the hyper-volume indicator indicates the quality of that solution, and it is
used for the selection of solutions. However, the extremal solutions (best solution in
an objective) are always kept in the population, regardless of such selections. Note
that, maximizing the hyper-volume indicator also yields a well distributed PFA, which
is why this strategy can be used to both converge to the Pareto front and cover the
full Pareto front (i.e. including extremes and not just the kneepoint area).

Initialization

A

B

C A

B

A

B

C

Mutation

Figure 6.1: Smart initialization and muta-
tion operators as presented in [19]. On the left,
single space cells are ‘dropped’ into the super-
cube until they ‘land’ on the bottom or another
space. On the right, all feasible mutations of
space B are indicated with arrows.

Additional to NSGA-II and SMS-
EMOA, a tailored version of SMS-
EMOA has been introduced in [19] as
well. This tailored version uses ini-
tialization and mutation operators that
are tailored to operate on building spa-
tial designs in the supercube represen-
tation. These operators have been de-
veloped to initialize and modify design
solutions such that they meet the con-
straints. As such, the tailored SMS-
EMOA avoids the high amount of con-
straint violations that occur in large de-
sign problems if generic intialization, re-
combination and mutation operators are

1an old term for hyper-volume indicator is S-metric
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applied to parent solutions, as was observed in [18]. The procedure of both operators
has been illustrated in Figure 6.1 for a 2D supercube with 3 × 3 cells. Initialization,
illustrated in the left of Figure 6.1, can be imagined as the consecutive dropping of
spaces A, B, and C into the supercube. This results in a building spatial design that
consists solely of single-cell spaces, which is not diverse. Therefore, each initialization
operator—in the initialization of a parent population—is followed by 20 runs of the
mutation operator. Mutation, illustrated in the right of Figure 6.1, is performed by
the contraction and expansion of spaces. To this end, a mutation operator can per-
form either a contraction or an expansion to either the top (+z), bottom (−z), front
(−y), back (+y), left (−x), or right (+x) of a space. Such a move is applied to all
cells at the selected surface of a space, such that the space remains cuboid after the
move has been completed. Additionally, an expansion or contraction can only be of
size 1, meaning the space can only advance or retreat by one cell into the direction
of the move. Moreover, a move is disregarded if it does not respect the boundaries of
the supercube, or if it leads to a constraint violation (e.g. if it violates Constraint C1:
each space must exist, or Constraint C4: a space must have a cuboid shape). Then,
the mutation operator will list all possible expansions and contractions, and subse-
quently select one of these uniformly at random. If such a move leads to an overlap
(see Chapter 3, Subsection 3.1.2, Constraint C2), the overlapped cells are deactivated
for the overlapped space. It should be noted that the aforementioned initialization and
mutation operators only apply to the binary variables of the supercube representation.
There also exist initialization and mutation operators for the continuous variables of
the supercube. However, these need not be tailored to the design problem, and are
therefore not explained in further detail. For details on all initialization and mutation
operators and the conditions of their employment, the interested reader is referred to
[17, 19].

The three considered methods (i.e. NSGA-II, SMS-EMOA, and the tailored SMS-
EMOA) have been compared in [19] for a number of building spatial design problems,
each varying in size (i.e. supercube size and number of spaces). For this comparison,
the same settings as used in [18] were used for the design problem, objectives (although
now considered in a multi-objective setting), constraints, and the (standard) operators
(for initialization, recombination, and mutation). Using one sided Wilcoxon tests, it
was determined that NSGA-II and SMS-EMOA showed no statistically significant
difference in algorithm performance, i.e. the ability to discover a good PFA. However,
by testing the tailored version of SMS-EMOA against both other methods it was
demonstrated that the use of the tailored operators had led to a statistically significant
improvement in algorithm performance.

6.1.3 Preventing bias by initialization and mutation operators

EAs, are generally successful in finding global optima because of the stochastic nature
of the used operators. Therefore, it is important to avoid a bias in such operators,
because it could deteriorate the performance of the EA for which they are used. In
[17] it is reasoned that both the initialization and mutation operators presented in
[19] introduce a bias to the optimization algorithm. For the mutation operator, first a
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space is selected, and subsequently a move (namely contraction or expansion in one of
six directions) is selected. This way, it is possible that only a small number of moves
is possible (if not none) after a space is selected, and therefore some moves may be
more likely to occur than others. Therefore, in [17] the mutation operator is modified
to list all possible combinations of spaces and valid moves instead, after which one of
the listed combinations is selected uniformly at random. Moreover in [19], building
spatial designs are initialized by introducing single cell spaces to a supercube one
by one. After initialization, a number of consecutive mutations is performed on the
building spatial design, to generate building spatial designs that also have multi-cell
spaces. However, the outcome of such mutations is always dependent on the initial
building spatial design, and therefore biased. For instance, it is likely that a layer of
supercube cells is entirely occupied by single cell spaces, in which case no mutations are
possible between the spaces within that layer. To prevent such a bias, an initialization
operator that can also place multi-cell spaces is presented in [17].
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Figure 6.2: Multiple mutation steps allow-
ing infeasible (gray shade) intermediate design
solutions as presented in [17].

In addition to the improvements
to the mutation operator, mutation
through multiple consecutive mutation
steps is introduced in [17], allowing in-
feasible intermediate steps. This is il-
lustrated in Figure 6.2, in which—like
Figure 6.1—also a 2D example of a 3 ×
3 supercube is given. In the figure,
space B is expanded downwardly, and
as a consequence space A is no longer
cuboid (shaded in gray), which violates
Constraint C4 (see Chapter 3, Subsec-
tion 3.1.2). However, if more mutations
are applied to the intermediate building
spatial design, a feasible building spa-
tial design can be found by expanding
space B downwardly (bottom right of
Figure 6.2). Note that the final mutation step may also result in an infeasible de-
sign (top right of Figure 6.2); if that is the case, this mutation is disregarded. This
mutation approach, i.e. multiple steps while allowing intermediate infeasible design
solutions, has been developed to enable escaping local optima.
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Contract downExpand left

Figure 6.3: Expand and contract operators
of infeasible spaces, as presented in [17].

Note that, in order to move away
from an infeasible design, the mutation
operator of an infeasible space no longer
selects all cells with a certain surface ori-
entation (top, bottom, front, back, left,
or right) for expansion or contraction.
Instead, only the cells at the extremal
boundary (if applicable) are selected for
such moves. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.3, in which the infeasible space on
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the left is transformed into an intermediate infeasible space through an expansion, and
finally into a feasible space through a contraction. Also note that expansion in such
cases will always lead to infeasible spaces; nevertheless, this is still considered because
such a mutation step may still lead to a new intermediate (infeasible) building spatial
design, which is allowed. Once such a move is performed in the final step of a mutation
operator, it is disregarded anyhow.

6.1.4 Parameter tuning

Parameter tuning is carried out in [17] for both the standard SMS-EMOA and the
tailored SMS-EMOA to find a set of parameters with which each algorithm performs
best. For the standard SMS-EMOA, parameters for tuning were the population size
and two probabilities that determine if the recombination, continuous mutation, or
binary mutation operator is used. For the tailored SMS-EMOA, parameters for tuning
were the population size and a probability to determine if the continuous or binary
mutation operator is used. Also a binary parameter to activate the use of multiple
mutation steps, and the number of steps must be determined. Furthermore, a binary
parameter is used to determine which initialization technique is used, i.e. the one
described in Subsection 6.1.2 or 6.1.3. Finally, also the number of consecutive mutation
steps that are applied after a building spatial design is initialized is investigated by
parameter tuning.

Two parameter tuning algorithms have been used, irace [115] and Mixed Integer
Evolution Strategies (MIES) [112], whereby each tuning algorithm was employed three
times. The results presented in [17] show that tuning was useful, i.e. after tuning both
versions of SMS-EMOA found better solutions compared to the untuned parameter
configurations.

6.1.5 Hyper-volume gradient descent local search

Hyper-volume gradient descent local search has been investigated in [21] as a method
to perform local search. In a gradient descent search method, a solution or a set of
solutions can be steered towards the direction of greatest improvement. In [21] the
Hyper-volume Indicator Gradient Ascent (HIGA) method [66, 163] has been applied
to the supercube representation. As such, the gradient of the continuous variables of a
set of solutions with respect to the change of the hyper-volume indicator is computed
numerically according to the finite difference method. Subsequently, the gradient is
normalized to prevent so-called creepiness [89], which is the non-uniform convergence
of the solutions due to large differences between sub-gradients. Because normalization
may lead to oscillatory or even divergent behavior [164], step size adaptation has been
adopted from [163]. Accordingly, the set of continuous variables that is under con-
sideration is updated using the normalized gradient and the computed step size. The
application of HIGA for the supercube representation is only explained here briefly;
for more details the interested reader is referred to [21].

To assess the usefulness of gradient descent search, a comparison study between
three optimization methods has been presented in [21]: the tailored SMS-EMOA, the
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HIGA algorithm, and a hybrid combination of these two algorithms, which is termed
MEmetic Multi-objective Optimization (MEMO) algorithm. The MEMO algorithm
first performs a global search using the tailored SMS-EMOA until a specified fraction
of the evaluation budget has been reached, after which HIGA is employed for the re-
maining evaluation budget. From the comparison study it was concluded that HIGA
is able to improve a set of solutions and find a distributed Pareto front approxima-
tion. However, due to the many discrete subspaces in the problem formulation, the
global searches by the tailored SMS-EMOA and the hybrid with HIGA have led to
significantly better solutions. Moreover, the runs of the tailored SMS-EMOA have
led to better performing solutions compared to the runs by the MEMO algorithm,
albeit only marginally, which suggests numerical computation is too expensive to be
competitive.

6.2 Demonstration

In this section, the tailored SMS-EMOA for building spatial design optimization is
demonstrated. Throughout the works presented in [17, 18, 19, 21] only small problem
sizes have been considered. An example of the solutions that were found for such
small problem sizes is given in Figure 6.4. Although these studies may not have a
direct practical use, they have been useful to study and validate the methods under
development. For instance, from Figure 6.4 it can be observed that an elongated
building spatial design with short spans is beneficial for the structural performance,
whereas for the thermal objective a cubic building spatial design is more optimal (for
the orthogonal case). Such observations can be explained using discipline specific
knowledge and from a point of view of each discipline, which validates the developed
optimization method.

Best structural performance Best thermal performanceKnee-point

Figure 6.4: Examples of building spatial design solutions that were found for a relatively
small problem size (3 × 3 × 3 supercube with three spaces), as presented in [21].

Based on the research and developments mentioned in Subsection 6.1 the tailored
SMS-EMOA is demonstrated here, because it was shown to perform the best among
the considered algorithms. This section demonstrates the tailored SMS-EMOA for a
supercube with a grid size of 6 × 6 × 6 cells (i.e. 216 cells) for 50 spaces. As such, a
solution is represented by 63 · 50 = 10 800 binary design variables (i.e. bit masks of
spaces) and 3 · 6 = 18 continuous variables (i.e. grid dimensions). The total floor area
of a solution is constrained to match exactly 750 m2, the dimensions per cell of the
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supercube grid in z-direction are constrained to a value within a range of 3 m to 20 m,
and the grid dimensions per cell in x- and y-direction are constrained to values within
a range of 0.5 m to 20 m. Note that, for comparison reasons, these constraints are the
same as those used for the demonstration of the Simulation of Co-evolutionary Design
Processes (SCDP) that has been presented in Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.2. The evalu-
ation budget of the algorithm is set to 5000 evaluations, of which the first 6 solutions
are the initial population. Other settings for the algorithm are adopted from [17], and
are given in Appendix C. With these settings, the algorithm is run ten times; this is to
avoid a large dependency on the stochastic initialization and modification of solutions.
It should be noted that, prior to this demonstration, the tailored SMS-EMOA was
not applied to problems exceeding a super cube containing 100 cells and 5 spaces.
Moreover, this demonstration uses for the first time a floor area constraint with the
SMS-EMOA, which replaces the volume constraint that was used in the works men-
tioned in Subsection 6.1. This floor area constraint is implemented in a similar way as
the volume constraint in [17], but with a higher accuracy. A detailed explanation of
the floor area constraint is given in Appendix C. Considering that the configuration
adopted from [17] has been configured for smaller problem sizes in combination with
a volume constraint, there may exist a parameter configuration that is more suitable
to the design problem considered in this demonstration. Parameter tuning may thus
be appropriate, however, this is not carried out for this demonstration. Finally, the
settings used for the structural design grammar are described in Appendix B, Subsec-
tion B.1.1, and the settings used for the building physics design grammar are described
in Appendix B, Subsection B.2.1.

Figure 6.5 shows a graph with the results of all the solutions that are considered
over all 10 runs together, whereby each dot represents the performance of a solution,
and the grayscale of a dot corresponds to the ordinal number of the evaluation of a
solution within a run, which gives insight into the birth time of solutions, i.e. the
amount of evolutionary operations that have been performed on the population before
a solution was found. Moreover, the blue triangles are the solutions—over all 10 runs—
that are non-dominated (i.e. the Pareto front approximation) after all 5000 evaluations
have been completed, whereas the red circles are the solutions—over all 10 runs—that
are non-dominated after only the first 500 evaluations have been completed. Note
that, here the best solutions out of all 10 runs are selected for the PFAs, and there is
no confidence that a similar performance can be found again from a single run of the
EA. Therefore it may be more appropriate to compute the median attainment curve
over all 10 runs, which does provide confidence of what a single run of the EA is likely
to achieve. Nevertheless, here the EA is used in a competitive setting besides SCDP,
and therefore the best out of all 10 runs is deemed appropriate. Finally, it should be
noted that, to better visualize the results, solutions with a performance outside the
95th percentile are not plotted in the graph.

On the right of Figure 6.5, solutions that correspond to specific points on the
PFAs have been visualized. Within each PFA, these points are: the solution with the
least amount of strain energy (structural design, “SD”), a trade-off between the two
objectives (knee-point “KP”), and the solution that requires the least amount of energy
to retain a comfortable temperature (building physics “BP”). Here, the knee-point has
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Figure 6.5: Results of the evolutionary algorithm for the demonstration.

been selected as the solution for which its normalized performance is the closest to the
origin (0, 0) when each objective value is normalized to a [0, 1] interval between the
minimum and maximum values found (among the PFA solutions) for the corresponding
objective. Additionally, it should be noted that strain energy is normalized on a
logarithmic scale, whereas the heating and cooling energy is normalized on a linear
scale. In this way, normalization will project a solution that performs well for the
thermal objective but poorly for the structural objective closer to the origin, which
is appropriate because the orders of magnitude between the objectives differ. The
normalization of solutions and the selection of points from the PFA are carried out in
the same way as presented for SCDP in Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.1. The visualizations
of these three characteristic solutions on the PFA are given for both the PFA after
500 evaluations (top right) and the PFA after 5000 evaluations (bottom right).

From the plot, on the left of Figure 6.5, it can be observed that early found solutions
(light grey dots) are located relatively close to the Pareto front approximation (blue
triangles). This is underlined by also plotting the PFA (red circles) that is found if each
run would be finished after only the first 10 % (i.e. 500) of evaluations are completed.
The chosen evaluation budget of 5000 evaluations thus appears to be sufficient to let
the PFA converge.

When studying the visualized solutions on the right of Figure 6.5, it can be noticed
that each design is represented by activating almost all of the cells within the used
supercube. As a consequence, each of the visualized designs is a six storey building
design and—for example—no two storey building designs are found, even though such
designs are possible with the used supercube and they are known to perform better
for the used structural objective than the tall building designs that were found, as
can be observed in Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.2, Figure 5.13. This suggests that the
choice of supercube is not only relevant for the designs that are excluded by definition,
but it is also relevant for the likeliness that certain designs are not found, e.g. a two
storey building design. This is likely to be caused by the used initialization and
mutation operators of the tailored SMS-EMOA, because a design is initialized by
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‘filling up’ a supercube with spaces that consist of an arbitrary amount of supercube
cells, thereby checking if enough cells remain to realize all the required spaces of a
design. If a relatively high amount of spaces should be realized with a relatively low
amount of supercube cells, it is likely that all cells will be used to realize an initial
building spatial design. Additionally, the mutation operators search for new designs by
expanding and contracting spaces. However, spaces that consist of one supercube cell
may not be contracted, whereas this may be necessary in order to expand a neighboring
space. A set of interlocking spaces may then make it difficult to find new designs.
Although these phenomena have been taken into account in the development of the
tailored SMS-EMOA and it has been observed to efficiently explore a small supercube
[17], it appears that the tailored operators cannot effectively explore a design search
space that is defined by larger supercubes. Nevertheless, it should also be noted that
without the tailored operators, especially in large supercubes, stochastic initialization
and mutation operators are not likely to find feasible solutions at all, which has been
the motivation to develop the tailored operators in the first place.

Another observation that can be made from the visualizations of the Pareto front
approximation at 5000 evaluations, Figure 6.5, is that spaces that consist of more than
one cell in z-direction (i.e. spaces that span multiple storeys in height) are generally
narrow. For the thermal objective, tall spaces have a relatively large volume per floor
area, which consequently leads to a relatively high heating and cooling demand per
floor area. Because the total floor area of a building spatial design is constrained,
a tall space contributes more to the degradation of the thermal objective compared
to a space that is not tall. This is also observed in the visualized designs, where
the structurally optimal (SD) design has a more evenly distributed grid compared to
the relatively narrow and wide grids in the kneepoint design (KP) and the thermally
optimal design (BP). In the case where a tall space exists in a building spatial design it
is beneficial for the thermal objective that that space is narrow. Although an absence
of tall spaces would improve it even more, such an absence has not been observed. This
could originate from the limited exploration capability of the tailored SMS-EMOA, as
has been discussed in the preceding paragraph.

6.3 Conclusion

6.3.1 Summary

In this chapter, the application of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) to building spatial
design using the supercube representation has been investigated. Therefore, first an
overview of the research that has been carried out has been given. Among others, de-
velopments were: (i) An initial study in [18] in which an elementary EA is applied to
building spatial design using the supercube representation, i.e. the (µ+λ)-evolutionary
strategy [136]. From this initial study it was concluded that, for large design prob-
lems, a large number of constraint violations may hamper the efficiency of an EA. (ii)
So-called tailored operators have therefore been defined in [19] and later improved in
[17], which allow an EA to initialize and modify solutions without causing constraint
violations. (iii) Two state-of-the-art EAs have been considered in [19] for building
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spatial design optimization, i.e. NSGA-II [54] and SMS-EMOA [69]. Moreover, a
third algorithm is introduced in [19], i.e. a tailored version of SMS-EMOA, which
uses the tailored initialization and mutation operators for the supercube representa-
tion (see development (ii)). The tailored SMS-EMOA showed statistically significant
better performance than NSGA-II and the standard version of SMS-EMOA, and is
thus preferred. (iv) Parameter tuning is carried out in [17] using two parameter tuning
algorithms, i.e. irace [115] and MIES [112]. Both the standard SMS-EMOA and the
tailored SMS-EMOA have been tuned. Tuning proved to increase the performance
of both algorithms compared to the untuned parameter configurations. (v) To en-
able local search of building spatial designs in the supercube representation, gradient
descent search based on the hyper-volume indicator has been researched in [21], i.e.
Hyper-volume Indicator Gradient Ascent (HIGA) [163]. A comparison study was car-
ried out comparing HIGA, SMS-EMOA, and a hybrid combination of these two: the
so-called MEmetic Multi-objective Optimization (MEMO). Although HIGA proved to
be able to improve solutions, it could not compete with the other two methods. This
is, because it only changes continuous variables, and thus the many discrete subspaces
in the problem formulation cannot be navigated by HIGA. Moreover, SMS-EMOA
performed marginally better than MEMO.

In the second section of this chapter, the performance of the tailored SMS-EMOA
has been demonstrated. This demonstration has been carried out for the same design
problem as used for the demonstration of SCDP in Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.2, which
makes for a good comparison with SCDP. Moreover, the size of the design problem
considered in the demonstration is larger than what has been investigated during the
development of the tailored SMS-EMOA. The performance of the tailored SMS-EMOA
for larger design problems has thus also been investigated for the first time. The results
of the demonstration show that the tailored SMS-EMOA is able to find a uniformly
distributed Pareto Front Approximation (PFA). A uniformly distributed PFA can be
used to gain insights into the trade-off between solutions and also to learn about the
characteristics of optimal solutions. Furthermore, it has been observed that the EA
exclusively found six storey building spatial designs, while designs ranging from two
to six storeys are possible in the supercube that was used for the demonstration.
From the demonstration of SCDP in Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.2 it is known that two
storey designs have better performance than the six storeys that were found by the
tailored SMS-EMOA. This suggests that the initialization and mutation operators of
the tailored SMS-EMOA have difficulties navigating the design search space that is
defined by a supercube.

6.3.2 Future work

From the overview and the demonstration it has become clear how state-of-the-art evo-
lutionary algorithms can be applied to building spatial design optimization. However,
it has also become clear that there are still opportunities for further development. For
instance, the probability of the tailored SMS-EMOA to explore all feasible solutions
that are defined by a supercube, which is currently low, e.g. in a 6 × 6 × 6 super-
cube two storey designs were not found. This may be achieved by further developing
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the initialization and mutation operators. In this regard, the tailored SMS-EMOA
may also benefit from a tailored recombination operator that is able to combine two
design solutions without violating any constraints. Furthermore, the EAs have been
developed and tested using a design problem with two objectives, and an interesting
direction for future research would be the inclusion of more than two objectives to see
if the developed methods are generally applicable. Another interesting direction for
future developments are surrogate models, which are simplified models of the struc-
tural and building physics design that are used to evaluate the objectives. Surrogate
modeling can then be used to tune the parameters of an EA with significantly faster
evaluations, which will thus enable a significantly faster parameter tuning. As such the
threshold to carry out parameter tuning before employing the optimization algorithm
to a (slightly) different design problem is lowered. Besides parameter tuning, surrogate
modeling may also find an application in the gradient descent search method HIGA,
which has been used here as well. Currently it is not possible to navigate the mixed in-
teger space in a computationally efficient manner. However, using surrogate models, a
large number of discrete subspaces may be considered in a short time span, after which
one or more promising subspaces can be selected to be searched by HIGA. A similar
direction to improve optimization via gradient search may lie in the employment of
different hybridization techniques for MEMO. This may be improved because in the
presented MEMO approach HIGA is applied last, i.e. after SMS-EMOA. This way,
HIGA may not lead to much improvement, because SMS-EMOA may already have
found well performing solutions. As such, HIGA may contribute more to the search
of MEMO when a different hybridization technique is used in which it is employed in
an earlier stage of the search. Finally, the gradient-based solver that has been used
here could be replaced by a second-order method (Hypervolume Newton Method) [90],
which is not only faster but can also better handle constraints.
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Chapter 7

Hybridization of Design
Simulations and Design
Optimization

Parts of this chapter have been published in [28].

Two different methods to improve a building spatial design for better structural and
thermal performance have been presented in Chapters 5 (SCDP) and 6 (tailored SMS-
EMOA). Naturally, each method has advantages and disadvantages, whereby it may
be possible that the advantages of one method complement the disadvantages of the
other, and vice versa. If that is the case, hybridization can be used to employ both
SCDP and the tailored SMS-EMOA in a new method such that their advantages are
inherited but their disadvantages diminished. This is investigated in this chapter in
order to provide an answer to research question RQ5:

“How can optimization algorithms and simulations of design processes be ap-
plied such that they benefit from each other?”

In this chapter, first both methods are compared to each other in order to determine
which advantages of one method may complement the other method, and vice versa.
Thereafter, possible hybridization approaches are considered, based on which two new
methods for building spatial design and optimization are proposed. A case study is
then presented in which both new hybrid methods are applied to the design problem
that was also used for the demonstrations of SCDP and the tailored SMS-EMOA
in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. In the case study, the results are discussed and
compared to the result of the demonstrations of SCDP and the tailored SMS-EMOA.
Finally, the chapter is concluded with a summary and possible directions for future
work.
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7.1 Comparison design simulations and optimiza-
tion

Using the literature review in Chapter 2 and the demonstrations in Chapters 5 and 6, a
comparison of the EA and the SCDP methods is made. The comparison is made based
on three characteristics: required evaluation budget, sensitivity to initial settings, and
optimality.

Required evaluation budget The EA has been employed with an evaluation bud-
get of 5000 so that the PFA can converge, and has been run ten times to reduce
its sensitivity to the stochastic initialization and mutation operators, thus in total
50 000 evaluations have been performed. It should be noted that, in the context of
this comparison, it would be more appropriate to compare the SCDP results to the
median attainment curve, which is the PFA that the EA is likely to achieve after
1 run. Because the median attainment curve is not available here (see Chapter 6
Subsection 6.2), the total number of performed evaluations by the EA is not taken
into consideration for this comparison. Nonetheless, over all SCDP runs, only 198
evaluations have been carried out (see Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2), which have lead to
performances that still dominate the complete PFA that has been found by the EA.
Even when a full convergence of the EA is not required and the evaluation budget is
set closer to that of SCDP (e.g. 500), SCDP still uses significantly less evaluations
while achieving significantly better results.

Sensitivity to initial settings In the literature review, it is argued that a super-
structure may exclude designs from a design search space. This is also the case with
the supercube, for instance in Chapter 6, Section 6.2 the EA could not have found a
single storey building design with the used supercube (6× 6× 6 cells and 50 spaces).
However, as is observed in the demonstration of the EA in Section 6.2, also the ex-
plorability of the tailored SMS-EMOA within a supercube should be considered when
determining the superstructure for an optimization problem. This is, because a two
storey building has not been found by the EA, even though it can be represented
by the used supercube, and from the SCDP demonstration (Subsection 5.3.2) it can
be observed that two storey designs can perform better than the solutions found by
the EA. Also SCDP is sensitive to the initial settings, as it requires an initial design,
which also determines which designs are (im-)possible. Namely, a one storey building
(design 3 in the demonstration, Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.2, Figure 5.13) cannot lead
to a multi-storey building with the used SCDP methods when their height is less than
twice the lower bound of the constraint on the height of a space, because the SCDP
methods do not scale a design over the z-direction. Additionally, if the initial design
consists of spaces with square floor plans, only spaces with a span ratio of 1 : 1 or 1 : 2
can be reached (1 : 4 is not possible because a space will be split across the largest
dimension). Thus a span ratio of 3 : 5 cannot be obtained while it has been observed
(in design 2, Subsection 5.3.2) to lead to better structural designs. Moreover, also the
settings and type of the SCDP method affect the designs that are found.
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Optimality When comparing the visualized designs that were found by the EA in
Subsection 6.2 (Figure 6.5) to the visualized designs that have been found by the
SCDP methods for design 1 and 2 in Subsection 5.3.2 (Figure 5.13), it is clear that
the SCDP methods have yielded the designs with the best performance. However, no
clear PFA can be observed from the SCDP performance plots in Figure 5.13, whereas
a well distributed PFA is obtained from the EA. A well distributed PFA can yield
insight in the trade-off between the objectives of designs and it can be used to study
the general characteristics of optimal solutions. A single non dominated point or a
discretely distributed PFA cannot be used to yield such insights.

7.2 Hybridization

A comprehensive taxonomy of hybridization schemes is presented in [157]. From this
taxonomy, two promising hybridization schemes are selected: the high-level relay hy-
brid and the high-level teamwork hybrid, where in a high-level hybridization scheme,
each used method is self-contained, and in a low-level hybridization scheme each
method is integrated with the other method(s). Although the low-level scheme is
interesting, the integration between the methods brings along several considerations,
for instance how to deal with a changing design search space while the EA is running.
Here, an initial study into hybridization is carried out; therefore, only the high-level
scheme will be investigated for the hybridization of the EA and SCDP. A relay hybrid
method employs each method in sequence, whereas a teamwork hybrid method em-
ploys each method in parallel. Because there is no prior indication that a combination
of the two methods would benefit from the relay scheme or from the teamwork scheme,
both hybridization schemes are used here.

The relay hybridization is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The scheme consists of itera-
tions in which the EA and the SCDP methods are run consecutively. It requires the
definition of an initial supercube, a budget for the total number of design evaluations
ntot, a budget for the number of exploratory evaluations nexpl, an evaluation budget
for each exploratory EA nEA, and a number of simulation loops for each SCDP run
nSCDP . An iteration starts with ten runs of the EA, after which three designs are
selected from the resulting overall Pareto front approximation: the design with the
best structural performance (SD), the kneepoint design (KP), and the design with
the best thermal performance (BP). These are selected in the same fashion as in the
SCDP methods in Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.1: first the PFA is normalized (structural
performance on a logarithmic scale); accordingly the selection consists of those designs
that have their normalized performance closest to a certain point, (0, 1) for SD, (0, 0)
for KP, and (1, 0) for BP. Thereafter, both SCDP methods are each applied three
times to each of the selected designs, once evaluating only the structural performance
(SD), once evaluating only the thermal performance (BP), and once evaluating both
at the same time (SD and BP). Altogether, 18 SCDP runs are carried out per itera-
tion. Here, an iteration starts with the EA and not with the SCDP methods, because
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Figure 7.1: Flow chart of the relay hy-
bridization.

that would require the definition of ini-
tial designs. A definition of initial de-
signs is avoided to prevent a bias that
may be introduced by the input: the ini-
tial design may be chosen such that it
is already an optimum (e.g. design 3,
Figure 5.12). Or, the initial design may
deliberately be chosen such that it per-
forms bad to avoid it from being an op-
timum. From all designs that are found
by the SCDP methods, the set of non-
dominated points is selected (i.e. the
PFA), normalized, and consequently the
kneepoint design is selected using the
same approach as described for the PFA
of the EA. The kneepoint design is then
used to define a new supercube as fol-
lows. The kneepoint design is converted
from the movable and sizable representa-
tion to the supercube representation (for
representations see Section 3.3), which
yields a new supercube. Then, to ensure

the supercube is not too small or too large to be navigated by the EA, its size is
modified using the factor ηsc, which is given by Equation 7.1, where ncell,init is the
number of cells in the initial supercube and ncell,kp is the number of cells in the su-
percube obtained from the kneepoint design that is obtained by the SCDP methods.
The number of grids in the supercube in each direction p ∈ {x, y, z} (width, depth,
and height) is then modified following Equation 7.2, where ngrid,upd,p is the updated
number of grids in direction p and ngrid,kp,p is the number of grids of the supercube
in direction p obtained from the kneepoint design. A supercube is scaled in this way
to ensure that the ratio between the number of cell grids in each direction stays more
or less the same. Accordingly, if a well performing design solution is tall and narrow
then it is reasoned here that an appropriate supercube for that design is also tall and
narrow. Note that in this way, the amount of cells that can be defined by a supercube
is limited to an upper bound, which is defined implicitly by the initial definition of
a supercube. After the supercube has been updated, the iteration is finished, and a
new iteration is only started if the number of elapsed evaluations nev is smaller than
nexpl. If no new iteration is started, the EA is employed for ten more runs, each with
an evaluation budget of ntot − nev.

ηsc =
ncell,init
ncell,kp

(7.1)

ngrid,upd,p =

{
bηsc · ngrid,kp,pc if ηsc · ngrid,kp,p > 1

1 otherwise
(7.2)
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Figure 7.2: Flow chart of the teamwork hy-
bridization.

Teamwork hybridization is illustrated
in Figure 7.2. Many of the processes
are the same as these used in the relay
hybridization and are therefore not ex-
plained again. The teamwork hybridiza-
tion requires the same parameters to be
defined: an initial supercube, ntot, nEA,
and nSCDP . Each iteration is started by
simultaneously running the EA and the
SCDP methods, after which the resulting
Pareto front approximations are merged,
i.e. the non-dominated solutions are se-
lected from the combined solutions of
both the EA and the SCDP methods. In
order to avoid the definition of initial de-
sign(s) for the SCDP methods, the first
iteration excludes the SCDP methods.
Accordingly, the best structural design
(SD), the kneepoint design (KP), and the
best thermal design (BP) are selected,
which serve as input for the SCDP meth-
ods in the next iteration. Then, based on
the kneepoint design a new supercube is
defined, which serves as input for the EA
in the next iteration. The iteration is
then finished, and a new iteration is only
started if the number of elapsed evalua-
tions nev is less than nexpl. If no new
iteration is started, the EA is employed
for ten more runs, each with an evalua-
tion budget of ntot − nev.

7.3 Case study

In this section, both hybridization schemes are employed, and their results are ana-
lyzed. The settings of the EA are the same as for the demonstration in Chapter 6,
Section 6.2, and the settings for the simulations of co-evolutionary design processes
are the same as for the demonstration in Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.2. The settings
used for the structural design grammar are described in Appendix B, Subsection B.1.1,
and the settings used for the building physics design grammar are described in Ap-
pendix B, Subsection B.2.1. For the case study the settings for the hybrid methods
are as follows: the initial supercube is set to a supercube of 6× 6× 6 and 50 spaces,
the total evaluation budget is set to ntot = 5000, the exploratory evaluation budget is
set to nexpl = 1200, the evaluation budget of each exploratory EA is set to nEA = 500,
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and the number of simulation loops for SCDP is set to nSCDP = 10. Note that nexpl
is chosen such that at least two full iterations of both hybrid methods are completed.

The results of the relay hybrid are given in Figure 7.3, and for the teamwork
hybrid in Figure 7.4. In the plots, the performance of each EA solution is plotted
with a black dot, and the performance of each SCDP solution is plotted with a black
diamond without a fill. PFA points are plotted with the following colored shapes
with a white fill: red circles, blue triangles, yellow diamonds, and purple squares.
Moreover, for comparison, the PFA of the demonstration of the EA in Section 6.2,
Figure 6.5 is plotted with solid grey triangles. For each SCDP plot, the design path
that has lead to the kneepoint design is plotted with solid red lines. Note that for
each plot the same ranges and scales are used, and that the strain energy is plotted
on a logarithmic scale. Finally, the visualizations of the designs that are selected by
each hybrid method are given besides the plots: in Figure 7.3, in the middle the best
structural (SD), kneepoint (KP), and the best thermal design (BP) from the PFA of
the EA are visualized, and on the right the kneepoint (KP) design from the PFA of
SCDP is visualized. In Figure 7.4, in the middle the best structural (SD), kneepoint
(KP), and the best thermal design (BP) from the merged PFA of both the EA and
SCDP are visualized.

From the plots in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 a comparison can be made between the hybrid
methods and the EA results of the demonstration in Chapter 6, Section 6.2 (grey
solid triangles). When comparing the required evaluation budget, it can be noticed
that SCDP finds designs that dominate the designs found in the EA demonstration
already in the first iteration (after 698 evaluations) of the relay hybrid method and
in the second iteration (after 1198 evaluations) of the teamwork hybrid method. The
exploratory EA that follows after the finding of these SCDP solutions yields PFAs
that are similar to or even better than the PFA found by the EA demonstration. This
occurs in the second iteration of the relay hybrid method after 1198 evaluations, and in
the third iteration of the teamwork hybrid method after 1896 evaluations. The hybrid
methods can thus find designs with similar performance while using fewer evaluations
than the EA.

Similarly, the results of the hybrid methods after the final iterations can be com-
pared to the PFA of the EA demonstration (Chapter 6, Section 6.2, Figure 6.5). It is
then observed that the PFAs found by the hybrid methods dominate the PFA found
in the EA demonstration. Thus, the hybrid methods are able to find designs with
better performance than the EA when given the same amount of evaluations, thanks
to SCDP.

The hybrid methods also yield a well distributed PFA, thanks to the EA, and
as such they can improve the discretely distributed PFAs found by SCDP. A well
distributed PFA is desirable because it can give valuable information regarding the
trade-off between designs with respect to the objectives and it can be used to study
the characteristics of optimal solutions.

From the visualizations of the designs in Figures 7.3 and 7.4, it is observed that
the EA now also finds one and two storey buildings. In the demonstration of the EA
in Chapter 6, Section 6.2 it has been observed that such designs were not found by
the EA: on one hand because one storey designs with 50 spaces are not possible to be
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Figure 7.3: Results of the relay hybridization.

represented by a 6× 6× 6 supercube, and on the other hand because it is difficult for
the EA to explore certain parts within the design search space that are defined by the
supercube and thus did not find two storey designs. As such, the hybrid methods are
less sensitive to the initial definition of a supercube than the EA alone.

The definition of a new supercube in the second iteration of the relay hybrid method
(Figure 7.3) is applied to the two-storey kneepoint design that has been found by the
SCDP methods. However, because the number of cells of the smallest supercube that
can represent the kneepoint design is larger than the set limit (216 cells), the number
of cells was reduced, which has lead to a supercube of only one cell in height for the
last iteration (15× 8× 1). As a result, the EA only found one storey buildings, which
coincidentally perform better for the structural but worse for the thermal objective.
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Figure 7.4: results of the teamwork hybridization.

The sensitivities of SCDP with respect to an initial design have also been studied
in relation with the hybrid methods. Although now, in theory, new design solutions
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can have an increased number of storeys through the definition of a new supercube, in
general the number of cells in the height direction is not increased, and therefore the
number of storeys can still only decrease throughout the process of a hybrid method.
However, it is also observed that the sensitivity of SCDP solutions to the span ra-
tios within the initial designs has decreased, because more variation in span ratios
within the initial designs is observed and the hybrid methods have found designs that
perform better than the designs found by the SCDP demonstration in Chapter 5,
Subsection 5.3.2, Figure 5.13. Altogether, it should be noted that the sensitivity that
is introduced by the use of SCDP can still be improved with regard to an increased
number of storeys.

The characteristic narrow spaces that can be observed in the designs found in
the EA demonstration in Chapter 6, Section 6.2, Figure 6.5, can also be observed
in the designs found by the EA runs of the hybrid methods. Even with the one
storey building spatial designs in the final iteration of the teamwork hybrid method,
in Figure 7.3, narrow spaces can be observed. This is likely caused by the empty cells
in the proximity of these narrow spaces, which cause a recess in the façade. This
recess increases the surface area, and as a result degenerates the thermal objective. In
order to minimize the effect of this recess, its depth is minimized, which is achieved
by the EA by minimizing the dimensions of the grid in which this recess lies. As a
consequence, the active cells within this grids also become narrow, and as such they
may define narrow spaces. The narrow spaces in a one storey building design may very
well benefit the strain energy objective as well, because a narrow space has a short
span. Nevertheless, the ability of the EA to resolve the relatively inefficient narrow
spaces that cover multiple storeys could still be improved.

Furthermore, the relay hybridization is compared with the teamwork hybridiza-
tion. With respect to the performance of solutions, both methods find PFAs that are
close to each other. However, small differences can be seen, e.g. the relay hybridiza-
tion performs better in the structural objective, whereas the teamwork hybridization
performs better in the thermal objectives. The cause of this difference can be ex-
plained from the fact that the relay hybridization finishes with a supercube of one
cell in height, forcing all designs to be a one storey building spatial design, which is
beneficial for the structural objective. Conversely, the teamwork hybridization finishes
with a supercube of two cells in height, enabling two storey building spatial designs
This allows the surface area of the roof and ground floor to be halved, which conse-
quently reduces thermal losses and gains, and with that it is beneficial for the thermal
objective. However, this difference is likely to be coincidental and not a consequence
of the used hybrid method, but rather a consequence of the stochastic characteristic
of the EA, as it leads to different initial designs for the SCDP methods.

Finally, when the relay and the teamwork hybrid methods are compared, it can
be observed that their final results are similar. However, when comparing the two
methods for their so-called anytime-performance, which is the performance at any
given moment of the runtime of an algorithm, it is noticed that the relay hybrid
method performs better. Namely, the performances of the designs found by the relay
method after 5198 evaluations are similar to the performances of the designs found
by the teamwork method after 10 198 evaluations. This is mainly because the initial
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designs for the first occurring SCDP run in each method are retrieved from the first
occurring exploratory EA; hence in principle—for the first occurring SCDP run—both
hybrids are identical. When taking this into account, the relay hybridization is better
and should be preferred.

7.4 Conclusion

7.4.1 Summary

In this chapter it has been investigated whether simulations of design processes and
state-of-the-art evolutionary algorithms (EAs) can be applied to building spatial design
and optimization such that they benefit from each other. To this end, Simulations of
Co-evolutionary Design Processes (SCDP) (Chapter 5), are compared to the tailored
SMS-EMOA (Chapter 6). From this comparison, it is concluded that SCDP may
help the tailored SMS-EMOA to reduce the required evaluation budget, or improve its
results (with unchanged evaluation budget). Similarly, the tailored SMS-EMOA may
help SCDP to find well distributed Pareto front approximations, and it may also help
increase the confidence that the search has converged. Moreover, it has been concluded
that both methods may reduce each other’s sensitivity to their initial settings. For
example, because the tailored SMS-EMOA uses the supercube, its design search space
is fixed and is thus sensitive to the exclusion of designs. In SCDP, designs are not
explicitly excluded by a superstructure. If SCDP finds improved solutions compared
to the tailored SMS-EMOA, these solutions could be used to modify the supercube,
such that the tailored SMS-EMOA can also find them. On the other hand, SCDP is
deterministic and it requires an initial design; as such it is sensitive to the layout and
the dimensions of the initial design, which may contain bias. The tailored SMS-EMOA
finds designs via stochastic operators, which can help reduce the sensitivity of SCDP
to (biased) initial designs.

Hybridization has been considered to combine both SCDP and the tailored SMS-
EMOA into a new method, such that the new method inherits their advantages and
diminishes their disadvantages. Therefore, two hybridization schemes of the tailored
SMS-EMOA algorithm and the SCDP methods have been proposed and compared:
relay hybridization and teamwork hybridization. With relay hybridization the meth-
ods are employed in sequence, whereas with teamwork hybridization the methods are
employed in parallel.

A case study has been carried out with both of the proposed hybridization ap-
proaches. In the case study, the design problem has been adopted—for comparison
reasons—from the demonstrations of SCDP (Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.2) and SMS-
EMOA (Chapter 6, Section 6.2). From the case study it has been concluded that
both hybrid methods can: (i) find similar results as the evolutionary algorithm us-
ing fewer design evaluations, (ii) find better results than the evolutionary algorithm
using the same amount of design evaluations, (iii) find well distributed Pareto front
approximations, (iv) dynamically adjust the design search space of the EA such that
it includes optimal designs that are found by SCDP. As such, advantages of both the
SMS-EMOA algorithm and the SCDP methods are inherited, which has diminished
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some of their disadvantages. Additionally, the hybrid methods were less sensitive to
the initial settings of a supercube and less sensitive to the dimensions of initial designs.
It is thus concluded that—for early stage building spatial design optimization—the tai-
lored SMS-EMOA and SCDP can successfully be hybridized. While both hybridization
approaches had similar final PFAs, relay hybridization is proposed, because it has bet-
ter a better anytime-performance, which is the performance at any given moment of
the runtime of an algorithm.

7.4.2 Future work

Hybridization has proven to be a promising technique for building spatial design opti-
mization, because it successfully combines simulations of design processes and state-of-
the-art evolutionary algorithms, such that they benefit from each other. However, the
research presented here entails an initial study; therefore further development of the
presented methods is suggested. An interesting direction for future research is the use
of low-level schemes as presented in [157]. In the work here, only high-level schemes
are used, which employ each method in a self-contained approach. In a low-level-
scheme, however, the different methods within a hybrid method are integrated with
each other, and interact with each other more directly. Furthermore, to realize the
presented hybrid methods, sub-processes have been defined, which are also interesting
for further development. For example, different algorithms to select solutions from a
Pareto front approximation may be applied, or algorithms to define new supercubes
based on a set of solutions rather than just one may be developed, or solutions that
are found by SCDP may be included directly in the initial population of the tailored
SMS-EMOA. Finally, it would be interesting to investigate the sensitivity of the hy-
brid methods to the stochastic nature of the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm and—if
applicable—modify the presented hybridization schemes to reduce that sensitivity.
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Chapter 8

Applications in Building
Design

The methods that are presented in this thesis have been developed and studied in
an academic setting. However, the ultimate aim of the work is to contribute to de-
sign practice. Therefore, this chapter is focused on the practical applicability of the
methods, and is aimed at answering research question RQ6:

“How applicable are the developed methods to design practice?”

The applicability of the developed methods can be questioned in various ways.
For instance, how representative are the structural designs that are generated by the
structural design grammar to assess the building spatial design for structural design.
A structural design that is generated by a design grammar is only based on spatial
characteristics, and not on the mechanical aspects of a structural design. Therefore,
Section 8.1 is focused on the search for structural system layouts that are more prac-
tical and logical from a mechanical point of view. Related to this, in Section 8.2, a
procedure that can automatically stabilize structural designs is presented. Using this
stabilization procedure, the structural stability of a structural model can be guaran-
teed, and as such it guarantees the feasibility of both the analysis and realization of
a design. Thereafter, in Section 8.3, it is questioned how the developed optimization
methods can be applied in practice. This is investigated by means of a case study, in
which optimization is applied in conjunction with a BIM environment that is used in
Dutch design practice. In the case study, a real world design is used to define an opti-
mization problem, the resulting optimization results are subsequently used to modify
the design in order to improve its performance. In Section 8.4, it is explained how and
what can be learned from optimization results. This will answer the question of how
useful optimization results are for the considered building spatial design problem, but
also for building design practice in general. Finally, in Section 8.5, it is investigated
how an important aspect of building design can be addressed, i.e. façade openings
and daylighting. An initial study is presented, which is aimed at the realization of
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façade openings and the possible consequences for simulations of design processes in-
troduced by such openings. Although the demonstrations may possibly be seen as
somewhat specific, they allow for an understanding of how the methods in this thesis
can be applied and developed. Moreover, they give insights that may be used for
future extensions and requirements.

8.1 Structural system layouts

Parts of this section have been published in [27, 44]. For
the work presented in [44] (used here for Subsection 8.1.4)
the first contributor was D.P.H. (Dennis) Claessens, and
the author was second contributor.

In the studies presented in the preceding chapter a structural design grammar that
generates FE flat shell components for each wall and floor of a space was used. For each
space, this approach results in a closed box, which is not a realistic structural design
of a building spatial design. Therefore, alternatives to the structural design grammar
have been developed, which are presented in this section. Presented first is the so-called
design response grammar, which starts by creating a substitute structural design in
order to get a preliminary design response. This design response is subsequently used
to determine the structurally relevant locations in the building spatial design together
with the type of structure that is suitable to be placed at these locations. Thereafter, it
is acknowledged that a logical structural system layout may not naturally result based
on the spaces of a building spatial design. For this reason, the influence of different
spatial layouts of the design that are found by spatial zoning has been researched, see
also Chapter 3, Section 3.5.

8.1.1 Design response grammar

A grammar is convenient when many building spatial designs need to be assessed for
their structural response, which would be a slow process if user interaction is required.
Simple design rules can be used to obtain a structural system layout, but such rule
sets may place structure at locations where it is not logical nor expected from a
mechanical point of view. Understanding the mechanical response of the design (e.g.
strain energy or displacements) while it is under development may provide valuable
information to a design grammar. Therefore, the design response grammar is proposed
here as a method that can quickly develop layouts in which the structure is placed
in sensible locations. Like the structural design grammar presented in Chapter 4,
Subsection 4.2.2, this grammar also uses design rules. However, instead of solely
operating on the geometry of a building it also operates on a design response that
is computed from a preliminary model of the layout under development. The design
response grammar can be configured by parameters that allow control over the different
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types of design response and over structure that is assigned. Additionally, the design
response grammar can be configured such that a layout is developed in a step by step
manner, in which structure is generated based on a design response obtained from the
unfinished model that has been developed during the preceding steps. In doing so,
complex design rules are avoided, which would be necessary if structurally sensible
solutions would have to be generated solely based on geometry. In this subsection,
first the used design response is introduced, and then the algorithm and its parameters
through which the grammar creates a structural design model are explained.

Design Response

A building spatial design by itself does not have a structural response. Therefore, a
preliminary structural design model—termed substitute model—is introduced, which
can be analyzed to yield a design response. The substitute model is created by placing a
so-called substitute component at the location of each rectangle that is associated with
a surface in the building conformal model (see Chapter 3, Section 3.4, Figure 3.5 for
associations in the building conformal model). In the grammar, substitute components
will be replaced by beams, trusses, flat shells, or nothing, whereby this replacement is
based on a design response. The design response that is used here is the strain energy
of a substitute component. To be able to use the substitute component in the exist-
ing design grammar framework of the toolbox (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2), a new
structural type is defined besides the existing structural types (see Chapter 4, Subsec-
tion 4.2.2): substitute . The rectangle and line segment rules apply to substitute

in the same way as other structural types; it ranks last with the type assignment in
the line segment rules. A substitute component is similar to the low stiffness flat shell
components that are used for the application of surface loads in the rectangle rule sets
(see Chapter 4, Subsection 4.2.2). Also here, a low stiffness enables the uncompleted
structure to be analyzed without affecting its structural behavior.

Separated strain energies The four different structural types in the structural
design grammar (truss, beam, flat shell, and no structure; see Chapter 4, Sub-
section 4.2.2, Figure 4.7) can be used to replace a substitute component. From an
engineering point of view, each structural type is well-suited for a certain type of load-
ing, e.g. a truss layout is suitable for shear loading, a portal frame of beams is suitable
for in-plane normal loading, and a flat shell is (among others) suitable for out-of-plane
loading. To identify which type of loading is predominant within a substitute compo-
nent, its stiffness term is separated into three terms: bending, normal, and shear. In
a structural FEM model (see Chapter 4, Subsection 4.2.1), the out-of-plane behavior
(bending) of the flat shell element formulation is already derived separately. How-
ever, to obtain the formulation for the two separate types of in-plane behavior, the
constitutive relation is split in two terms according to Equation 8.1 (where ν is the
Poisson ratio and E the elasticity modulus [N mm−2]). Using these separated formu-
lations, the strain energies of the elements are computed for each type of loading: Usep
(sep ∈ {shear, norm, bend}).
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 (8.1)

Creation of a structural design model

The design response grammar, see Algorithm 1, uses an iterative process to generate
a structural FEM model. It starts by assigning the substitute type to every rectan-
gle that is associated with one or two surfaces. Then, each iteration starts with the
generation of a structural design model using the rectangle and line rules (see Chap-
ter 4, Subsection 4.2.2). After initialization, the structural FEM model is meshed and
analyzed. Every ith iteration, each substitute rectangle j—i.e. each rectangle that
is assigned the substitute type—is subsequently clustered (using k-means clustering
as explained in Chapter 5, Subsection 5.3.1, Step 3a) by its total design response,
which is the total strain energy Utot,i,j =

∑
Usep,i,j obtained from the structural anal-

ysis. A criterion to limit the number of iterations is defined by Equation 8.2. Here
ηconv ∈ N denotes the maximum number of iterations, nsubs,0 the initial amount of
substitute rectangles, and nsubs,i the number of substitute rectangles at the ith

iteration. If this criterion is not satisfied then the rectangles in the cluster with the
highest mean compliance will be substituted (as described in the next paragraph) and
the cluster is then removed. This is repeated until the convergence criterion is satis-
fied, the iteration is then ended. The iterative process is repeated until there are no
more substitute rectangles left in the structural design model. Note that the sub-
stitution of rectangles of a large cluster may result in nsubs,i being so small that the
criterion in Equation 8.2 is already satisfied before the next iteration, in that case—in
the implementation—the next iteration (i + 1) is skipped. Moreover, in the final it-
eration, clustering of the substitute rectangles is superfluous and it is therefore—in
the implementation—skipped.

nsubs,0 −
⌈
nsubs,0
ηconv

⌉
· i < nsubs,i (8.2)

Substitution When a substitute rectangle is selected to have its type replaced
by a new structural type, first all strain energies (Utot,i,j and Usep,i,j) are computed.
Following that, the strain energy of the substitute rectangle Utot,i,j is compared to
a fraction ηnoise of the mean strain energy in the initial structural model Utot,mean,0,
which can be found following Equation 8.3. This check is introduced to avoid type
assignments based on numerical noise when the magnitude of the design response is
small. If it is lower, the rectangle is assigned the no structure type. Otherwise, a
new type will be assigned based on Equation 8.4, which consists of the ratio Usep/Utot,
and a predefined threshold ηsep ∈ [0.0, 1.0] ∈ R. If Equation 8.4 holds for Ubend and
ηbend, the rectangle is assigned flat shell; if it holds for Unorm and ηnorm it is
assigned beam; if it holds for Ushear and ηshear it is assigned truss. Note that the
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Algorithm 1 Iterative replacement of substitute components

1: for each rectangle belonging to one or two surfaces do
2: Assign substitute

3: end for
4: i = 0
5: while i < ηconv do
6: Execute rectangle and line rules . new SD-model
7: Evaluate SD-model
8: for each substitute rectangle j do
9: Obtain design response Utot,i,j

10: end for
11: Cluster substitute rectangles by Utot,i,j
12: while nsubs,0 − dnsubs,0/ηconve · i < nsubs,i do
13: Select Xmax, the cluster with the highest mean value
14: for each rectangle j in Xmax do
15: Obtain Utot,i,j , Ubend,i,j , Unorm,i,j , Ushear,i,j
16: if Utot,i,j < ηnoise · Utot,mean,0 then
17: continue
18: end if
19: for each ck in c do
20: if ck = 1 then
21: if Ushear,i,j/Utot,i,j ≥ ηshear then
22: Assign truss to rectangle j
23: break . breaks the for loop
24: end if
25: else if ck = 2 then
26: if Unorm,i,j/Utot,i,j ≥ ηnorm then
27: Assign beam to rectangle j
28: break . breaks the for loop
29: end if
30: else if ck = 3 then
31: if Ubend,i,j/Utot,i,j ≥ ηbend then
32: Assign flat shell to rectangle j
33: break . breaks the for loop
34: end if
35: end if
36: end for
37: if j has type substitute then
38: Assign no structure to rectangle j
39: end if
40: end for
41: end while
42: i = i+ 1
43: end while
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order of these checks is important because the equation might hold for multiple types
of strain energy, but only one type of structure can be assigned. This is why each
check is performed in a predefined order, and as soon as one of them holds, the others
that follow will no longer be evaluated. When none of the three hold, the default type
no structure is assigned to the rectangle. The checking order is stored in the set c
which can be any permutation of {1, 2, 3}, where 1 activates the check on shear strain
energy, 2 the check on bending strain energy, and 3 the check on normal strain energy.

Utot,mean,0 =

nsubs,0∑
i=0

Utot,0,i

nsubs,0
(8.3)

Usep
Utot

≥ ηsep (8.4)

The process of the design response grammar is illustrated in Figure 8.1 for an arbi-
trary building spatial design. In this example, a structure is created in two iterations
for a building with three spaces. For illustrative purposes, the remaining parameters
of the grammar have been selected for this example such that each structural type is
assigned in the final design at least once.

substitute SD model intermediate substitute SD model final SD model

FE truss

FE beam

FE flat shells

3m 3m

3m

3m

3m space 1

space 2
space 3

Iteration 1

FE analysis of

substitute model

Substitute 

components are

replaced with 

real components

at places with high

strain energy

Iteration 2

New FE analysis of

modified substitute model

Finally, all 

substitute 

components

are replaced

Figure 8.1: Example of the iterative process of the design response grammar.

The design response grammar allows a structural design to be generated based on
a design response and a set of parameters. However, a suitable configuration for these
parameters is not yet known, and it may not be straightforward. In order to find
suitable parameter configurations, a parameter study has been presented in [27]. The
results of that parameter study have been analyzed by means of parallel coordinate
plots, as shown in Figure 8.2. In such a plot, each polyline represents a structural
system layout that was found by the design response grammar during the parameter
study. The polylines running across the axes indicate on each axis a specific value of
the represented structural system layout. On the two axes on the left, the performance
of a layout is plotted, and on the remaining axes the parameter configuration is plotted.
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A parameter configuration can then be found by progressively reducing a selection of
polylines, as is indicated with the colored polylines. In the example in Figure 8.2,
a selection is indicated by a color, the boundary of a selection is represented by the
dashed polylines in the color of the selection, and the polylines within these boundaries
are plotted in the color of the selection. First a selection is made focusing on the low
performance values, which is the selection indicated in blue. From the blue selection, it
is then discovered that the selection can be reduced to even lower performance values,
which is the selection indicated in red. From the red selection, it was then observed
that ηshear always holds a value 0. This means that a check for shear strain energy
will always result in the truss type. Therefore the red selection was further reduced
to checking orders in which the check for strain energy is performed last, i.e. 2, 3, 1
and 3, 2, 1. A parameter configuration that yields low performance values can then
be extracted by reading the values indicated by the red selection from the axes. Note
that ηconv and ηnoise are indifferent in the example given in Figure 8.2, because all
parameter values are included in the selection. Following this approach, three sets of
parameters were found, which are given in Table 8.1. Note that these configurations
exclude the use of the flat shell type by the design response grammar. From the
parameter study, and using parallel coordinate plots, no beneficial configuration that
included this type could be found.
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Figure 8.2: Illustrative example of parallel coordinate plot.

Table 8.1: Parameter configurations for the design response grammar, as found in [27].

ID ηshear ηnorm ηbend ηconv ηnoise c

1 0.0 1.0 1.0 1 0.025 {3, 2, 1}
2 0.1 0.0 1.0 1 0.025 {1, 2, 3}
3 0.2 0.0 1.0 1 0.025 {1, 2, 3}
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8.1.2 Structural Design via Optimizer Assignment

This subsection presents a function that can serve as an alternative for a structural
design grammar. The function enables an assignment of structural types by an op-
timization algorithm so that it can be used to search for optimal structural system
layouts for a given building spatial design. An optimization algorithm is fitting be-
cause a structural design in the toolbox is created using a building conformal model,
which has a fixed number of entities that can be assigned a structural type (beam,
truss, flat shell, or no structure, see Chapter 4, Subsection 4.2.2). If ordered
in a string, the assigned types form a set of parameters similar to genomes in the
field of evolutionary optimization. First the assignment and the genome are discussed,
thereafter, a suitable optimizer is proposed, and finally, the objectives and constraints
are discussed.

Assignment Function and Genome

The assignment function operates as a black-box objective function for an optimizer by
taking a string of design variables as input and returning the objective values as output.
Each input variable represents the choice for the assignment of a structural type to a
specific rectangle in the geometry conformal model (see Chapter 3, Section 3.4). As
such, the genome contains the same number of variables as the number of rectangles
that are associated to one or two surfaces in the building conformal model. The set of
valid variable values is {1, 2, 3, 4}. Here ”1” assigns no structure to a rectangle, ”2”
assigns truss, ”3” assigns beam, and ”4” assigns flat shell. The order in which the
genome assigns types to rectangles is determined by the order in which the eligible
rectangles are stored in the building conformal model. After the assignment, the
rectangle and line segment rules are applied to generate the structural design model
(see Chapter 4, Subsection 4.2.2), which is then evaluated to obtain the objective
values. Finally, the assignment function can return any objective value that can be
computed by the toolbox.

Choice of Optimizer

The Multi-objective Mixed-Integer Evolution Strategy (MOMIES)—introduced in
[22]—is used for the optimization process. This algorithm generalizes the mixed-
integer evolution strategy (MIES)—described by [112]—for multi-objective optimiza-
tion by combining it with the multi-objective algorithm SMS-EMOA [69]. Although
in this study only categorical variables are considered, the (MO)MIES algorithm is
able to optimize problems with real, integer, and/or categorical variables. This makes
it easy to extend the study to include more variables (of different type) in the fu-
ture. Moreover, the algorithm employs different mutation mechanisms depending on
the variable type. In this manner, it is assured that each variable type is handled
appropriately.

The MOMIES algorithm is controlled by the population size, a reference point,
and the number of function evaluations. A larger population makes it possible to
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maintain a more diverse set of solutions. However, it can also impede progress to-
wards the Pareto front since it takes more time for all solutions to be updated. The
reference point serves to compute the so-called hyper-volume indicator [173], which
is the Lebesgue measure of the region covered by a set of solutions with respect to a
user-defined reference point. The reference point should be dominated by all points
on the Pareto front. By comparing the contribution of individual solutions towards
increasing the hyper-volume indicator it is possible to retain the most valuable contri-
butions. Since the reference point influences the hyper-volume (and the contribution
of a solution), it should be chosen carefully depending on the problem. Finally, the
number of function evaluations controls how long the algorithm runs before it stops
the search. A longer search may result in better solutions, but it also costs more time.
Furthermore, progress may stagnate once the algorithm gets closer to the Pareto front,
reducing the benefit of continuing the search for better solutions.

Objectives and Constraints

Any objective(s) that can be computed by the toolbox can be considered by the
optimizer. No constraints are placed on the search space, although if a solution is
structurally unstable, a penalty that is equal to the reference point is applied to that
solution. This way, a structurally unstable solution does not contribute to the hyper-
volume indicator.

8.1.3 Comparison design response grammar with design via
optimizer assignment

24
m

xy

z

12m
24m

Portal shaped building:

- four floors of 6m high

- passage at the bottom 

  center of the building

- 24 spaces in total

Figure 8.3: Building spatial design used for
the comparison of the design response gram-
mar with design via optimizer assignment.

The developed methods to search for op-
timal structural system layouts—design
response grammar and design via opti-
mizer assignment—are compared here.
Two objectives are considered: minimal
strain energy and minimal structural vol-
ume. The EA is employed to find a struc-
tural system layout for the building spa-
tial design shown in Figure 8.3, which is
a portal shaped building. An evaluation
budget of 10 000 is allotted to the EA
and the population size is set to 50. For
the design response grammar, the three
parameter configurations that are given
in Table 8.1 are used. For more information on the used settings for the EA and the
design response grammar, the reader is referred to [27].
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Figure 8.4: Performance of the structural
system layouts found for the building spatial
design in Figure 8.3 using the design response
grammar and design via optimizer assignment.

In Figure 8.4, the performance of
the structural system layouts that were
found by the design response grammar
and design via optimizer assignment are
plotted. Plotted with black dots are the
performances of the layouts found by the
EA, plotted with red circles without a fill
are the non-dominated layouts found by
the EA (i.e. the Pareto Front Approxi-
mation (PFA)), and plotted with yellow
stars are the layouts found by the design
response grammar. Moreover, a number
of layouts is visualized in Figure 8.5. In
both Figures 8.4 and 8.5, a red circle with
white fill and a character indicates a lay-
out that was found by the EA, whereby:
(A) is the layout with the least strain en-

ergy, (B) a kneepoint layout that balances strain energy and structural volume, and (C)
is the layout with the least amount of structural volume. Similarly, a black rectangle
with white fill and a number indicates a layout that was found by the design response
grammar, whereby the number corresponds to the ID of the parameter configuration
as presented in Table 8.1 (page 109).

Both methods have been studied in more detail in [27], in which it was concluded
that: (i) Both methods are able to find solutions that perform well for the objectives
of minimal strain energy and minimal structural volume. (ii) The parameters of the
design response grammar can be configured such that they steer the results to certain
points on the Pareto front, e.g. minimal structural volume, the kneepoint, or a varia-
tion of these. As such, predefined parameter configurations can be used to find Pareto
optimal structural system layouts. (iii) Design via optimizer assignment can be used
to find well distributed Pareto front approximations. Such fronts may be used to learn
about the design of structural system layouts, e.g. as is carried out for building spatial
design in Section 8.4 later in this chapter.
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Structural system layouts found by evolutionary algorithm

Structural system layouts found by design response grammar

2 3

A B C

1

Figure 8.5: Visualized structural system layouts found by design via optimizer assignment
and the design response grammar.

8.1.4 Structural layout from zoned designs

Production hall:

- two floors   - large spans

- five spaces   - small office spaces 

24m24m

6m

Figure 8.6: Isometric view of the building
spatial design used for the case study.

In this subsection, the influence of spa-
tial zoning on the performance of the
structural system layout of a building
spatial design is investigated by means
of a case study. The study concerns
the building spatial design shown in Fig-
ure 8.6, whereby two approaches are used
to find a structural system layout: (I) a
structural design grammar is applied to
a building conformal model, as has been
presented in Chapter 4, Subsection 4.2.2,
and (II) an adapted version of the struc-
tural design grammar is applied to a zoned building spatial design (see Chapter 3,
Section 3.5). Both approaches have been explained in detail in [44].

In the remainder of this subsection, first the settings of the structural design gram-
mars for both zoned and unzoned building spatial designs are explained in concept.
Thereafter, the case study and the results thereof are presented. This is followed by a
short discussion of the case study and some of the relevant work presented in [44].
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Structural design grammars

The structural design grammar for unzoned building spatial design assigns by default
the flat shell type (see Chapter 4, Subsection 4.2.2, Figure 4.7) to rectangles that
are associated with the surface of a space.

The structural design grammar for zoned building spatial designs assigns by default
the beam type to rectangles that are coincident with the surface of a zone. However,
if such a rectangle is also associated with the surface of a space (see Chapter 3, Sec-
tion 3.4, Figure 3.5), the flat shell type is assigned. Note that, even though the
beam type is assigned by default, for zoned designs in which no spaces are intersected
by a zone, the design grammar only assigns the flat shell type to rectangles.

For more details on the structural design grammars and their settings, the reader
is referred to [44].

Case study

For the case study, first the building conformal model has been initialized for the
building spatial design in Figure 8.6. Subsequently, the zoning of the building confor-
mal model (see Chapter 3, Subsection 3.6.5) has been employed, which has resulted
in 9 unique zoned designs. For the zoning procedure, the smallest span of a zone has
been constrained here to an upper bound of 24 m. The structural grammar for zoned
designs has then been applied to each found zoned design (approach (II)), which has
resulted in 9 structural system layouts. Additionally, for comparison, the structural
design grammar for unzoned building spatial designs has been applied to the building
conformal model (approach (I)).

Figure 8.7 shows the results of using approach (I), i.e. using a structural design
grammar on an unzoned building spatial design, and approach (II), i.e. a structural
design grammar on a zoned building spatial design. In the top left of the figure the
building spatial design is depicted, where each space is outlined with a solid black line
and each surface is indicated by transparent green. In the top middle, the cuboids that
are present in the conformal design are shown slightly shrunk. In the top right, a zoned
design that resulted from the zoning procedure is depicted. Each cuboid is depicted
there, however, all cuboids that belong to a single zone are indicated with the same
distinct transparent color and each zone is outlined with a solid red line. Accordingly,
at the bottom left, the resulting structural design of the unzoned building spatial
design is given, and at the bottom right, the resulting structural design of the zoned
building spatial design is given. The flat shells that are located on the external walls
of the building are made transparent with a dashed border, so that a view into the
internal structural system layout is possible. Note that, the zoning procedure has
found 9 zoned designs in total, and only one of these is shown here in Figure 8.7.

In Figure 8.7, the unzoned structural design has walls dividing the upper level of
the BSD, however, in the large hall beneath, no structure is present to transfer the
loads to the (load bearing) ground surface (z = 0). In the zoned structural design,
however, the divisions in the upper level are not present, and in the large hall a beam
component is present below the load bearing walls, and as such it functions as a
column. Comparing the performances of the two solutions to each other, the zoned
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unzoned solution

strain energy: 5.08e7 Nm

structural volume: 273 m³

zoned solution

strain energy: 4.54e7 Nm

structural volume: 259 m³

building spatial design building conformal design zoned building 

spatial design

conformation spatial zoning

grammar on

unzoned design

grammar on

zoned design

Figure 8.7: Comparison of a structural design grammar applied to either an unzoned or a
zoned building spatial design.

solution has both lower strain energy (i.e. is stiffer) and has lower structural volume
(i.e. less material use).

Discussion

From the case study it can be observed that spatial zoning can have a beneficial effect
on the performance of structural system layouts. This has also been confirmed for
other building spatial designs and other settings for the zoning procedure and the
structural design grammars, which have been considered in a more extensive study in
[44]. For instance, it has been investigated whether the number of considered zoned
designs for structural system layouts could be reduced to a relevant subset, e.g. by
focusing only on whole-space zoned designs. This was observed to work well for some
cases, however, a general notion that may yield insight in the effective reduction of the
number of zoned designs could not be deduced. Moreover, in [44], also the sensitivity
of the results with respect to the upper bound of the smallest span in a zone has been
investigated. It was concluded that such a sensitivity does exist, and thus the use of the
presented zoning procedure and structural design grammars should be used with care.
This means that a user should have a general understanding of the material properties
and the dimensions of the structural system layout that ought to be generated. For
instance, concrete beams of around 300 mm wide and high are unlikely to be effective
in a structural system layout that must span 100 m.
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8.2. Structural stability

8.2 Structural stability

Parts of this section have been published in [44], of which
the first contributor was D.P.H. (Dennis) Claessens, and
the author was the second contributor.

When designing a structural design, it is imperative to check for the structural
stability of the design. Unstable structural designs are undesirable, because (i) a FEM
analysis cannot be performed; and (ii), most importantly, the structure would collapse
in practice. Stabilization aims to resolve the instabilities in a structural design. A
stabilization procedure has been presented in [152], which serves as the basis for the
stabilization procedure described in this section.

8.2.1 Stabilization method

The procedure can be decomposed into four iterating steps: (1) Finding vertices in the
conformal model that can move freely in the structural design, so-called free-moving-
vertices. (2) Finding vertices in the geometry conformal model that are located in
the proximity of a free-moving-vertex, so-called key-vertices. (3) Adding structural
components to stabilize a free DOF in-plane. And finally, (4) adding structural com-
ponents to stabilize a free DOF out-of-plane. Adhering to these steps, the stabilization
procedure is explained in more detail.

Step 1 Find free-moving-vertices. In the finite element model of a structural design,
each FE node can have six degrees of freedom (DOFs), three translational and three
rotational DOFs. By associating elements to a node, these elements may offer resis-
tance against a movement in these DOFs. A method to find all the DOFs that offer
no or very little resistance against movement was presented in [95]. This method is
used here to generate a list with all FE nodes that can move freely in one or more
directions. This list is then used to identify the vertices in the geometry conformal
model that—in the structural design—can move freely; these vertices are here termed
the free-moving-vertices. When each vertex in the geometry conformal model has been
checked for free DOFs and free-moving-vertices were found, the stabilization procedure
moves on to step 2. If no free-moving-vertices were found, the stabilization procedure
is successful and is stopped.

Step 2 Find key-vertices. In order to stabilize a free-moving-vertex, it is important
to find a location to which it can be anchored. Candidate anchor locations are called
key-vertices, for each translational DOF key-vertices are defined (i.e. for DOFs ux, uy,
and uz), see also Figure 8.8. For each DOF, three sets of key-vertices are selected from
the vertices in the geometry conformal model; one set for each orthogonal plane (i.e.
xz-, xy-, and yz-plane), see also Figure 8.8. For the two planes that are in-plane with
the DOF’s direction, the vertices that are diagonally neighboring the considered free-
moving-vertex are selected (Figure 8.8). For the plane that is out-of-plane with the
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DOF’s direction, the vertices that are orthogonally neighboring the considered free-
moving-vertex are selected (Figure 8.8). Note that, rotational DOFs (rx, ry, rz) are not
considered, because these only exist at the location of beam or flat shell components.
If they exist, the beam or flat shell component automatically offers resistance against
a free rotation. Once the key-vertices have been listed for each free-moving-vertex,
the stabilization procedure moves on to step 3.
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Figure 8.8: The key-vertices that are relevant for each free DOF.

free DOF

key-vertex
adding 

truss

substituting

trusses with

beams

Unstable Structure Stabilization Methods

Figure 8.9: Two examples of stabilizing
structural adjustments for in-plane stabiliza-
tion.

Step 3 Place in-plane stabilizing com-
ponents. Free-moving-vertices are con-
sidered for stabilization in ascending ge-
ometric order, iterating in z-direction
first, followed by y- and x-direction re-
spectively. When a free-moving-vertex
is considered for stabilization, its free
DOFs are considered for stabilization in
the following order: first x-, then y-, and
finally z-direction. Stabilization of a free
DOF starts by first considering the in-
plane key-vertices (Figure 8.8). These
can be resolved by either adding a truss in the structural model at the location between
a key-vertex and the free-moving-vertex, or by replacing the trusses in the structural
model that are linking the key-vertex and the free-moving-vertex with beam compo-
nents. Both methods have been illustrated in Figure 8.9. By default the truss addition
method is selected, however, if the added truss would intersect a space, then the sec-
ond method is selected. Moreover, the second method is only applied for free DOFs
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in x- and y-direction and if the plane in which the key-vertex was found has a vertical
orientation (i.e. walls).

The selection of a key-vertex for stabilization is arbitrary, i.e. the order in which
they are found. However, a few criteria that may exclude key-vertices from this selec-
tion are defined:

1. The key-vertex can move freely in the same direction as the DOF that is con-
sidered for stabilization.

2. Using the key-vertex results in a structural component that intersects with an-
other structural component.

3. The key-vertex and the free-moving-vertex are not in-plane with the surface of
a space.

If a valid key-vertex has been found, and a stabilizing structural adjustment has
been performed, the stabilization procedure will return to step 1. This is because an
adjustment may affect more than one free-moving-vertex, returning to step 1 ensures
that the list of free-moving-vertices is updated according to the adjusted structural
design. Moreover, due to the exclusion of key-vertices it is possible that no key-vertices
remain for a free DOF, and thus it cannot be stabilized. If that is the case, first the
other free DOFs of the free-moving-vertex are considered for stabilization. If also that
is not possible, or if no other free DOFs are present, the next free-moving-vertex is
considered. Finally, when none of the existing free-moving-vertices can be resolved,
the stabilization procedure moves on to step 4.

1

2

4

3 free DOF

key-vertices substituting

trusses with

beams

unstable Structure stabilization Method

Figure 8.10: Example of the stabilizing
structural adjustments for out-of-plane stabi-
lization.

Step 4 Place out-of-plane stabiliz-
ing components. Out-of-plane stabiliza-
tion is considered in the cases where in-
plane stabilization does not yield a sta-
ble structure, e.g. due to the exclu-
sion of key-vertices. Selection of free-
moving-vertices and their free DOFs is
carried out in the same approach as used
for the in-plane stabilization procedure.
However, this time, the out-of-plane key-
vertices are listed. Subsequently, each
truss component that—in the structural

model—is located between the free-moving-vertex and a key-vertex is replaced with
a beam component. Figure 8.10 illustrates the out-of-plane stabilization procedure.
For the same reasons as in step 3, after a stabilizing adjustment has been performed,
the procedure returns to step 1. However, when there still exist free DOFs, but no
valid structural adjustments can be made, the procedure generates an error. This has,
however, not yet been observed.
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8.2.2 Demonstration

Small building:

- three floors

- eight spaces

- overhanging structure

9m

12m 12m

Figure 8.11: Building spatial design that
is used to demonstrate the stabilization proce-
dure.

The stabilization procedure is demon-
strated here for the building spatial de-
sign shown in Figure 8.11. For this de-
sign, a structural design grammar is used
that deliberately creates an unstable de-
sign by assigning as usual the truss type
to all rectangles that are associated to
one or two spaces (see Chapter 4, Sub-
section 4.2.2), however, when the rect-
angle rules are applied, now no diagonal
trusses are generated for a rectangle with
the truss type. This way, the structural design grammar creates a structural frame of
FE trusses, as shown in the middle of Figure 8.12. Such a structural frame is unstable,
and thus it must be stabilized in order to become a feasible structural design. Apply-
ing the stabilization procedure that has been explained in Subsection 8.2.1 results in
the structural design on the right of Figure 8.12. For more details on the settings of
the grammar and the stabilization procedure that were used for this demonstration,
the reader is referred to [44].

conformal design unstable design

design

grammar stabilization

beam

truss

stable design

Figure 8.12: Demonstration of the stabilization procedure.

8.2.3 Discussion

Note that the presented stabilization procedure has been developed for geometry con-
formal models, and in conjunction with structural design grammars. In this way, it can
be conveniently used within the context of the toolbox for the optimization of building
designs and the simulation of design processes. However, it may not be directly ap-
plicable to an arbitrary structural design, because the information from a conformal
model may not be available. Stabilization is, nevertheless, also relevant for arbitrary
structural designs, because it can prevent critical design errors or generate suggestions
for stabilization. Then, the procedure presented in [152] may be more suitable.
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The stabilization procedure presented in this section has been applied to an un-
zoned building spatial design. In Subsection 8.1.4, however, it has been explained that
zoning may lead to more logical structural system layouts. This has also been shown
to be the case for stabilization in [34, 44], where zoning leads to better stabilized
structures.

An important aspect of structural design is structural redundancy, which is the
strength, stiffness, and stability of a structure that may not be strictly necessary when
the structural system layout is intact, but which prevents progressive collapse when a
small part of the structural system layout fails. The presented stabilization procedure
does not take this into account, because the procedure halts as soon as it has found
a stable structural design. This has also been acknowledged in [34], which presents a
different approach to stabilization while also taking into account spatial zoning. This
alternative ensures that each structurally relevant zone is stable by itself. In this way,
if the structural stability of one zone is lost, the other zones of the building remain
stable.

8.3 Application in BIM

Parts of this section have been published in [33]. Moreover,
for their contributions to the coupling between the toolbox
(Appendix A) and BouwConnect, and for their efforts in
the case study presented in this section, the author grate-
fully acknowledges J. (Joost) van den Buijs and J. (Jef-
frey) van den Heuvel, De Twee Snoeken in Den Bosch,
The Netherlands.

In this section, the tailored SMS-EMOA (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1) is applied
in conjunction with the BouwConnect BIM environment. To enable this, a coupling
between the toolbox, see Appendix A, and the BouwConnect BIM environment has
been developed. Accordingly, this coupling has been used in a case study to define
an optimization problem that is based on a real world building design for the tailored
SMS-EMOA. In the case study, the optimization results have subsequently been used
to modify the real world building design. The initial real world building design is then
compared to the modified design. Moreover, the design process that has been used for
the case study is shortly discussed.

8.3.1 The BouwConnect BIM environment

BouwConnect is a Dutch commercial BIM environment (www.bouwconnect.nl). It
consists of a product library and a building model environment. The product li-
brary contains information about nearly all building products that are available on
the Dutch market. It is structured such that products are composed of data objects
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that describe part(s) of a product, e.g. material, shape, and function. A product in
the library contains 2D- and 3D-CAD models and also information on costs, pictures,
descriptions, and suppliers. Products can be placed/linked in a building spatial model
via the building model environment. Using this environment, calculations and checks
regarding energy, daylight, ventilation, fire security, and so on can be carried out. Both
the product library and the building model environment can be linked (two-way) with
other software (e.g. Revit and AutoCad), Industry Foundation Classes (IFC), and
local Dutch software.

8.3.2 Coupling between toolbox and BouwConnect

building_model STRING
name [1:1]

STRING
*version [1:1]

building_element

space

STRING

STRING

REAL

STRING

STRING

name [1:1]

name [1:1]

*id [1:1]

*id [1:1]

geometry [12:?]

construction_ids [1:?]

spaces [1:?]

building_elements [1:?]

Figure 8.13: Data structure of the XML
file, visualised in EXPRESS-G

The coupling between the toolbox and
the BIM environment is realized by
means of the eXtensible Mark-up Lan-
guage (XML). An XML file holding data
on a building spatial design model can be
parsed by both software environments.
Parsing the file with the toolbox re-
sults in a model in the MS representa-
tion, see Chapter 3, Section 3.2. If the
file is parsed in the BIM environment
it results in a collection of building ele-
ments that have been assigned to spaces.
Each building element owns a geometry,
which is an ordered list of 3D vertices
(x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, ..., xn, yn, zn). As
such, a space’s geometry is defined by that of its building elements and not by one of
its own. The XML data structure, which is similar to the data structure of the BIM
environment, is illustrated in Fig. 8.13. The presented data structure is implemented
such that it can be extended, e.g. with the data that is generated by the design gram-
mars. It should be noted that in BouwConnect and the XML file, in contrast to the
toolbox, a space is not a direct representation of geometry.

8.3.3 Case study

This subsection presents a case study in which an optimization result is used to modify
a building design. Incorporating optimization into a BIM based design process is here
proposed as follows. First, a design that has already been developed in the BIM
environment is selected. Accordingly, the design is exported to- and optimized in the
toolbox. Thereafter, the selected design is modified based on the optimization results.
The new design is then compared with the original.
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(a) (b)
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Figure 8.14: The selected design: (a) The
visualization in BouwConnect. (b) The visu-
alization in the toolbox together with the di-
mensions (in [m]).

Selected Design Figure 8.14 presents
the design that has been selected for the
study. It has been selected for its rectan-
gular properties, because in the toolbox
only designs with cuboid spaces can be
represented. It should be noted that the
design is a terraced house, the light gray
wall in Figure 8.14 (a) and the wall adja-
cent to it are shared with similar terraced
houses.

Conversion Although automated, the
conversion from BouwConnect to the
toolbox is limited. This limitation re-
sults from the fact that geometries of

building elements in BouwConnect extend beyond rectangular geometries, however
the toolbox does not. Therefore, for this study the vertices of all geometries in the
XML file are listed together. Accordingly, by mapping that list, the corner points of
spaces are selected visually. Spaces are then manually defined in a representation that
is readable for the toolbox, resulting in the design in Figure 8.14 (b).

Optimization For optimization, the tailored SMS-EMOA is used and the settings for
the design grammars and the algorithm are borrowed from [21]. Two objectives are set,
i.e. minimization of strain energy and minimization of the heating and cooling energy.
Equality constraints have been defined to enforce a constant volume, cuboid spaces,
and no vertical gaps between spaces. Also, inequality constraints have been defined to
constrain the dimensions of spaces, i.e. 1 m to 20 m for horizontal dimensions, and 3 m
to 20 m for vertical dimensions. The algorithm is given an evaluation budget of 10 000
and it is run ten times to decrease dependencies of the result that may be caused by
stochastic processes such as initialization and mutation. Problem specific optimization
settings are derived from the selected design (Figure 8.14 (b)): 6 spaces; volume of
357 m3; and a supercube of 3 × 3 × 2 (w, d, h) is used. The optimization results are
given in Figure 8.15, where the kneepoint is determined as follows. All values of the
trade off front—over all runs—are normalized to a [0, 1] interval between the minimum
and maximum found values in each objective. Accordingly the kneepoint is defined as
the normalized point with the smallest (Euclidean) distance to the origin ((0, 0) for
the 2-dimensional case).
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Figure 8.15: The graph on the left shows the performance of all evaluated designs together
with the Pareto front approximation (over all 10 runs). Note that outliers are not shown (<
5% of all solutions). The graph on the right shows the normalized Pareto front approximation,
and includes the visualization of specific designs: The best structural design (0, 1); The best
thermal design (1, 0); And, the kneepoint design.
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Figure 8.16: The kneepoint design, visual-
ized in the toolbox with dimensions indicated
(in [mm]).

Design Modification In this step, in
BouwConnect, the original design (Fig-
ure 8.14) is modified according to the
kneepoint design obtained from opti-
mization with the tailored SMS-EMOA,
see Figure 8.16. The following proce-
dure is followed: first, the kneepoint so-
lution is imported from the toolbox into
the BIM environment. Accordingly—
using the imported design data—some
data of the original design is modified
such that an energy performance calcu-
lation within BouwConnect can be per-
formed. Although possible, the proce-
dure does not entail a full modification
of the original design, due to time re-
strictions and—for the study at hand—it
would only add a visualization. During the modification procedure, the designer had
to make design decisions, some of which are: (i) The walls parallel to the y-direction,
are in the optimized design assumed to be fully shared with other buildings, (ii) as a
consequence, also the orientation of some windows had to change. And (iii) functions
of spaces were redistributed.

Comparison Both the original and the optimized design are compared by using
characteristics that were generated by both the toolbox and BouwConnect, see Ta-
ble 8.2. A first observation is the 50 % reduction of floor area in the optimized design,
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but the volume is unchanged due to the optimization constraints. Moreover, the two
objectives in the toolbox (minimal strain energy, and heating and cooling energy)
have successfully been improved. This improvement also leads to a smaller total an-
nual energy use according to the calculations by BouwConnect. However, the energy
index, which is used to asses a building’s energy efficiency, becomes higher (higher
being worse) for the optimized design. This is caused by the reduction of floor area
in the building, because—regarding efficiency—the energy use per useful floor area
has increased (32.82/118 = 0.28 MW h m−2 has become 25.45/59 = 0.43 MW h m−2).
Note that in Table 8.2, the heating and cooling energy from the toolbox results from
a simulation of three hot and three cold days. Conversely, the total annual energy use
from BouwConnect is an estimate for a full year and it also includes energy use by
ventilation, hot water, and lighting.

Table 8.2: Comparison of characteristics between the original and the optimized design.

Source1 Characteristic Original Design Optimized Design

TB Volume 357 m3 357 m3

BC Floor Area 118 m2 59 m2

TB Strain Energy 1.871× 105 N mm 0.2322× 105 N mm
TB Heating and Cooling Energy 733.5 kW h 713.3 kW h
BC Total Annual Energy Use2 32.82 MW h 25.45 MW h
BC Energy Index2 1.85 2.03

1 TB for toolbox and BC for BouwConnect
2 According Dutch regulation NEN-7120

8.3.4 Discussion

The use of optimization methods by the industry is desirable, and—considering mod-
ern standards—such methods should be well integrated in a BIM environment. A case
study has therefore been conducted in order to identify the challenges and barriers
while attempting to integrate an optimization method for building spatial designs into
a BIM based design process.

Looking at the results in Table 8.2, a critical remark may be that the optimized
design is not practical. Although less energy is needed for the exploitation of the
building, there is a significant reduction in useful floor area. A building’s floor area is
an important measure for practical use of a building with regard to fitting furniture,
the selling price, and comfort. Optimality can, in this case, thus be questioned. It
should, however, also be noted that a lesson can be learned, albeit obvious. Namely,
in order to reduce energy use, one may have to consider to reduce the floor area of a
design. Nonetheless, it would be desirable to introduce an inequality constraint in the
tailored SMS-EMOA to ensure a minimal floor area. Which, at the time of the case
study, was a non trivial task for a designer, because the used optimization method
is tailored to the problem. The implementation of such a constraint (which was not
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available at the time of the case study) requires knowledge of the algorithms that are
used in the method.

Connecting the toolbox and BouwConnect via the proposed coupling did not lead
to a seamless conversion between the two environments. This is mostly caused by
differences in the geometric representation of a design: BouwConnect is solely based
on geometries of building elements, and as such, a space’s geometry is defined by that
of the building elements. This is an approach that is not uncommon for BIM data
structures. Differently, the toolbox uses 3D geometries to define spaces, and if appli-
cable, defines building elements by using (parts of) their surfaces. This discrepancy
requires a solution in either the BIM environment or the toolbox, in order to allow for
a seamless conversion.

Data transfer between models is another issue that must be addressed. In the case
study, the optimized design could not inherit some of the features of the original design.
Transferring data between the optimized and the original design thus requires design
decisions, a process that is currently labor intensive. A method that can automatically
inherit data from another BIM model based on similarities could be useful here. Such
a method could also be extended, in order to present a designer with design decisions
when certain features are not present in the new model. Not only would this method
be useful for optimization, it could also be used to initialize a new model for buildings
that show strong similarities with buildings that have already been modeled.

Finally, it should be noted that the case study was limited to importing an opti-
mized design and assigning its properties to another design. Findings may, therefore,
not be generally applicable to optimization in BIM environments. However, they can
serve as a starting point for optimization of BIM models.
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8.4 Learning from optimization results

Parts of this section have been published in [20], of which
the first contributor was K. (Koen) van der Blom, and the
author was second contributor.

Domain experts, such as building engineers, may benefit from optimization by
obtaining better solutions, but also by obtaining knowledge about trade-offs via a
Pareto front (approximation). Additionally, it may be desirable that domain experts
understand the design principles that lead to a better solution. This will help increase
confidence in the solutions found by optimization, making them more likely to be
applied in practice, which will lead to better design (processes). In [20], optimization
data has been analyzed in order to learn (new) heuristic rules on building spatial
design, which is termed “innovization” [55].
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Figure 8.17: Some of the considered fea-
tures (boxed), as presented in [20].

The building spatial designs that
have been analyzed in [20] were defined
in the SuperCube (SC) representation.
This representation is a mixed-integer
representation of a building spatial de-
sign, consisting out of binary and posi-
tive real numbers. In this format the op-
timization data is difficult to understand
in terms of building properties, which
makes it difficult to learn directly from it.
Therefore, elementary features of build-
ing spatial designs are introduced to the
data. Figure 8.17 illustrates some of the

considered features (boxed), e.g. the total height of a building spatial design, but also
the height of spaces. Note that features can apply to a building spatial design as a
whole, but also to its individual spaces. Because the ordering of spaces is arbitrary,
including values for each of them in the feature set would be of little use. Therefore,
statistic measures are taken over all spaces in a building for the features that describe
an individual space. In particular the min, max, mean, median, range, standard de-
viation, and the Gini index (average deviation from the mean) are considered. For a
complete overview of the considered features, the reader is referred to [20].

The optimization data that has been analyzed in [20] contains 800 000 building
spatial design solutions, which have been evaluated for their structural (strain energy)
and thermal (heating and cooling energy) performance. It would be desirable that the
rules learned from the optimization data are generally applicable, i.e. independent
from the design problem for which the optimization data was obtained. Therefore,
the optimization data has been divided into four distinct classes that can each be
related to the Pareto front in a specific way: (1) Kneepoint solutions, which are the
solutions with a performance close to the kneepoint performance. (2) Structurally good
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solutions, which are the solutions located on or close to the extreme of the Pareto
front approximation that performs well for the structural objective. (3) Thermally
good solutions, which are the solutions located on or close to the extreme of the
Pareto front approximation that performs well for the thermal objective. (4) Bad
solutions, which are solutions with a performance that is distant from the Pareto front
approximation. More details on the preparation of the optimization data can be found
in [20].

The optimization data has first been analyzed by means of box plots, and for a
selection of features these are shown in Figure 8.18. In the figure, for each feature,
the distribution of the feature values (normalized to a [0, 1] range, without removing
outliers) is plotted per class. In this way, a significant amount of distinction between
the different classes can be observed. Notice, for example, how the mean of the longest
edge of spaces enables differentiation between a structurally good and a thermally good
performance.
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Figure 8.18: Some of the features introduced to the optimization data in [20].

Box plots have proven to be insightful, however, they require manual interpretation
and are not formulated into design rules yet. Moreover, the presented box plots only
distinguish in classes based on a single feature, whereas a combination of features
may prove to be useful as well. Therefore, a decision tree has been trained as well in
[20], which is shown in Figure 8.19. The tree has been trained to determine to which
class a building spatial design belongs, which starts at the top of the tree where a
rule that is defined by an inequality of one of the features determines which branch
the design follows. For instance, the first rule followed by the decision tree directly
classifies building spatial designs that are relatively long (horizontally) as structurally
good solutions. The remainder of the building spatial designs is then further classified
by other rules. Note that, the rules that are followed by a decision tree in classifying
a building spatial design can also be interpreted as design rules, making it applicable
to design practice as well. Furthermore, it should be noted that this decision tree was
trained on a subset of the data, after which it was able to assign a class to a building
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spatial design with a confidence of at least 90 %. A remainder of the data was then
used for testing the decision tree, for which the decision tree assigned the correct class
in 96 % of the cases. The rules that were obtained through training the decision tree
are thus able to classify a building spatial design with a high precision.
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Figure 8.19: Decision tree that was trained and presented in [20].

Insights and design rules such as found in [20] may be very useful for building
engineers in practice. Besides this, the design rules found could also be useful in
steering optimization processes, e.g. by modifying solutions based on their features
such that—according to the design rules—a solution improves. Moreover, decision
trees may be used for optimization to classify a newly generated solution before an
expensive evaluation is performed. In this way, an evaluation of bad solutions can be
prevented, which may reduce optimization times. Finally, it should be noted that the
studies in [20] concerned relatively small design problems, i.e. a building spatial design
consisting of three spaces. The rules found in this study may thus not be generally
applicable to building spatial design, which would require the study of a larger variety
of building spatial designs.

8.5 Daylight and façade openings

This section is based on the M.Sc. graduation work of
Th.Y. (Thijs) de Goede, which was supervised—among
others—by the author. Moreover, parts of this section
have been published in his thesis [83].

Façade openings are an important aspect of building spatial designs because they
allow for daylighting, which is vital for comfort. Moreover, façade openings also af-
fect the energy expenditure of a building, because on one hand it can lead to savings
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in lighting and heating due to solar irradiation, but on the other hand it can lead
to overheating and larger thermal losses. An initial study on the incorporation of
façade openings into building spatial design and optimization methods is presented
here. This has been approached in two different ways: (i) by applying patterns to
the geometry of a conformal model during a design grammar, and (ii) by assigning
openings via specific surface categories to the surfaces of spaces (for surface categories
see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2). Both approaches and the consequences for both build-
ing spatial design and optimization are explained in short. Thereafter, the methods
are discussed regarding their practicality and possible incorporation in simulations of
design processes and optimization problems.

8.5.1 Application of patterns to geometry

This approach automatically applies a pattern of façade openings to the rectangles in
the building conformal model, which is performed during a design grammar. A pattern
is defined through assigning either an “opened” or “closed” status to each rectangle
that is associated to exactly one surface (i.e. each external rectangle). Consequently,
in the structural design grammar, a rectangle that is assigned “opened” can no longer
be assigned either the flat shell or truss structural types (see Chapter 4, Subsec-
tion 4.2.2). In the building physics grammar, a rectangle that is assigned “opened”
can only be assigned window type, and a rectangle that is assigned “closed” can only
be assigned the construction type (see Chapter 4, Subsection 4.3.2). A number of
different patterns can be applied to the external rectangles of a building conformal
model, shown in Figure 8.20. Moreover, a ratio between the number of opened and
closed rectangles can be defined, e.g. half open and half closed. For more information
on the application of patterns of openings, the reader is referred to [83].

Note that, this approach is fully automated, and so far a building design engineer
can only define the pattern and the ratio between opened and closed façade surfaces.
This may be convenient for automated methods such as the methods presented in this
thesis, however, for practical application it would be desirable for a building design
engineer to have more control. This will be presented in the next Subsection.

Deterministic Vertical (DV) Deterministic Horizontal (DH) Deterministic Diagonal (DD)

Stochastic Vertical (SV) Stochastic Horizontal (SH) Stochastic Rectangle (SR)

Closed

Open

Figure 8.20: Different patterns that can be applied to the rectangles in a building conformal
model during a design grammar.
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8.5.2 Assignment of surface categories

Differently from the procedure in Subsection 8.5.1, before being processed by a design
grammar, spaces can be assigned a surface category (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2),
which can then be interpreted by the design grammar. The surface of a space can thus
also be categorized as being opened or closed. Accordingly, in a design grammar, each
rectangle that is associated to exactly one surface (i.e. is external) is assigned either
“opened” or “closed” depending on the surface category of its associated surface. The
way these types are subsequently handled is the same as explained for the application
of patterns of façade openings in Subsection 8.5.1.

By defining façade openings through surface categories, a building design engineer
can define façade openings to a building spatial design. Additionally, an optimization
algorithm could assign surface categories to spaces. However, when a building spatial
design with surface categories is used in a simulation of co-evolutionary design pro-
cesses, a choice should be made regarding the surface categories. During SCDP spaces
are removed and subdivided, which may affect the possible relations between the sur-
face categories that may be beneficial to the objectives. Therefore, when a space is
split, and to retain such possible relations, it may be desirable that new spaces inherit
the surface categories from the space from which they originate. However, if the ratio
between open and close surface areas should be constrained, the removal of a space
may alter this ratio. In that case, it may be desirable to reassign (some of) the surface
categories. Both cases have been illustrated in Figure 8.21, i.e. the inheritance of
surface categories (4a) and the reassignment of surface categories (4b). The reassign-
ment of surface categories requires an automated procedure that can assign surface
categories. Therefore, a procedure that can apply patterns similar to these shown in
Figure 8.20 has been developed as well. For more information on the inheritance and
reassignment of surface categories, the reader is referred to [83].

1. space deletion

2. scaling 3. subdividing

4a. inheritance

remove

maintain

closed

open

4b. reassignment

1. analysis

Figure 8.21: Assignment of surface categories during a simulation of co-evolutionary design
principles; surface categories can be reassigned or inherited.

8.5.3 Discussion

The two different approaches have been studied by means of case studies in conjunction
with spatial-structural SCDP, i.e. by evaluating only the structural performance. It
has been observed that SCDP as applied in [83] is ineffective, i.e. almost never an
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improved building spatial design is obtained. This seems to be partly caused by the
way spaces are evaluated, in which the sum of strain energies of adjacent structures
averaged over the spatial volume has been used. When a space has many openings,
relatively little structure is present adjacent to that space. Thus, even though the
structure that is present may have relatively high strain energies, the total sum may
be low compared to other spaces. For such cases, the used approach to compare the
performance of spaces is no longer appropriate.

Moreover, the development of the approaches to realize façade openings in a build-
ing spatial design has focused on two aspects: (1) the possibility to create aesthetically
pleasing patterns to the building spatial design as a whole, and (2), the possibility to
guarantee a certain amount of open façade to a space. Although daylighting has not
been considered directly, the second aspect is a first step in also considering daylight-
ing. From the work presented in [83] it has been observed that both aspects seem
to be difficult to incorporate in the methods that have been presented in this thesis.
The (re)-application of patterns to either surfaces or geometry obtained from a build-
ing conformal model do not guarantee that each space is allotted a certain amount
of façade opening. This is caused by the coarseness of the applied patterns, which
follows from the relatively large surfaces and rectangles that are used to define an
opening. A thoughtful solution is thus still required, in order to consider both aspects
for façade openings in the building spatial design representations as presented in this
thesis. One solution may be to consider a refinement of the geometry of the conformal
model, which should allow for less coarse patterns, and consequently a guarantee for
a certain amount of open façade per space.

8.6 Conclusion

8.6.1 Summary

The design and optimization methods presented in this thesis have been studied mostly
in an academic context. Therefore, in this chapter, some applications of these methods
in building design practice have been investigated.

In the first part of this chapter, the structural system layouts that are generated
by the structural design grammar are challenged. The structural design grammar
generates structural system layouts solely based on the geometry of a building spa-
tial design. This yields structural designs that may not be practical, e.g. structural
designs consisting solely out of structural slabs, making each space a closed box. In-
stead, practical and well-performing structural system layouts should be considered
for the structural evaluation of a building spatial design. Therefore, new methods to
find structural system layouts have been developed and studied: (i) A design response
grammar, which generates a structural system layout based on both the geometry and
a preliminary response of the structural system layout under development. Moreover,
this design response grammar can be configured by parameters, allowing to express
structural system layouts that perform well for a certain (set of) objective(s) in a pa-
rameter configuration. (ii) An alternative that allows structural design via optimizer
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assignment. An evolutionary algorithm has been employed to search for optimal struc-
tural system layouts, which has yielded a well distributed Pareto front approximation.
(iii) A structural design grammar that generates structural system layouts based on
a zoned building spatial design rather than a building conformal model (unzoned
building spatial design). From the studies in which these methods were applied, it
is observed that each method is able to improve the structural performance of the
generated structural system layouts. However, evaluating the structural performance
of a building spatial design as needed by any of these methods requires more FEM
analyses compared to the structural design grammar.

The second section of this chapter concerns the structural stability of automatically
generated structural system layouts, because this is not guaranteed by automated
design methods. Structurally unstable designs are undesirable because they cannot be
analyzed by means of FEM, and worse, they will collapse if they were to be constructed
in reality. In order to be able to guarantee the structural stability of automatically
generated structural system layouts, a procedure to check for stability, and if necessary,
for stabilizing a structural system layout, has been presented and demonstrated.

The application of the developed design and optimization methods has been ad-
dressed in the third section of this chapter by means of a case study. In the case
study, the tailored SMS-EMOA (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1) has been used in a de-
sign process carried out within a BIM environment that is used in design practice.
Based on the case study, several challenges for the use of optimization methods in
design practice have been identified: (A) Optimization methods should—up to some
extent—be configurable by a building design engineer, because insights gained dur-
ing the design process may require an adjustment of the design problem formulation
(i.e. the co-evolutionary principle of design). (B) Discrepancies between problem rep-
resentations and BIM representations make it difficult and laborious to incorporate
optimization into the design process. This is the case, because issues arising from the
differences between the problem representations need to be resolved before a design
can be processed in either the BIM environment or the optimization environment.

In the fourth section of this chapter, a set of optimization results as found by the
the tailored SMS-EMOA has been analyzed in order to gain (new) insights and design
rules, which is termed innovization. Because the used representation was not suitable
to define building properties, first the optimization data is enriched with features
that describe the building spatial design. Furthermore, in order for the method to
be generally applicable, solutions are classified into four different solution classes: (1)
structurally good solutions, (2) kneepoint solutions, (3) thermally good solutions, and
(4) bad solutions. Accordingly, box plots have been generated and a decision tree was
trained on the enriched optimization data. The box plots show clear distinctions in
the features of solutions that belong to different solution classes. Moreover, by testing
the decision tree on optimization data (that was not used for the training), it has
been confirmed that the trained decision tree is able to classify solutions with a high
confidence. Additionally, the rules that are found by the decision tree can also be
interpreted as design rules, which can directly be used by building design engineers in
practice. As such, innovization can be used to gain (new) insights and design rules
for building spatial design practice. However, it may also be valuable for building
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spatial design optimization, as the insights and design rules can also be used to help
an optimizer to explore the design search space.

Finally, in the last section of this chapter, it is considered how façade openings can
be incorporated in the representations, and what the influences are on the presented
building spatial design and optimization methods. Façade openings are an important
aspect of building spatial design because they allow for daylighting, which is vital
to comfort and also affects the energy use of a building. Therefore, two approaches
to facilitate façade openings to the building spatial design and optimization methods
were introduced. In an initial study, presented in [83], the applied simulations of co-
evolutionary design principles (SCDP) (see Chapter 5, Section 5.3) did not work well
for façade openings. A reconfiguration of SCDP may thus be appropriate when façade
openings are also considered. Moreover, it is concluded that the proposed approaches
for façade openings may need to be thoughtfully reconsidered such that aesthetics and
daylighting may be better incorporated.

8.6.2 Future work

As mentioned earlier in the introduction of this chapter, the developed building spatial
design and optimization methods have been studied in an academic setting. The ap-
plicability of these methods in practice has therefore been investigated in this chapter.
This has revealed some challenges that still need to be overcome.

First of all, the alternatives to the structural design grammar that have been
presented in Section 8.1, and the stabilization procedure presented in Section 8.2,
have not yet been studied in conjunction with simulations of design processes nor
with an optimization algorithm. It has been noted that these alternate grammars
increase the computation time required for an evaluation. Consequently, simulation
and optimization times increase; however, it would be interesting to study whether this
increase is acceptable. Additionally, it may be studied if the increase in computational
time can be limited, e.g. by using the alternative structural design grammars to
selected cases only.

Another improvement to the generation of structural system layouts that deserves
attention here has been presented in Chapter 4, Subsection 4.4.2. Namely, in the
structural design grammar the dimensions and material properties can only be defined
a priori based on space or surface categories. A structural system layout that is defined
via such a grammar may not be suitable for all building spatial designs and may even be
unsuitable for some. Future work should therefore also focus on including dimensions
and material properties in the structural design grammar. Preliminary research has
already shown that overall conclusions remain valid [27].

Furthermore, in order for optimization to be applied in design practice, there should
be a seamless communication between a design support system, such as BIM envi-
ronments and the optimization environment. Currently, the presented methods for
building spatial design and optimization use representations that are tailored for op-
timization and simulations of design processes. On the other hand, the design models
and representations that are used in design support systems are tailored to the sup-
port of design processes. This discrepancy between the representations may lead to
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laborious and complex tasks when solutions found by optimization would have to be
incorporated in the design process, and vice versa. It is thus important that opti-
mization and simulations of design processes are thoughtfully incorporated in design
processes that make use of design support systems.

Optimization methods typically offer Pareto front approximations, which are not
easy to interpret for a building design engineer. Moreover, building design engineers
cannot always quantify their design objectives and features into a design problem
a priori. Without a thoughtful and possibly time costly redefinition of the design
problem, optimization may thus yield undesirable solutions. An interesting direction
for future work is Illumination of Quality-Diversity (IQD), as presented in [85]. IQD
algorithms explore optima for different values of designer selected features, rather than
only focusing on the kneepoint of a Pareto front. By applying IQD to building design, a
building design engineer will be able to change the objectives and features according to
their preference and insights, without having to re-start a new optimization problem.

Finally, a well-considered approach for façade openings in the building spatial
design and optimization should be found. This solution should offer the possibility to
generate aesthetically pleasing patterns, while at the same time it should be possible
to guarantee a certain amount of daylighting to the spaces.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

In this concluding chapter, each chapter is shortly summarized, and—if applicable—in
each chapter summary an answer is formulated to the respective research question.
Furthermore, interesting directions for future work that have appeared during the
presented research are given here as well.

9.1 Summary

Chapter 1 is an introduction to the topic of this thesis, in which the background
and the research questions are presented.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the state-of-the-art of optimization, design studies,
and design support systems, with a particular focus on building design.

Chapter 3 presents four different representations for building spatial designs,
whereby it addresses research question RQ1:

“How can building spatial designs be represented within the context of opti-
mization?”

A design problem may be represented in different ways, each more suitable than
others for a specific purpose. The movable and sizable representation is intuitive and
easy to interpret by building design engineers, making it suitable for simulations of
design processes. Building spatial designs can also be encoded in a static data structure
by means of the supercube representation, which can be exploited particularly well
by an evolutionary algorithm. Moreover, a building conformal model contains the
conformal geometry of a building spatial design, which ensures none of the geometry
elements intersect or coincide with each other. Additionally, in a building conformal
model, the relations between the building design and its geometry are mapped such
that queries can be retrieved efficiently. Finally, by grouping (sub-parts of) spaces,
spatial zoning can offer spatial layouts that are more beneficial from a specific building
design domain point of view.
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Chapter 4 is focused on the structural and thermal disciplines of building design,
and as such answers research question RQ2:

“How can structural and thermal objectives of a building spatial design be
evaluated?”

Each building design discipline is—to varying extent—related to building spatial
design. The parts of the building spatial design that are relevant to a specific discipline
can be extracted from a building conformal model. These parts can subsequently be
processed by a design grammar, which uses a design rule on each of the parts to
generate a portion of a discipline specific design model. As such, a structural design
grammar can generate a structural finite element model, which can then be used
to evaluate the structural objectives. Similarly, a building physics design grammar
can generate a thermal resistor-capacitor network, which can subsequently be used to
evaluate the thermal objectives.

Chapter 5 contemplates building spatial design problems via an approach in which
design processes are simulated, and as such it provides an answer to research question
RQ3:

“How can simulations of design processes be directed at improving building
spatial designs?”

Design studies typically try to understand, model, or conceptualize design pro-
cesses with the aim of supporting (parts of) design processes. The co-evolutionary
model of design captures the iterative interactions between the problem and solutions
spaces that occur during design processes, and through which designers are able to
improve their design. Based on this model, a simulation of co-evolutionary design
processes (SCDP) proved to be beneficial for spatial-structural design in [94]. Here,
this simulation method has been extended with a thermal objective. SCDP has then
been adjusted such that it can be steered on improving multiple objectives at once.
Thereafter, systematic parameter studies that were focused on the evaluation, selec-
tion, and modification of (groups of) spaces have led to configurations of SCDP that
benefit both the structural and thermal objectives of a building spatial design. Based
on these configurations, two new SCDP methods have been developed: Method (i),
SCDP with performance clustering, which uses a clustering algorithm to select which
spaces should be removed from a building spatial design. Method (ii), SCDP with
boundary spaces, which uses groups of spaces that have their relative location inside
the building spatial design in common.

Chapter 6 presents research in which evolutionary algorithms are applied to build-
ing spatial design, which is used to formulate an answer to question RQ4:

“How can state-of-the-art optimization algorithms be applied to building spa-
tial design?”
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Using the supercube representation, constraints on a building spatial design can
be expressed in mathematical expressions. Furthermore, the building spatial design
problem can be expressed as a mixed-integer non-linear programming problem. Dif-
ferent evolutionary algorithms have been applied and compared: (µ+ λ)evolutionary
strategy [136] , NSGA-II [54], and SMS-EMOA [69]. The most promising algorithm,
SMS-EMOA, has been tailored to the design problem, such that no constraint viola-
tions occur in order to focus on feasible solutions and increase algorithm efficiency.
Additionally, the parameters of the tailored SMS-EMOA have been tuned in order
to further increase efficiency. Finally, a novel set-based gradient descent local search
algorithm has been developed to investigate if it can either compete with or improve
the global search of the tailored SMS-EMOA.

Chapter 7 considers combinations of the developed methods for building spatial
design and optimization in order to find an answer to research question RQ5:

“How can optimization algorithms and simulations of design processes be ap-
plied such that they benefit from each other?”

SCDP and the tailored SMS-EMOA have been compared to each other regarding
specific aspects: (a) Evaluation budget; SCDP requires significantly less evaluations
than the tailored SMS-EMOA to find improved building spatial designs. (b) Sensitiv-
ity to settings; SCDP is sensitive to the building spatial designs to which it is applied,
whereas the tailored SMS-EMOA is sensitive to the definition of a supercube. (c)
Optimality; the tailored SMS-EMOA can yield well-distributed Pareto front approxi-
mations that can be used to gain insights in the design problem, whereas SCDP does
not lead to such fronts. In the field of optimization, hybridization entails the combi-
nation of two optimization methods into a new method, such that the new method
inherits the advantages and diminishes the disadvantages of the original methods. Hy-
bridization of SCDP and the tailored SMS-EMOA has therefore been applied to define
two new hybrid methods; one uses both methods in a parallel scheme, and the other
uses both methods in a sequential scheme. A case study shows that the presented
hybridization methods can improve aspects (a), (b), and (c). The hybrid methods
either find similar Pareto front approximations with less evaluations, or, when using
the same amount, they find better Pareto front approximations. Moreover, the sen-
sitivities of SCDP and the tailored SMS-EMOA to settings have been reduced in the
hybrid methods.

Chapter 8 concerns the application of the developed methods in building design
practice, which is aimed at answering research question RQ6:

“How applicable are the developed methods to design practice?”

The structural design grammar generates a structural (FEM) model solely based
on the geometry of a building spatial design. As such, the generated structural sys-
tem layouts may not be practical or even inefficient, and thus they do not represent
completely the structural potential of a building spatial design. Alternatives to the
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structural design grammar have therefore been developed, which have been shown
to find better structural designs by: (I) considering an intermediate design response
of the structural model under development, (II) using an evolutionary algorithm to
assign structure to locations in the building spatial design, (III) considering the bound-
aries of spatial zones, being groups of spaces (possibly intersecting spaces as well), for
the placement of structure. Moreover, because the structural stability of automati-
cally generated structural designs may not be guaranteed, an automated check and
stabilization procedure has been presented.

The tailored SMS-EMOA has been applied in conjunction with a BIM environment
that is used in practice. As such, two important barriers that may withhold the
application of the developed methods in design practice have been identified: (1) The
representations developed here are not compatible with all BIM environments, which
makes for a laborious process when information ought to be transferred between them.
(2) A building design engineer may want to change the problem formulation during
the design process; however, adjusting an optimization algorithm typically requires
expertise that is not mastered by a building design engineer.

Through innovization, optimization may offer more than solely optimal solutions.
In addition, design rules can be learned from optimization data, which can accurately
determine the quality of a design with respect to the objectives. As such, an under-
standing of why certain solutions are optimal can be gained, which may prove to be
valuable for design practice.

A first step towards including façade openings in SCDP has shown that the eval-
uation and modification of a building spatial design are strongly influenced by this.
Façade openings should thus be thoughtfully considered in the developed methods,
and a reconfiguration of SCDP may be necessary.

9.2 Future work

In the representation of building spatial designs, designs were restricted to cuboid
spaces in an orthogonal grid. Releasing this restriction will increase the size and the
complexity of the design search space. A first step into this direction may be achieved
by also introducing triangular and tetrahedral shapes to the building spatial design
representations. Moreover, the developed SCDP techniques and the tailored SMS-
EMOA may no longer be compatible with representations that are non-orthogonal.
This makes for an interesting direction for future research, and will further test the
ability of the developed methods to handle large and complex design search spaces.
Besides this, it would be interesting to see if a new representation can be defined such
that it contains only feasible designs. This would be especially interesting for the
application of evolutionary algorithms, for which now tailored adjustments are made
so that the search can be focused solely on feasible design solutions.

The practicality and feasibility of the structural designs that are generated by
the structural design grammar have been addressed and alternative structural design
grammars are proposed. However, these alternatives have not yet been applied in
conjunction with the developed building spatial design and optimization methods.
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Moreover, there are still issues that remain to be investigated, for instance the inclusion
of dimensions and materialization of designs, which should allow for more realistic
structural designs.

The practicality and feasibility of designs generated by the building physics design
grammar have not yet been considered. These should also be considered in future
research. For instance the effects of humidity, occupancy, solar irradiation, and ven-
tilation have been simplified, which may lead to an oversimplified thermal model in
which spatial features that are important for thermal performance go unnoticed.

Configurations of SCDP that lead to improved building spatial designs have here
been found by means of parameter studies. Other techniques may help to improve
such configurations, and a technique that is particularly interesting in this regard is
machine learning. Machine learning may be used to find complex relationships between
the input and output of SCDP, and may thus find even better configurations. In that
light, it would also be useful to consider different techniques to evaluate, select, and
modify (groups of) spaces as input for SCDP.

The explorability of the supercube representation by the tailored SMS-EMOA can
be improved further. It has been observed that—for relatively large supercubes—the
algorithm has difficulties exploring all possible design solutions. Moreover, to improve
the efficiency of the algorithm, surrogate models could be investigated. Such surrogate
models should allow for a fast evaluation of the objectives, which can subsequently be
used for fast parameter tuning, but also to increase efficiency by only fully evaluating
designs that are likely to perform well.

A gradient descent local search algorithm has been developed for building spatial
designs defined in the supercube representation. Although, in the presented work, this
novel method could not compete nor improve the tailored SMS-EMOA, there are still
hybridization schemes left to investigate which may lead to improvements.

In order for optimization to become part of design processes in building design
practice it should be possible for a building design engineer to interact with the opti-
mization environment. Engineers cannot always quantify their design objectives and
features a priori; therefore, during their design process they may want to change the
problem formulation. Illumination of Quality-Diversity (IQD) algorithms offer an in-
teresting solution for this by exploring optima for different values of selected features.
In this way, a building design engineer can change the objectives and features during
the design process according their preferences and insights, without having to re-start
a new optimization problem.

The developed methods for building spatial design and optimization can handle
structural and thermal objectives; however, in building design practice, objectives
from many more disciplines have to be considered. Therefore, it is important that the
developed methods also are extended to new disciplines. A first step towards including
a new discipline has already been taken by considering façade openings in building
spatial design, which allows for daylighting to be assessed. This still needs further
development, and also requires methods to determine the daylighting performance
and the consideration of solar irradiation in the thermal resistor-capacitor network,
which is used to evaluate the thermal performance of a building spatial design.
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Glossary

building conformal model

A model of a building spatial design for which its geometry is conformal. A
geometry is conformal if none of the geometry elements intersect or coincide
with each other. Moreover, within the model, the relations between the building
design and its geometry are mapped such that queries can be retrieved efficiently.

building spatial design

A spatial arrangement of spaces, where each space has a three dimensional shape
of certain size.

co-evolution

A concept concerning a design or optimization process, in which both the prob-
lem formulation and the solutions evolve, due to interactions and iterations be-
tween the problem formulation and the solutions. This opposes computational
models in which only the solutions evolve.

constraint

A condition that applies to a design solution.

design grammar

A set of rules that each operate on a (part) of a building spatial design, and—in
concert—generate a domain specific design, e.g. a structural design.

design search space

All solutions that can be represented by a chosen design representation.

evolutionary algorithm

A class of optimization algorithms inspired by evolutionary processes in nature.
Optimization starts with stochastically initialized solutions called a parent pop-
ulation. Thereafter, so-called offspring solutions are generated by exploiting
evolutionary principles such as recombination and mutation on the solutions in
the parent population. The offspring solutions are added the parent population,
after which solutions with a lesser performance are removed from the parent
population.
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Glossary

movable and sizable representation

Representation of a building spatial design consisting of a collection of cuboid
spaces that are arranged in an orthogonal grid, and where each space is defined
by a location vector and a dimension vector.

Pareto front approximation

The set of non-dominated solutions in a subset of the design search space, which
approximates the Pareto front of the entire design search space.

simulations of co-evolutionary design processes

A simulation of design processes that exploits the co-evolutionary principles of
design (also see the entry on co-evolution).

space

Part of a building spatial design, e.g. a room, corridor, atrium, etc.

supercube

Representation of a building spatial design consisting of a three-dimensional
grid of cells, where the dimensions of each grid can be varied. Each cell in the
supercube can be (de)activated to describe a part of a space.

superstructure

A design search space representation that represents a relevant subset of the
entire design search space and each element of the superstructure is a solution
that is encoded by a vector of constant length.

superstructure free

A design search space representation that is not encoding solutions by using a
super-structure.

zone

A grouping of spaces or sub-parts of spaces.

zoned design

A spatial arrangement of zones completely encompassing a building spatial de-
sign.
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Acronyms

ACH

Air Changes per Hour

AEC

Architecture Engineering and Construction

BIM

Building Information Modeling

BP

Building Physics

CAD

Computer Aided Design

CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics

DOF

Degree Of Freedom

EA

Evolutionary Algorithm

FE

Finite Element

FEM

Finite Element Method

HIGA

Hyper-volume Indicator Gradient Ascent
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Acronyms

IFC

Industry Foundation Classes

MEMO

MEmetic Multi-objective Optimization

MINLP

Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming

MS

Movable and Sizable

NSGA-II

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II

ODE

Ordinary Differential Equation

PFA

Pareto Front Approximation

RC

Resistor Capacitor

SC

SuperCube

SCDP

Simulation of Co-evolutionary Design Processes

SD

Structural Design

SMS-EMOA

S-Metric Selection Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimization Algorithm

UML

Unified Modeling Language

XML

eXtensible Mark-up Language
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Appendix A

BSO Toolbox

The Building Spatial design Optimization toolbox (BSO toolbox) has been developed
to support building spatial design optimization by providing tools to: (i) represent and
modify building spatial designs, (ii) generate discipline specific designs from a building
spatial design, (iii) analyze structural designs, (iv) analyze the building physics of a
building (thermal simulation), (v) analyze data obtained from evaluations, e.g. clus-
tering and sorting algorithms. The toolbox itself does not contain any optimization
methods. In this appendix, the structure of the BSO toolbox is elaborated, and it is
explained how the toolbox can be applied.

The BSO toolbox is written in C++ and makes use of elements defined in the
C++14 standard, and it is available as an open source online repository [35]. Although
the toolbox is developed to be used cross-platform, it has only been compiled and tested
for Linux (Ubuntu 18.04). Nevertheless, compilation on a Windows machine has been
successful in the past. Furthermore, the toolbox depends on the following external
software:

� For linear algebra (Geometry and FEM) the Eigen C++ library is used [84] (last
tested with v3.2.3).

� Various utilities from the Boost C++ library [53] (last tested with v1.70.0)

� For solving systems of ODE’s (RC-networks) the Odeint library is used [1] (also
contained in the Boost library; last tested with v1.70.0).

� Visualization is written in the openGL standard and makes use of GSL (last
tested with v2.4+dfsg-6 amd64) and freeglut3 (last tested with v2.8.1-3 amd64),
which are both available via the Advanced Package Tool (APT) in Linux.
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A.1. File tree

A.1 File tree

In this section, the file tree of the toolbox is presented. The toolbox is here named
Building Spatial design Optimization (BSO) toolbox. Using the file tree, the structure
and the location of source code within the toolbox is explained. The file tree depicts
the location of code within the toolbox by plotting the directories and header files
of the toolbox. Moreover, for each C++-header file (.hpp), a short description of
the objects and functions that are defined in that file is given. Note that, the C++-
source files (.cpp) are not depicted in the file tree. Furthermore, as is good practice
in C++, source code is allocated to so-called name spaces, and in the toolbox this
is allocated corresponding to the directories. For example, the class ms building—
defined in “ms building.hpp” (see the file tree below)—is allocated to the name space:
bso::spatial design::. It should be noted that the visualization package has not
been fully expanded, more information on the visualization can be found in [131].

bso toolbox

utilities

geometry

vertex.hpp

vector.hpp

line segment.hpp

polygon.hpp

triangle.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

polyhedron.hpp

tetrahedron.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

geometry.hpp

data point.hpp

cluster.hpp

clustering.hpp

non dominated search.hpp

trim and cast.hpp

spatial design

ms space.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

conformal

cf entity.hpp

cf geometry entity.hpp

cf vertex.hpp

cf line.hpp

cf rectangle.hpp

cf cuboid.hpp

cf building entitiy.hpp

cf point.hpp

cf edge.hpp

cf surface.hpp

cf space.hpp

cf geometry model.hpp

cf building model.hpp

cf building.hpp

xml

xml vector translator.hpp

xml model.hpp

structural design

element

node.hpp

element.hpp

truss.hpp

beam.hpp

flat shell.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

elements.hpp

component

point.hpp

geometry.hpp

line segment.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

constraint.hpp

load.hpp

structure.hpp

fea.hpp

sd model.hpp

topology optimization

SIMP.cpp

robust.cpp

building physics

state

state.hpp

dependent

dependent state.hpp

space.hpp

wall.hpp

floor.hpp

window.hpp

independent

independent state.hpp

weather profile.hpp

ground profile.hpp

states.hpp

properties

space settings.hpp

material.hpp

layer.hpp

construction.hpp

glazing.hpp

state space system.hpp

bp model.hpp

grammar

rule set

property base.hpp

vertex property.hpp

line property.hpp

rectangle property.hpp

cuboid property.hpp

point property.hpp

edge property.hpp

surface property.hpp

space property.hpp

sd rule set

sd rule set.hpp

sd vertex rule.hpp

sd line rule.hpp

sd rectangle rule.hpp

sd cuboid rule.hpp

sd rule sets.hpp

bp rule set

bp rule set.hpp

bp space rule.hpp

bp rectangle rule.hpp

bp rule sets.hpp

rule sets.hpp

grammar.hpp

sd grammars

default sd grammar.cpp

bp grammars

default bp grammar.cpp

visualization

bsp

user interface

utilities

models

model base.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

cf building.hpp

sd model.hpp

bp model.hpp

visualization.hpp

Contains general tools.

Library to define geometry; built on the Eigen library.

Class to define position vectors.

Class to define vectors.

Class to define a line segment.

Parent class for polygons.

Class to define triangles; child of class polygon.

Class to define quadrilaterals; child of class polygon.

Parent class for polyhedrons.

Class to define tetrahedrons; child of class polyhedron.

Class to define quadrilateral faced hexahedrons;
child of class polyhedron.

Header file to include all classes defined in
directory /geometry/.

Class to define a multi-dimensional data point.

Class to define a cluster, i.e. a collection of data points.

Class initialized by a set of data points, which are
subsequently clustered (using k-means clustering) into
one or more clusters.

Function returning the set of non-dominated
data points from a set of data points.

Functions to trim white space of string and
subsequently cast it as a value.

Contains implementations of building spatial design
representations.

Class to define a space in the “Movable and Sizable”
representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Movable and Sizable” representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Supercube” representation.

Contains classes used for the conformal representation of a
building spatial design.

Parent class for entities in the conformal representation
of a building spatial design and its geometry.

Parent class for geometry entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a vertex in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a line segment in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a rectangle in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a cuboid in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Parent class for building entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a point in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define an edge in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a surface in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a space in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a geometry conformal model.

Class to define a building conformal model.

Header file to include cf building class defined in
directory /conformal/.

Contains the implementation of the XML import and export of a
building spatial design.

Function to translate a C++ vector to an
XML listing, and vice versa.

Class to define a building spatial design in the XML
data structure

Contains implementation of structural design evaluation.

Contains implementations of finite elements.

Class to define a finite element node.

Parent class for finite elements.

Class to define a truss element; child of class element.

Class to define a beam element; child of element.

Class to define a flat shell element; child of class element.

Class to define a quadrilateral faced hexahedron
volume element; child of class element.

Header file to include all element classes.

Contains implementations of structural design components.

Class to define a structural point.

Parent class used to define structural geometries.

Class to define a structural line segment; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral faced
hexahedron; child of class
structural design::geometry.

Class to define a constraint; can be assigned to a
structural geometry.

Class to define a load; can be assigned to a structural
geometry.

Class to define structural properties; can be assigned to
a structural geometry.

Class to define and carry out a finite element analysis.

Class to define a structural design model

Contains topology optimization algorithms.

Function returning density distribution; following SIMP
scheme

Function returning density distribution; following a robust
scheme

Contains implementation of building physics evaluation.

Contains implementations of RC-network states.

Parent class used to define states in an RC-network.

Contains implementations of dependent states.

Parent class used to define dependent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a space in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a wall in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a floor in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a window in a thermal RC-network; child
of class dependent state.

Contains implementations of independent states.

Parent class used to define independent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a weather profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Class to define a ground profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Header file including all state classes.

Contains implementations of thermal settings and properties.

Class to define the thermal settings of a space.

Class to define the thermal properties of a material.

Class to define a layer (thickness) of a material

Class to define a construction as an ordered set of
material layers.

Class to define thermal properties of glazing.

Class to define and simulate a state space system.

Class to define a thermal building physics model.

Contains implementation of design grammars.

Contains implementations of rule sets.

Parent class for properties of conformal
entities, e.g. volume, surface area, above or below
ground surface, external or internal, etc.

Class to find and store properties of a vertex;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a line segment;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a
rectangle; child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a cuboid;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a point; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a edge; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a surface;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a space; child
of class property base.

Contains structural design rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
structural information is generated in a structural
model at the location of an entity in the building
conformal model.

Class to define rules for a vertex; child of class
sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a line segment; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a cuboid; child of class
sd rule set.

Header file to include all structural rule sets.

Contains building physics rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
building physics information is generated in a
building physics model at the location of an entity
in the building conformal model.

Class to define rules for a space; child of class
bp rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class bp rule set.

Header file to include all building physics rule sets.

Header file to include all rule sets.

Contains structural design grammars.

Structural design grammar that is used if none
is specified.

Contains building physics design grammars.

Building physics design grammar that is used
if none is specified.

Contains implementation of binary space partitioning for vector tracing
and ordering.

Contains implementation of user interface of visualization.

Contains utilities for visualization.

Contains implementations of visualization models.

Parent class of a visualization model.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the MS
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the SC
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building conformal model; child of
class model base.

Class to visualize a structural model; child of class
model base.

Class to visualize a building physics model; child of class
s model base.

Header file to include all visualization tools.

continued on next page
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continuing from previous page

bso toolbox

utilities

geometry

vertex.hpp

vector.hpp

line segment.hpp

polygon.hpp

triangle.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

polyhedron.hpp

tetrahedron.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

geometry.hpp

data point.hpp

cluster.hpp

clustering.hpp

non dominated search.hpp

trim and cast.hpp

spatial design

ms space.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

conformal

cf entity.hpp

cf geometry entity.hpp

cf vertex.hpp

cf line.hpp

cf rectangle.hpp

cf cuboid.hpp

cf building entitiy.hpp

cf point.hpp

cf edge.hpp

cf surface.hpp

cf space.hpp

cf geometry model.hpp

cf building model.hpp

cf building.hpp

xml

xml vector translator.hpp

xml model.hpp

structural design

element

node.hpp

element.hpp

truss.hpp

beam.hpp

flat shell.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

elements.hpp

component

point.hpp

geometry.hpp

line segment.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

constraint.hpp

load.hpp

structure.hpp

fea.hpp

sd model.hpp

topology optimization

SIMP.cpp

robust.cpp

building physics

state

state.hpp

dependent

dependent state.hpp

space.hpp

wall.hpp

floor.hpp

window.hpp

independent

independent state.hpp

weather profile.hpp

ground profile.hpp

states.hpp

properties

space settings.hpp

material.hpp

layer.hpp

construction.hpp

glazing.hpp

state space system.hpp

bp model.hpp

grammar

rule set

property base.hpp

vertex property.hpp

line property.hpp

rectangle property.hpp

cuboid property.hpp

point property.hpp

edge property.hpp

surface property.hpp

space property.hpp

sd rule set

sd rule set.hpp

sd vertex rule.hpp

sd line rule.hpp

sd rectangle rule.hpp

sd cuboid rule.hpp

sd rule sets.hpp

bp rule set

bp rule set.hpp

bp space rule.hpp

bp rectangle rule.hpp

bp rule sets.hpp

rule sets.hpp

grammar.hpp

sd grammars

default sd grammar.cpp

bp grammars

default bp grammar.cpp

visualization

bsp

user interface

utilities

models

model base.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

cf building.hpp

sd model.hpp

bp model.hpp

visualization.hpp

Contains general tools.

Library to define geometry; built on the Eigen library.

Class to define position vectors.

Class to define vectors.

Class to define a line segment.

Parent class for polygons.

Class to define triangles; child of class polygon.

Class to define quadrilaterals; child of class polygon.

Parent class for polyhedrons.

Class to define tetrahedrons; child of class polyhedron.

Class to define quadrilateral faced hexahedrons;
child of class polyhedron.

Header file to include all classes defined in
directory /geometry/.

Class to define a multi-dimensional data point.

Class to define a cluster, i.e. a collection of data points.

Class initialized by a set of data points, which are
subsequently clustered (using k-means clustering) into
one or more clusters.

Function returning the set of non-dominated
data points from a set of data points.

Functions to trim white space of string and
subsequently cast it as a value.

Contains implementations of building spatial design
representations.

Class to define a space in the “Movable and Sizable”
representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Movable and Sizable” representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Supercube” representation.

Contains classes used for the conformal representation of a
building spatial design.

Parent class for entities in the conformal representation
of a building spatial design and its geometry.

Parent class for geometry entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a vertex in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a line segment in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a rectangle in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a cuboid in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Parent class for building entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a point in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define an edge in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a surface in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a space in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a geometry conformal model.

Class to define a building conformal model.

Header file to include cf building class defined in
directory /conformal/.

Contains the implementation of the XML import and export of a
building spatial design.

Function to translate a C++ vector to an
XML listing, and vice versa.

Class to define a building spatial design in the XML
data structure

Contains implementation of structural design evaluation.

Contains implementations of finite elements.

Class to define a finite element node.

Parent class for finite elements.

Class to define a truss element; child of class element.

Class to define a beam element; child of element.

Class to define a flat shell element; child of class element.

Class to define a quadrilateral faced hexahedron
volume element; child of class element.

Header file to include all element classes.

Contains implementations of structural design components.

Class to define a structural point.

Parent class used to define structural geometries.

Class to define a structural line segment; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral faced
hexahedron; child of class
structural design::geometry.

Class to define a constraint; can be assigned to a
structural geometry.

Class to define a load; can be assigned to a structural
geometry.

Class to define structural properties; can be assigned to
a structural geometry.

Class to define and carry out a finite element analysis.

Class to define a structural design model

Contains topology optimization algorithms.

Function returning density distribution; following SIMP
scheme

Function returning density distribution; following a robust
scheme

Contains implementation of building physics evaluation.

Contains implementations of RC-network states.

Parent class used to define states in an RC-network.

Contains implementations of dependent states.

Parent class used to define dependent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a space in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a wall in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a floor in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a window in a thermal RC-network; child
of class dependent state.

Contains implementations of independent states.

Parent class used to define independent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a weather profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Class to define a ground profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Header file including all state classes.

Contains implementations of thermal settings and properties.

Class to define the thermal settings of a space.

Class to define the thermal properties of a material.

Class to define a layer (thickness) of a material

Class to define a construction as an ordered set of
material layers.

Class to define thermal properties of glazing.

Class to define and simulate a state space system.

Class to define a thermal building physics model.

Contains implementation of design grammars.

Contains implementations of rule sets.

Parent class for properties of conformal
entities, e.g. volume, surface area, above or below
ground surface, external or internal, etc.

Class to find and store properties of a vertex;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a line segment;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a
rectangle; child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a cuboid;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a point; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a edge; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a surface;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a space; child
of class property base.

Contains structural design rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
structural information is generated in a structural
model at the location of an entity in the building
conformal model.

Class to define rules for a vertex; child of class
sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a line segment; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a cuboid; child of class
sd rule set.

Header file to include all structural rule sets.

Contains building physics rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
building physics information is generated in a
building physics model at the location of an entity
in the building conformal model.

Class to define rules for a space; child of class
bp rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class bp rule set.

Header file to include all building physics rule sets.

Header file to include all rule sets.

Contains structural design grammars.

Structural design grammar that is used if none
is specified.

Contains building physics design grammars.

Building physics design grammar that is used
if none is specified.

Contains implementation of binary space partitioning for vector tracing
and ordering.

Contains implementation of user interface of visualization.

Contains utilities for visualization.

Contains implementations of visualization models.

Parent class of a visualization model.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the MS
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the SC
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building conformal model; child of
class model base.

Class to visualize a structural model; child of class
model base.

Class to visualize a building physics model; child of class
s model base.

Header file to include all visualization tools.
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bso toolbox

utilities

geometry

vertex.hpp

vector.hpp

line segment.hpp

polygon.hpp

triangle.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

polyhedron.hpp

tetrahedron.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

geometry.hpp

data point.hpp

cluster.hpp

clustering.hpp

non dominated search.hpp

trim and cast.hpp

spatial design

ms space.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

conformal

cf entity.hpp

cf geometry entity.hpp

cf vertex.hpp

cf line.hpp

cf rectangle.hpp

cf cuboid.hpp

cf building entitiy.hpp

cf point.hpp

cf edge.hpp

cf surface.hpp

cf space.hpp

cf geometry model.hpp

cf building model.hpp

cf building.hpp

xml

xml vector translator.hpp

xml model.hpp

structural design

element

node.hpp

element.hpp

truss.hpp

beam.hpp

flat shell.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

elements.hpp

component

point.hpp

geometry.hpp

line segment.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

constraint.hpp

load.hpp

structure.hpp

fea.hpp

sd model.hpp

topology optimization

SIMP.cpp

robust.cpp

building physics

state

state.hpp

dependent

dependent state.hpp

space.hpp

wall.hpp

floor.hpp

window.hpp

independent

independent state.hpp

weather profile.hpp

ground profile.hpp

states.hpp

properties

space settings.hpp

material.hpp

layer.hpp

construction.hpp

glazing.hpp

state space system.hpp

bp model.hpp

grammar

rule set

property base.hpp

vertex property.hpp

line property.hpp

rectangle property.hpp

cuboid property.hpp

point property.hpp

edge property.hpp

surface property.hpp

space property.hpp

sd rule set

sd rule set.hpp

sd vertex rule.hpp

sd line rule.hpp

sd rectangle rule.hpp

sd cuboid rule.hpp

sd rule sets.hpp

bp rule set

bp rule set.hpp

bp space rule.hpp

bp rectangle rule.hpp

bp rule sets.hpp

rule sets.hpp

grammar.hpp

sd grammars

default sd grammar.cpp

bp grammars

default bp grammar.cpp

visualization

bsp

user interface

utilities

models

model base.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

cf building.hpp

sd model.hpp

bp model.hpp

visualization.hpp

Contains general tools.

Library to define geometry; built on the Eigen library.

Class to define position vectors.

Class to define vectors.

Class to define a line segment.

Parent class for polygons.

Class to define triangles; child of class polygon.

Class to define quadrilaterals; child of class polygon.

Parent class for polyhedrons.

Class to define tetrahedrons; child of class polyhedron.

Class to define quadrilateral faced hexahedrons;
child of class polyhedron.

Header file to include all classes defined in
directory /geometry/.

Class to define a multi-dimensional data point.

Class to define a cluster, i.e. a collection of data points.

Class initialized by a set of data points, which are
subsequently clustered (using k-means clustering) into
one or more clusters.

Function returning the set of non-dominated
data points from a set of data points.

Functions to trim white space of string and
subsequently cast it as a value.

Contains implementations of building spatial design
representations.

Class to define a space in the “Movable and Sizable”
representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Movable and Sizable” representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Supercube” representation.

Contains classes used for the conformal representation of a
building spatial design.

Parent class for entities in the conformal representation
of a building spatial design and its geometry.

Parent class for geometry entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a vertex in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a line segment in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a rectangle in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a cuboid in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Parent class for building entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a point in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define an edge in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a surface in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a space in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a geometry conformal model.

Class to define a building conformal model.

Header file to include cf building class defined in
directory /conformal/.

Contains the implementation of the XML import and export of a
building spatial design.

Function to translate a C++ vector to an
XML listing, and vice versa.

Class to define a building spatial design in the XML
data structure

Contains implementation of structural design evaluation.

Contains implementations of finite elements.

Class to define a finite element node.

Parent class for finite elements.

Class to define a truss element; child of class element.

Class to define a beam element; child of element.

Class to define a flat shell element; child of class element.

Class to define a quadrilateral faced hexahedron
volume element; child of class element.

Header file to include all element classes.

Contains implementations of structural design components.

Class to define a structural point.

Parent class used to define structural geometries.

Class to define a structural line segment; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral faced
hexahedron; child of class
structural design::geometry.

Class to define a constraint; can be assigned to a
structural geometry.

Class to define a load; can be assigned to a structural
geometry.

Class to define structural properties; can be assigned to
a structural geometry.

Class to define and carry out a finite element analysis.

Class to define a structural design model

Contains topology optimization algorithms.

Function returning density distribution; following SIMP
scheme

Function returning density distribution; following a robust
scheme

Contains implementation of building physics evaluation.

Contains implementations of RC-network states.

Parent class used to define states in an RC-network.

Contains implementations of dependent states.

Parent class used to define dependent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a space in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a wall in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a floor in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a window in a thermal RC-network; child
of class dependent state.

Contains implementations of independent states.

Parent class used to define independent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a weather profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Class to define a ground profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Header file including all state classes.

Contains implementations of thermal settings and properties.

Class to define the thermal settings of a space.

Class to define the thermal properties of a material.

Class to define a layer (thickness) of a material

Class to define a construction as an ordered set of
material layers.

Class to define thermal properties of glazing.

Class to define and simulate a state space system.

Class to define a thermal building physics model.

Contains implementation of design grammars.

Contains implementations of rule sets.

Parent class for properties of conformal
entities, e.g. volume, surface area, above or below
ground surface, external or internal, etc.

Class to find and store properties of a vertex;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a line segment;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a
rectangle; child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a cuboid;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a point; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a edge; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a surface;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a space; child
of class property base.

Contains structural design rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
structural information is generated in a structural
model at the location of an entity in the building
conformal model.

Class to define rules for a vertex; child of class
sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a line segment; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a cuboid; child of class
sd rule set.

Header file to include all structural rule sets.

Contains building physics rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
building physics information is generated in a
building physics model at the location of an entity
in the building conformal model.

Class to define rules for a space; child of class
bp rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class bp rule set.

Header file to include all building physics rule sets.

Header file to include all rule sets.

Contains structural design grammars.

Structural design grammar that is used if none
is specified.

Contains building physics design grammars.

Building physics design grammar that is used
if none is specified.

Contains implementation of binary space partitioning for vector tracing
and ordering.

Contains implementation of user interface of visualization.

Contains utilities for visualization.

Contains implementations of visualization models.

Parent class of a visualization model.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the MS
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the SC
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building conformal model; child of
class model base.

Class to visualize a structural model; child of class
model base.

Class to visualize a building physics model; child of class
s model base.

Header file to include all visualization tools.
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bso toolbox

utilities

geometry

vertex.hpp

vector.hpp

line segment.hpp

polygon.hpp

triangle.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

polyhedron.hpp

tetrahedron.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

geometry.hpp

data point.hpp

cluster.hpp

clustering.hpp

non dominated search.hpp

trim and cast.hpp

spatial design

ms space.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

conformal

cf entity.hpp

cf geometry entity.hpp

cf vertex.hpp

cf line.hpp

cf rectangle.hpp

cf cuboid.hpp

cf building entitiy.hpp

cf point.hpp

cf edge.hpp

cf surface.hpp

cf space.hpp

cf geometry model.hpp

cf building model.hpp

cf building.hpp

xml

xml vector translator.hpp

xml model.hpp

structural design

element

node.hpp

element.hpp

truss.hpp

beam.hpp

flat shell.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

elements.hpp

component

point.hpp

geometry.hpp

line segment.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

constraint.hpp

load.hpp

structure.hpp

fea.hpp

sd model.hpp

topology optimization

SIMP.cpp

robust.cpp

building physics

state

state.hpp

dependent

dependent state.hpp

space.hpp

wall.hpp

floor.hpp

window.hpp

independent

independent state.hpp

weather profile.hpp

ground profile.hpp

states.hpp

properties

space settings.hpp

material.hpp

layer.hpp

construction.hpp

glazing.hpp

state space system.hpp

bp model.hpp

grammar

rule set

property base.hpp

vertex property.hpp

line property.hpp

rectangle property.hpp

cuboid property.hpp

point property.hpp

edge property.hpp

surface property.hpp

space property.hpp

sd rule set

sd rule set.hpp

sd vertex rule.hpp

sd line rule.hpp

sd rectangle rule.hpp

sd cuboid rule.hpp

sd rule sets.hpp

bp rule set

bp rule set.hpp

bp space rule.hpp

bp rectangle rule.hpp

bp rule sets.hpp

rule sets.hpp

grammar.hpp

sd grammars

default sd grammar.cpp

bp grammars

default bp grammar.cpp

visualization

bsp

user interface

utilities

models

model base.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

cf building.hpp

sd model.hpp

bp model.hpp

visualization.hpp

Contains general tools.

Library to define geometry; built on the Eigen library.

Class to define position vectors.

Class to define vectors.

Class to define a line segment.

Parent class for polygons.

Class to define triangles; child of class polygon.

Class to define quadrilaterals; child of class polygon.

Parent class for polyhedrons.

Class to define tetrahedrons; child of class polyhedron.

Class to define quadrilateral faced hexahedrons;
child of class polyhedron.

Header file to include all classes defined in
directory /geometry/.

Class to define a multi-dimensional data point.

Class to define a cluster, i.e. a collection of data points.

Class initialized by a set of data points, which are
subsequently clustered (using k-means clustering) into
one or more clusters.

Function returning the set of non-dominated
data points from a set of data points.

Functions to trim white space of string and
subsequently cast it as a value.

Contains implementations of building spatial design
representations.

Class to define a space in the “Movable and Sizable”
representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Movable and Sizable” representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Supercube” representation.

Contains classes used for the conformal representation of a
building spatial design.

Parent class for entities in the conformal representation
of a building spatial design and its geometry.

Parent class for geometry entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a vertex in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a line segment in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a rectangle in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a cuboid in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Parent class for building entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a point in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define an edge in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a surface in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a space in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a geometry conformal model.

Class to define a building conformal model.

Header file to include cf building class defined in
directory /conformal/.

Contains the implementation of the XML import and export of a
building spatial design.

Function to translate a C++ vector to an
XML listing, and vice versa.

Class to define a building spatial design in the XML
data structure

Contains implementation of structural design evaluation.

Contains implementations of finite elements.

Class to define a finite element node.

Parent class for finite elements.

Class to define a truss element; child of class element.

Class to define a beam element; child of element.

Class to define a flat shell element; child of class element.

Class to define a quadrilateral faced hexahedron
volume element; child of class element.

Header file to include all element classes.

Contains implementations of structural design components.

Class to define a structural point.

Parent class used to define structural geometries.

Class to define a structural line segment; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral faced
hexahedron; child of class
structural design::geometry.

Class to define a constraint; can be assigned to a
structural geometry.

Class to define a load; can be assigned to a structural
geometry.

Class to define structural properties; can be assigned to
a structural geometry.

Class to define and carry out a finite element analysis.

Class to define a structural design model

Contains topology optimization algorithms.

Function returning density distribution; following SIMP
scheme

Function returning density distribution; following a robust
scheme

Contains implementation of building physics evaluation.

Contains implementations of RC-network states.

Parent class used to define states in an RC-network.

Contains implementations of dependent states.

Parent class used to define dependent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a space in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a wall in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a floor in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a window in a thermal RC-network; child
of class dependent state.

Contains implementations of independent states.

Parent class used to define independent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a weather profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Class to define a ground profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Header file including all state classes.

Contains implementations of thermal settings and properties.

Class to define the thermal settings of a space.

Class to define the thermal properties of a material.

Class to define a layer (thickness) of a material

Class to define a construction as an ordered set of
material layers.

Class to define thermal properties of glazing.

Class to define and simulate a state space system.

Class to define a thermal building physics model.

Contains implementation of design grammars.

Contains implementations of rule sets.

Parent class for properties of conformal
entities, e.g. volume, surface area, above or below
ground surface, external or internal, etc.

Class to find and store properties of a vertex;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a line segment;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a
rectangle; child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a cuboid;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a point; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a edge; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a surface;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a space; child
of class property base.

Contains structural design rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
structural information is generated in a structural
model at the location of an entity in the building
conformal model.

Class to define rules for a vertex; child of class
sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a line segment; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a cuboid; child of class
sd rule set.

Header file to include all structural rule sets.

Contains building physics rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
building physics information is generated in a
building physics model at the location of an entity
in the building conformal model.

Class to define rules for a space; child of class
bp rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class bp rule set.

Header file to include all building physics rule sets.

Header file to include all rule sets.

Contains structural design grammars.

Structural design grammar that is used if none
is specified.

Contains building physics design grammars.

Building physics design grammar that is used
if none is specified.

Contains implementation of binary space partitioning for vector tracing
and ordering.

Contains implementation of user interface of visualization.

Contains utilities for visualization.

Contains implementations of visualization models.

Parent class of a visualization model.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the MS
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the SC
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building conformal model; child of
class model base.

Class to visualize a structural model; child of class
model base.

Class to visualize a building physics model; child of class
s model base.

Header file to include all visualization tools.
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bso toolbox

utilities

geometry

vertex.hpp

vector.hpp

line segment.hpp

polygon.hpp

triangle.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

polyhedron.hpp

tetrahedron.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

geometry.hpp

data point.hpp

cluster.hpp

clustering.hpp

non dominated search.hpp

trim and cast.hpp

spatial design

ms space.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

conformal

cf entity.hpp

cf geometry entity.hpp

cf vertex.hpp

cf line.hpp

cf rectangle.hpp

cf cuboid.hpp

cf building entitiy.hpp

cf point.hpp

cf edge.hpp

cf surface.hpp

cf space.hpp

cf geometry model.hpp

cf building model.hpp

cf building.hpp

xml

xml vector translator.hpp

xml model.hpp

structural design

element

node.hpp

element.hpp

truss.hpp

beam.hpp

flat shell.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

elements.hpp

component

point.hpp

geometry.hpp

line segment.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

constraint.hpp

load.hpp

structure.hpp

fea.hpp

sd model.hpp

topology optimization

SIMP.cpp

robust.cpp

building physics

state

state.hpp

dependent

dependent state.hpp

space.hpp

wall.hpp

floor.hpp

window.hpp

independent

independent state.hpp

weather profile.hpp

ground profile.hpp

states.hpp

properties

space settings.hpp

material.hpp

layer.hpp

construction.hpp

glazing.hpp

state space system.hpp

bp model.hpp

grammar

rule set

property base.hpp

vertex property.hpp

line property.hpp

rectangle property.hpp

cuboid property.hpp

point property.hpp

edge property.hpp

surface property.hpp

space property.hpp

sd rule set

sd rule set.hpp

sd vertex rule.hpp

sd line rule.hpp

sd rectangle rule.hpp

sd cuboid rule.hpp

sd rule sets.hpp

bp rule set

bp rule set.hpp

bp space rule.hpp

bp rectangle rule.hpp

bp rule sets.hpp

rule sets.hpp

grammar.hpp

sd grammars

default sd grammar.cpp

bp grammars

default bp grammar.cpp

visualization

bsp

user interface

utilities

models

model base.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

cf building.hpp

sd model.hpp

bp model.hpp

visualization.hpp

Contains general tools.

Library to define geometry; built on the Eigen library.

Class to define position vectors.

Class to define vectors.

Class to define a line segment.

Parent class for polygons.

Class to define triangles; child of class polygon.

Class to define quadrilaterals; child of class polygon.

Parent class for polyhedrons.

Class to define tetrahedrons; child of class polyhedron.

Class to define quadrilateral faced hexahedrons;
child of class polyhedron.

Header file to include all classes defined in
directory /geometry/.

Class to define a multi-dimensional data point.

Class to define a cluster, i.e. a collection of data points.

Class initialized by a set of data points, which are
subsequently clustered (using k-means clustering) into
one or more clusters.

Function returning the set of non-dominated
data points from a set of data points.

Functions to trim white space of string and
subsequently cast it as a value.

Contains implementations of building spatial design
representations.

Class to define a space in the “Movable and Sizable”
representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Movable and Sizable” representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Supercube” representation.

Contains classes used for the conformal representation of a
building spatial design.

Parent class for entities in the conformal representation
of a building spatial design and its geometry.

Parent class for geometry entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a vertex in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a line segment in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a rectangle in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a cuboid in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Parent class for building entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a point in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define an edge in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a surface in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a space in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a geometry conformal model.

Class to define a building conformal model.

Header file to include cf building class defined in
directory /conformal/.

Contains the implementation of the XML import and export of a
building spatial design.

Function to translate a C++ vector to an
XML listing, and vice versa.

Class to define a building spatial design in the XML
data structure

Contains implementation of structural design evaluation.

Contains implementations of finite elements.

Class to define a finite element node.

Parent class for finite elements.

Class to define a truss element; child of class element.

Class to define a beam element; child of element.

Class to define a flat shell element; child of class element.

Class to define a quadrilateral faced hexahedron
volume element; child of class element.

Header file to include all element classes.

Contains implementations of structural design components.

Class to define a structural point.

Parent class used to define structural geometries.

Class to define a structural line segment; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral faced
hexahedron; child of class
structural design::geometry.

Class to define a constraint; can be assigned to a
structural geometry.

Class to define a load; can be assigned to a structural
geometry.

Class to define structural properties; can be assigned to
a structural geometry.

Class to define and carry out a finite element analysis.

Class to define a structural design model

Contains topology optimization algorithms.

Function returning density distribution; following SIMP
scheme

Function returning density distribution; following a robust
scheme

Contains implementation of building physics evaluation.

Contains implementations of RC-network states.

Parent class used to define states in an RC-network.

Contains implementations of dependent states.

Parent class used to define dependent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a space in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a wall in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a floor in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a window in a thermal RC-network; child
of class dependent state.

Contains implementations of independent states.

Parent class used to define independent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a weather profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Class to define a ground profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Header file including all state classes.

Contains implementations of thermal settings and properties.

Class to define the thermal settings of a space.

Class to define the thermal properties of a material.

Class to define a layer (thickness) of a material

Class to define a construction as an ordered set of
material layers.

Class to define thermal properties of glazing.

Class to define and simulate a state space system.

Class to define a thermal building physics model.

Contains implementation of design grammars.

Contains implementations of rule sets.

Parent class for properties of conformal
entities, e.g. volume, surface area, above or below
ground surface, external or internal, etc.

Class to find and store properties of a vertex;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a line segment;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a
rectangle; child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a cuboid;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a point; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a edge; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a surface;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a space; child
of class property base.

Contains structural design rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
structural information is generated in a structural
model at the location of an entity in the building
conformal model.

Class to define rules for a vertex; child of class
sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a line segment; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a cuboid; child of class
sd rule set.

Header file to include all structural rule sets.

Contains building physics rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
building physics information is generated in a
building physics model at the location of an entity
in the building conformal model.

Class to define rules for a space; child of class
bp rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class bp rule set.

Header file to include all building physics rule sets.

Header file to include all rule sets.

Contains structural design grammars.

Structural design grammar that is used if none
is specified.

Contains building physics design grammars.

Building physics design grammar that is used
if none is specified.

Contains implementation of binary space partitioning for vector tracing
and ordering.

Contains implementation of user interface of visualization.

Contains utilities for visualization.

Contains implementations of visualization models.

Parent class of a visualization model.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the MS
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the SC
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building conformal model; child of
class model base.

Class to visualize a structural model; child of class
model base.

Class to visualize a building physics model; child of class
s model base.

Header file to include all visualization tools.
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bso toolbox

utilities

geometry

vertex.hpp

vector.hpp

line segment.hpp

polygon.hpp

triangle.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

polyhedron.hpp

tetrahedron.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

geometry.hpp

data point.hpp

cluster.hpp

clustering.hpp

non dominated search.hpp

trim and cast.hpp

spatial design

ms space.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

conformal

cf entity.hpp

cf geometry entity.hpp

cf vertex.hpp

cf line.hpp

cf rectangle.hpp

cf cuboid.hpp

cf building entitiy.hpp

cf point.hpp

cf edge.hpp

cf surface.hpp

cf space.hpp

cf geometry model.hpp

cf building model.hpp

cf building.hpp

xml

xml vector translator.hpp

xml model.hpp

structural design

element

node.hpp

element.hpp

truss.hpp

beam.hpp

flat shell.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

elements.hpp

component

point.hpp

geometry.hpp

line segment.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

constraint.hpp

load.hpp

structure.hpp

fea.hpp

sd model.hpp

topology optimization

SIMP.cpp

robust.cpp

building physics

state

state.hpp

dependent

dependent state.hpp

space.hpp

wall.hpp

floor.hpp

window.hpp

independent

independent state.hpp

weather profile.hpp

ground profile.hpp

states.hpp

properties

space settings.hpp

material.hpp

layer.hpp

construction.hpp

glazing.hpp

state space system.hpp

bp model.hpp

grammar

rule set

property base.hpp

vertex property.hpp

line property.hpp

rectangle property.hpp

cuboid property.hpp

point property.hpp

edge property.hpp

surface property.hpp

space property.hpp

sd rule set

sd rule set.hpp

sd vertex rule.hpp

sd line rule.hpp

sd rectangle rule.hpp

sd cuboid rule.hpp

sd rule sets.hpp

bp rule set

bp rule set.hpp

bp space rule.hpp

bp rectangle rule.hpp

bp rule sets.hpp

rule sets.hpp

grammar.hpp

sd grammars

default sd grammar.cpp

bp grammars

default bp grammar.cpp

visualization

bsp

user interface

utilities

models

model base.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

cf building.hpp

sd model.hpp

bp model.hpp

visualization.hpp

Contains general tools.

Library to define geometry; built on the Eigen library.

Class to define position vectors.

Class to define vectors.

Class to define a line segment.

Parent class for polygons.

Class to define triangles; child of class polygon.

Class to define quadrilaterals; child of class polygon.

Parent class for polyhedrons.

Class to define tetrahedrons; child of class polyhedron.

Class to define quadrilateral faced hexahedrons;
child of class polyhedron.

Header file to include all classes defined in
directory /geometry/.

Class to define a multi-dimensional data point.

Class to define a cluster, i.e. a collection of data points.

Class initialized by a set of data points, which are
subsequently clustered (using k-means clustering) into
one or more clusters.

Function returning the set of non-dominated
data points from a set of data points.

Functions to trim white space of string and
subsequently cast it as a value.

Contains implementations of building spatial design
representations.

Class to define a space in the “Movable and Sizable”
representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Movable and Sizable” representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Supercube” representation.

Contains classes used for the conformal representation of a
building spatial design.

Parent class for entities in the conformal representation
of a building spatial design and its geometry.

Parent class for geometry entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a vertex in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a line segment in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a rectangle in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a cuboid in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Parent class for building entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a point in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define an edge in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a surface in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a space in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a geometry conformal model.

Class to define a building conformal model.

Header file to include cf building class defined in
directory /conformal/.

Contains the implementation of the XML import and export of a
building spatial design.

Function to translate a C++ vector to an
XML listing, and vice versa.

Class to define a building spatial design in the XML
data structure

Contains implementation of structural design evaluation.

Contains implementations of finite elements.

Class to define a finite element node.

Parent class for finite elements.

Class to define a truss element; child of class element.

Class to define a beam element; child of element.

Class to define a flat shell element; child of class element.

Class to define a quadrilateral faced hexahedron
volume element; child of class element.

Header file to include all element classes.

Contains implementations of structural design components.

Class to define a structural point.

Parent class used to define structural geometries.

Class to define a structural line segment; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral faced
hexahedron; child of class
structural design::geometry.

Class to define a constraint; can be assigned to a
structural geometry.

Class to define a load; can be assigned to a structural
geometry.

Class to define structural properties; can be assigned to
a structural geometry.

Class to define and carry out a finite element analysis.

Class to define a structural design model

Contains topology optimization algorithms.

Function returning density distribution; following SIMP
scheme

Function returning density distribution; following a robust
scheme

Contains implementation of building physics evaluation.

Contains implementations of RC-network states.

Parent class used to define states in an RC-network.

Contains implementations of dependent states.

Parent class used to define dependent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a space in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a wall in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a floor in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a window in a thermal RC-network; child
of class dependent state.

Contains implementations of independent states.

Parent class used to define independent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a weather profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Class to define a ground profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Header file including all state classes.

Contains implementations of thermal settings and properties.

Class to define the thermal settings of a space.

Class to define the thermal properties of a material.

Class to define a layer (thickness) of a material

Class to define a construction as an ordered set of
material layers.

Class to define thermal properties of glazing.

Class to define and simulate a state space system.

Class to define a thermal building physics model.

Contains implementation of design grammars.

Contains implementations of rule sets.

Parent class for properties of conformal
entities, e.g. volume, surface area, above or below
ground surface, external or internal, etc.

Class to find and store properties of a vertex;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a line segment;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a
rectangle; child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a cuboid;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a point; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a edge; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a surface;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a space; child
of class property base.

Contains structural design rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
structural information is generated in a structural
model at the location of an entity in the building
conformal model.

Class to define rules for a vertex; child of class
sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a line segment; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a cuboid; child of class
sd rule set.

Header file to include all structural rule sets.

Contains building physics rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
building physics information is generated in a
building physics model at the location of an entity
in the building conformal model.

Class to define rules for a space; child of class
bp rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class bp rule set.

Header file to include all building physics rule sets.

Header file to include all rule sets.

Contains structural design grammars.

Structural design grammar that is used if none
is specified.

Contains building physics design grammars.

Building physics design grammar that is used
if none is specified.

Contains implementation of binary space partitioning for vector tracing
and ordering.

Contains implementation of user interface of visualization.

Contains utilities for visualization.

Contains implementations of visualization models.

Parent class of a visualization model.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the MS
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the SC
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building conformal model; child of
class model base.

Class to visualize a structural model; child of class
model base.

Class to visualize a building physics model; child of class
s model base.

Header file to include all visualization tools.
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bso toolbox

utilities

geometry

vertex.hpp

vector.hpp

line segment.hpp

polygon.hpp

triangle.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

polyhedron.hpp

tetrahedron.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

geometry.hpp

data point.hpp

cluster.hpp

clustering.hpp

non dominated search.hpp

trim and cast.hpp

spatial design

ms space.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

conformal

cf entity.hpp

cf geometry entity.hpp

cf vertex.hpp

cf line.hpp

cf rectangle.hpp

cf cuboid.hpp

cf building entitiy.hpp

cf point.hpp

cf edge.hpp

cf surface.hpp

cf space.hpp

cf geometry model.hpp

cf building model.hpp

cf building.hpp

xml

xml vector translator.hpp

xml model.hpp

structural design

element

node.hpp

element.hpp

truss.hpp

beam.hpp

flat shell.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

elements.hpp

component

point.hpp

geometry.hpp

line segment.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

constraint.hpp

load.hpp

structure.hpp

fea.hpp

sd model.hpp

topology optimization

SIMP.cpp

robust.cpp

building physics

state

state.hpp

dependent

dependent state.hpp

space.hpp

wall.hpp

floor.hpp

window.hpp

independent

independent state.hpp

weather profile.hpp

ground profile.hpp

states.hpp

properties

space settings.hpp

material.hpp

layer.hpp

construction.hpp

glazing.hpp

state space system.hpp

bp model.hpp

grammar

rule set

property base.hpp

vertex property.hpp

line property.hpp

rectangle property.hpp

cuboid property.hpp

point property.hpp

edge property.hpp

surface property.hpp

space property.hpp

sd rule set

sd rule set.hpp

sd vertex rule.hpp

sd line rule.hpp

sd rectangle rule.hpp

sd cuboid rule.hpp

sd rule sets.hpp

bp rule set

bp rule set.hpp

bp space rule.hpp

bp rectangle rule.hpp

bp rule sets.hpp

rule sets.hpp

grammar.hpp

sd grammars

default sd grammar.cpp

bp grammars

default bp grammar.cpp

visualization

bsp

user interface

utilities

models

model base.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

cf building.hpp

sd model.hpp

bp model.hpp

visualization.hpp

Contains general tools.

Library to define geometry; built on the Eigen library.

Class to define position vectors.

Class to define vectors.

Class to define a line segment.

Parent class for polygons.

Class to define triangles; child of class polygon.

Class to define quadrilaterals; child of class polygon.

Parent class for polyhedrons.

Class to define tetrahedrons; child of class polyhedron.

Class to define quadrilateral faced hexahedrons;
child of class polyhedron.

Header file to include all classes defined in
directory /geometry/.

Class to define a multi-dimensional data point.

Class to define a cluster, i.e. a collection of data points.

Class initialized by a set of data points, which are
subsequently clustered (using k-means clustering) into
one or more clusters.

Function returning the set of non-dominated
data points from a set of data points.

Functions to trim white space of string and
subsequently cast it as a value.

Contains implementations of building spatial design
representations.

Class to define a space in the “Movable and Sizable”
representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Movable and Sizable” representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Supercube” representation.

Contains classes used for the conformal representation of a
building spatial design.

Parent class for entities in the conformal representation
of a building spatial design and its geometry.

Parent class for geometry entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a vertex in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a line segment in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a rectangle in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a cuboid in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Parent class for building entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a point in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define an edge in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a surface in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a space in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a geometry conformal model.

Class to define a building conformal model.

Header file to include cf building class defined in
directory /conformal/.

Contains the implementation of the XML import and export of a
building spatial design.

Function to translate a C++ vector to an
XML listing, and vice versa.

Class to define a building spatial design in the XML
data structure

Contains implementation of structural design evaluation.

Contains implementations of finite elements.

Class to define a finite element node.

Parent class for finite elements.

Class to define a truss element; child of class element.

Class to define a beam element; child of element.

Class to define a flat shell element; child of class element.

Class to define a quadrilateral faced hexahedron
volume element; child of class element.

Header file to include all element classes.

Contains implementations of structural design components.

Class to define a structural point.

Parent class used to define structural geometries.

Class to define a structural line segment; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral faced
hexahedron; child of class
structural design::geometry.

Class to define a constraint; can be assigned to a
structural geometry.

Class to define a load; can be assigned to a structural
geometry.

Class to define structural properties; can be assigned to
a structural geometry.

Class to define and carry out a finite element analysis.

Class to define a structural design model

Contains topology optimization algorithms.

Function returning density distribution; following SIMP
scheme

Function returning density distribution; following a robust
scheme

Contains implementation of building physics evaluation.

Contains implementations of RC-network states.

Parent class used to define states in an RC-network.

Contains implementations of dependent states.

Parent class used to define dependent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a space in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a wall in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a floor in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a window in a thermal RC-network; child
of class dependent state.

Contains implementations of independent states.

Parent class used to define independent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a weather profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Class to define a ground profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Header file including all state classes.

Contains implementations of thermal settings and properties.

Class to define the thermal settings of a space.

Class to define the thermal properties of a material.

Class to define a layer (thickness) of a material

Class to define a construction as an ordered set of
material layers.

Class to define thermal properties of glazing.

Class to define and simulate a state space system.

Class to define a thermal building physics model.

Contains implementation of design grammars.

Contains implementations of rule sets.

Parent class for properties of conformal
entities, e.g. volume, surface area, above or below
ground surface, external or internal, etc.

Class to find and store properties of a vertex;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a line segment;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a
rectangle; child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a cuboid;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a point; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a edge; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a surface;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a space; child
of class property base.

Contains structural design rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
structural information is generated in a structural
model at the location of an entity in the building
conformal model.

Class to define rules for a vertex; child of class
sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a line segment; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a cuboid; child of class
sd rule set.

Header file to include all structural rule sets.

Contains building physics rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
building physics information is generated in a
building physics model at the location of an entity
in the building conformal model.

Class to define rules for a space; child of class
bp rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class bp rule set.

Header file to include all building physics rule sets.

Header file to include all rule sets.

Contains structural design grammars.

Structural design grammar that is used if none
is specified.

Contains building physics design grammars.

Building physics design grammar that is used
if none is specified.

Contains implementation of binary space partitioning for vector tracing
and ordering.

Contains implementation of user interface of visualization.

Contains utilities for visualization.

Contains implementations of visualization models.

Parent class of a visualization model.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the MS
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the SC
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building conformal model; child of
class model base.

Class to visualize a structural model; child of class
model base.

Class to visualize a building physics model; child of class
s model base.

Header file to include all visualization tools.
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bso toolbox

utilities

geometry

vertex.hpp

vector.hpp

line segment.hpp

polygon.hpp

triangle.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

polyhedron.hpp

tetrahedron.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

geometry.hpp

data point.hpp

cluster.hpp

clustering.hpp

non dominated search.hpp

trim and cast.hpp

spatial design

ms space.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

conformal

cf entity.hpp

cf geometry entity.hpp

cf vertex.hpp

cf line.hpp

cf rectangle.hpp

cf cuboid.hpp

cf building entitiy.hpp

cf point.hpp

cf edge.hpp

cf surface.hpp

cf space.hpp

cf geometry model.hpp

cf building model.hpp

cf building.hpp

xml

xml vector translator.hpp

xml model.hpp

structural design

element

node.hpp

element.hpp

truss.hpp

beam.hpp

flat shell.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

elements.hpp

component

point.hpp

geometry.hpp

line segment.hpp

quadrilateral.hpp

quad hexahedron.hpp

constraint.hpp

load.hpp

structure.hpp

fea.hpp

sd model.hpp

topology optimization

SIMP.cpp

robust.cpp

building physics

state

state.hpp

dependent

dependent state.hpp

space.hpp

wall.hpp

floor.hpp

window.hpp

independent

independent state.hpp

weather profile.hpp

ground profile.hpp

states.hpp

properties

space settings.hpp

material.hpp

layer.hpp

construction.hpp

glazing.hpp

state space system.hpp

bp model.hpp

grammar

rule set

property base.hpp

vertex property.hpp

line property.hpp

rectangle property.hpp

cuboid property.hpp

point property.hpp

edge property.hpp

surface property.hpp

space property.hpp

sd rule set

sd rule set.hpp

sd vertex rule.hpp

sd line rule.hpp

sd rectangle rule.hpp

sd cuboid rule.hpp

sd rule sets.hpp

bp rule set

bp rule set.hpp

bp space rule.hpp

bp rectangle rule.hpp

bp rule sets.hpp

rule sets.hpp

grammar.hpp

sd grammars

default sd grammar.cpp

bp grammars

default bp grammar.cpp

visualization

bsp

user interface

utilities

models

model base.hpp

ms building.hpp

sc building.hpp

cf building.hpp

sd model.hpp

bp model.hpp

visualization.hpp

Contains general tools.

Library to define geometry; built on the Eigen library.

Class to define position vectors.

Class to define vectors.

Class to define a line segment.

Parent class for polygons.

Class to define triangles; child of class polygon.

Class to define quadrilaterals; child of class polygon.

Parent class for polyhedrons.

Class to define tetrahedrons; child of class polyhedron.

Class to define quadrilateral faced hexahedrons;
child of class polyhedron.

Header file to include all classes defined in
directory /geometry/.

Class to define a multi-dimensional data point.

Class to define a cluster, i.e. a collection of data points.

Class initialized by a set of data points, which are
subsequently clustered (using k-means clustering) into
one or more clusters.

Function returning the set of non-dominated
data points from a set of data points.

Functions to trim white space of string and
subsequently cast it as a value.

Contains implementations of building spatial design
representations.

Class to define a space in the “Movable and Sizable”
representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Movable and Sizable” representation.

Class to define a building spatial design in the
“Supercube” representation.

Contains classes used for the conformal representation of a
building spatial design.

Parent class for entities in the conformal representation
of a building spatial design and its geometry.

Parent class for geometry entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a vertex in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a line segment in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a rectangle in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Class to define a cuboid in a geometry conformal
model; child of class cf geometry entity.

Parent class for building entities; child of
class cf entity.

Class to define a point in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define an edge in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a surface in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a space in a building conformal model;
child of class cf building entity.

Class to define a geometry conformal model.

Class to define a building conformal model.

Header file to include cf building class defined in
directory /conformal/.

Contains the implementation of the XML import and export of a
building spatial design.

Function to translate a C++ vector to an
XML listing, and vice versa.

Class to define a building spatial design in the XML
data structure

Contains implementation of structural design evaluation.

Contains implementations of finite elements.

Class to define a finite element node.

Parent class for finite elements.

Class to define a truss element; child of class element.

Class to define a beam element; child of element.

Class to define a flat shell element; child of class element.

Class to define a quadrilateral faced hexahedron
volume element; child of class element.

Header file to include all element classes.

Contains implementations of structural design components.

Class to define a structural point.

Parent class used to define structural geometries.

Class to define a structural line segment; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral; child of
class structural design::geometry.

Class to define a structural quadrilateral faced
hexahedron; child of class
structural design::geometry.

Class to define a constraint; can be assigned to a
structural geometry.

Class to define a load; can be assigned to a structural
geometry.

Class to define structural properties; can be assigned to
a structural geometry.

Class to define and carry out a finite element analysis.

Class to define a structural design model

Contains topology optimization algorithms.

Function returning density distribution; following SIMP
scheme

Function returning density distribution; following a robust
scheme

Contains implementation of building physics evaluation.

Contains implementations of RC-network states.

Parent class used to define states in an RC-network.

Contains implementations of dependent states.

Parent class used to define dependent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a space in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a wall in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a floor in a thermal RC-network; child of
class dependent state.

Class to define a window in a thermal RC-network; child
of class dependent state.

Contains implementations of independent states.

Parent class used to define independent states;
child of class state.

Class to define a weather profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Class to define a ground profile in a thermal
RC-network; child of class independent state.

Header file including all state classes.

Contains implementations of thermal settings and properties.

Class to define the thermal settings of a space.

Class to define the thermal properties of a material.

Class to define a layer (thickness) of a material

Class to define a construction as an ordered set of
material layers.

Class to define thermal properties of glazing.

Class to define and simulate a state space system.

Class to define a thermal building physics model.

Contains implementation of design grammars.

Contains implementations of rule sets.

Parent class for properties of conformal
entities, e.g. volume, surface area, above or below
ground surface, external or internal, etc.

Class to find and store properties of a vertex;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a line segment;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a
rectangle; child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a cuboid;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a point; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a edge; child
of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a surface;
child of class property base.

Class to find and store properties of a space; child
of class property base.

Contains structural design rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
structural information is generated in a structural
model at the location of an entity in the building
conformal model.

Class to define rules for a vertex; child of class
sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a line segment; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class sd rule set.

Class to define rules for a cuboid; child of class
sd rule set.

Header file to include all structural rule sets.

Contains building physics rule sets.

Parent class for rules that determine if and what
building physics information is generated in a
building physics model at the location of an entity
in the building conformal model.

Class to define rules for a space; child of class
bp rule set.

Class to define rules for a rectangle; child of
class bp rule set.

Header file to include all building physics rule sets.

Header file to include all rule sets.

Contains structural design grammars.

Structural design grammar that is used if none
is specified.

Contains building physics design grammars.

Building physics design grammar that is used
if none is specified.

Contains implementation of binary space partitioning for vector tracing
and ordering.

Contains implementation of user interface of visualization.

Contains utilities for visualization.

Contains implementations of visualization models.

Parent class of a visualization model.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the MS
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building spatial design in the SC
representation; child of class model base.

Class to visualize a building conformal model; child of
class model base.

Class to visualize a structural model; child of class
model base.

Class to visualize a building physics model; child of class
s model base.

Header file to include all visualization tools.
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Figure A.1: Legend for the UML class dia-
grams.

In this section, the toolbox is explained
by means of Unified Modeling Language
(UML) class diagrams. UML class dia-
grams can be used to explain the abstract
structure of object oriented software by
means of a schematic illustration. Dif-
ferent principles of object oriented pro-
gramming are indicated by distinct ob-
jects and symbols. The principles that
have been used for the explanations in
this section are summarized and shortly
described in Figure A.1. A class is in-
dicated by a square box with the class
name inside. A class that is abstract and
cannot be instantiated (used for poly-
morphism) has its name indicated in an
italic font. Moreover, relations between
classes are indicated by a line connect-
ing these classes to each other. A rela-
tion between two classes is further spec-
ified by means of a symbol, also see Fig-
ure A.1. Additionally, some relations are
equipped with multiplicity, which indi-
cates how many classes are or can be in-
volved in the relation. For example, one
instance of a class may be related to more
than one instance of another class, also
see Figure A.1.
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Figure A.2: General UML class diagram of the BSO toolbox.

A.2.1 General overview

A general overview of the main classes in the BSO toolbox is given by the UML class
diagram in Figure A.2. In the diagram, the classes are divided in two main groups,
toolbox and user defined. The user defined group shows which classes may need to
be defined for an application of the toolbox in an optimization task. For example, a
user may define the structural and building physics grammar along with a class that
performs an optimization of building spatial design. Classes in the toolbox group are
defined in the BSO toolbox, whereby it should be noted that the BSO toolbox also
contains a default design grammar for both structural design and building physics. The
toolbox group is further divided into four groups: spatial design, grammar, structural
design and building physics. Note that the utilities and the visualization packages
have not been included in Figure A.2, because they mainly contain supporting classes.
Within the spatial design group, the conversions between the different building spatial
representations (Chapter 3, Section 3.6) have been expressed as relations between the
classes. The Movable and Sizable (MS) and the SuperCube (SC) representations are
associated to each other and can be converted into each other, whereas the building
conformal model can be realized by means of a MS model. Furthermore, a grammar
can be realized by means of a building conformal model. Accordingly, the grammar
can then be used to realize a structural design model, building physics model, or both,
depending on which grammars the grammar class depends.
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Figure A.3: UML class diagram of the spatial design package in the BSO toolbox.

A.2.2 Spatial design

The structure of the spatial design package of the BSO toolbox is explained in more
detail in Figure A.3. First of all, on the left, the classes that compose the building
conformal and the building geometry models are grouped together. These so-called
conformal (CF) classes consist out of the entities as explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.
However, in Figure A.3, also the abstract parent classes of these entities are depicted,
i.e.: cf geometry entity, cf building entity, and cf entity. The classes that
implement the MS and SC representations are shown on the right. Although mostly
similar to the general overview in Figure A.2, here also the composition of MS spaces
into the MS building model is depicted.
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Figure A.4: UML class diagram of the structural design package in the BSO toolbox.

A.2.3 Structural design

In Figure A.4 the UML class diagram of the structural design package in the BSO
toolbox is shown. The implementation of the structural FEM model is divided into
two: (i) the sd model, which is a composition of all the (unmeshed) structural com-
ponents, and it is used to define settings such as the mesh size. (ii) the fea (short for
finite element analysis), which is a composition of all the finite elements, and it is used
to assemble and solve the global stiffness matrix. A structural component is defined
as a geometry, which on its turn is a composition of points, and an aggregation of
constraints, loads, and structure (material properties). The abstract class geometry is
a generalization of the classes: line segment, quadrilateral, and quad hexahedron.
Note that, the specialization of a geometry determines the type of a constraint or a
load. For instance if a load is aggregated by a line segment, then the unit of that
load is in N mm−1. Furthermore, a geometry can be meshed, and depending to its
specialization and assigned structure it realizes a specific type of finite element. For
example, when a line segment is meshed, and it has been assigned a structure with
beam properties, then it initializes beam elements. Finally, the different types of finite
elements in the BSO toolbox inherit from the abstract class element, which by itself
is a composition of finite element nodes.
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Figure A.5: UML class diagram of the building physics package in the BSO toolbox.

A.2.4 Building physics

The explanation of the implementation of the building physics package is largely anal-
ogous to the explanation given in Chapter 4 Section 4.3. In Figure A.5, this analogy is
valid up to the composition of the state space system into the building physics model.
Therefore, a detailed explanation of this UML class diagram is not given here.
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Figure A.6: UML class diagram of the grammar package in the BSO toolbox.

A.2.5 Grammar

The structure of grammars in the BSO toolbox is explained at the hand of the UML
class diagram in Figure A.6. The grammar class aggregates discipline specific design
grammars, i.e. a structural design grammar or a building physics design grammar.
Such a design grammar can be user defined, however, the BSO toolbox also contains a
default implementation for both structural design and building physics. Accordingly,
a design grammar is an aggregation of rule sets. Rule sets are specific to the entities
that are used in a building conformal model, as such a rule set can determine what is
generated based on the properties of a conformal entity. For example, a rectangle rule
set determines what is generated based on certain properties, such as area, orientation,
or height relative to ground surface. In order to prevent duplicate queries for properties
by rule sets, property classes are defined to perform and store relevant queries, which
then become readily available to the rule sets. The class space property, for instance,
can be initialized by a cf space, and when it is, it queries and stores properties such
as external surface area, volume, height, or floor area.
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A.3 Example code

A possible application of the toolbox is presented in this section by means of a piece of
example code. This example code can be downloaded from the online repository [35],
but is also presented in this section. When compiled, the example code can be used to
evaluate a building spatial design for its strain energy (structural design) and heating
and cooling energy (building physics). The example is given below, and consists out
of the main function, and input files. Additionally, instructions are given on how to
compile and run the code. Note that, more detailed instructions on installing the
toolbox and its dependencies can be found on the online repository from which the
toolbox can be downloaded [35].

Main file of the example. Filename: main.cpp.

1 #include <bso/spatial_design/ms_building.hpp >

2 #include <bso/spatial_design/cf_building.hpp >

3 #include <bso/structural_design/sd_model.hpp >

4 #include <bso/building_physics/bp_model.hpp >

5 #include <bso/grammar/grammar.hpp >

6 #include <bso/visualization/visualization.hpp >

7

8 int main(int argc , char* argv [])

9 {

10 // initialize a movable sizable model named MS

11 bso:: spatial_design :: ms_building MS("ms_input_file.txt");

12

13 // convert MS to a conformal model name CF

14 bso:: spatial_design :: cf_building CF(MS);

15

16 // create an instance of the grammar base class named gram using CF

17 bso:: grammar :: grammar gram(CF);

18

19 // use the default structural design grammar to create a structural

20 // design named SD, using settings defined in

21 // settings/sd_settings.txt

22 bso:: structural_design :: sd_model SD = gram.sd_grammar <bso:: grammar

:: DEFAULT_SD_GRAMMAR >(std:: string("settings/sd_settings.txt"));

23

24 // analyze the structural model

25 SD.analyze ();

26

27 // output result of the analysis

28 std::cout << "Structural compliance: " << SD.getTotalResults ().

mTotalStrainEnergy << std::endl;

29

30 // use the default building physics design grammar to create a

31 // building physics model named BP, using settings defined in

32 // settings/bp_settings.txt

33 bso:: building_physics :: bp_model BP = gram.bp_grammar <bso:: grammar ::

DEFAULT_BP_GRAMMAR >(std:: string("settings/bp_settings.txt"));

34

35 // simulate the periods defined in bp_settings.txt

36 // using the runge_kutta_dopri5 solver with both a

37 // relative and an absolute error of 1e-3

38 BP.simulatePeriods("runge_kutta_dopri5" ,1e-3,1e-3);
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39

40 // output result of the simulation

41 std::cout << "Total heating energy: " << BP.getTotalResults ().

mTotalHeatingEnergy << std::endl;

42 std::cout << "Total cooling energy: " << BP.getTotalResults ().

mTotalCoolingEnergy << std::endl;

43

44 // visualize the different models

45 bso:: visualization :: initVisualization(argc , argv);

46 bso:: visualization :: visualize(MS);

47 bso:: visualization :: visualize(CF,"rectangle");

48 bso:: visualization :: visualize(CF,"cuboid");

49 bso:: visualization :: visualize(SD,"component");

50 bso:: visualization :: visualize(SD,"element");

51 bso:: visualization :: visualize(BP);

52 bso:: visualization :: endVisualization ();

53

54 return 0;

55 }

Building spatial design input file. Filename: ms input file.txt.

> # width(x), depth(y), height(z), x-coord , y-coord , z-coord , space

category

> R,1 ,3000 ,3000 ,3000 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,A

> R,2 ,3000 ,3000 ,3000 ,3000 ,0 ,0 ,A

> R,3 ,3000 ,3000 ,3000 ,0 ,0 ,3000 ,A

Input file for the structural design grammar. Filename: sd settings.txt.

> # Space category 1, Space category 2, Assigned type wall , Assigned

type_ID wall , assigned_type_floor , assigned type_ID floor

> B, A, A, flat_shell , 1, flat_shell , 1

> B, A, E, flat_shell , 1, flat_shell , 1

> B, A, G, flat_shell , 1, flat_shell , 1

>

> # mesh settings , number of element divisions to be made:

> C, 3

>

> # live loading on floors

> # load case[-], load [N/mm2 ], azimuth [◦ ], altitude[◦ ], type

> D, 1, 0.005, 0, -90, live_load

> D, 1, 0.001, 0, -90, roof_load

>

> # wind loading on external surfaces

> # load_case[-], load [N/mm2 ], azimuth [◦ ], altitude[◦ ], type

> E, 2, 0.001, 0, 0, wind_pressure

> E, 2, 0.0004 , 0, 0, wind_shear

> E, 2, 0.0008 , 0, 0, wind_suction

> E, 3, 0.001, 90, 0, wind_pressure

> E, 3, 0.0004 , 90, 0, wind_shear

> E, 3, 0.0008 , 90, 0, wind_suction

> E, 4, 0.001, 180, 0, wind_pressure

> E, 4, 0.0004 , 180, 0, wind_shear

> E, 4, 0.0008 , 180, 0, wind_suction

> E, 5, 0.001, 270, 0, wind_pressure
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> E, 5, 0.0004 , 270, 0, wind_shear

> E, 5, 0.0008 , 270, 0, wind_suction

>

> #truss_properties , ID , A [mm2 ], E [N/mm2 ],

> F, 1, 2250, 30000

>

> #beam_properties , ID , b [mm], h [mm], E [N/mm2 ], v [-]

> G, 1, 150, 150, 30000, 0.3

>

> #flat_shell_properties , ID, t [mm], E [N/mm2 ], v [-]

> H, 1, 150, 30000 , 0.3

>

> #quad_hexahedron_properties , ID, E [N/mm2 ], v [-],

> I, 1, 6000, 0.3

>

> #load_panel_flat_shell , t, E, v

> J, 150, 0.03, 0

Input file for the building physics design grammar. Filename: bp settings.txt.

> # Settings assignment of space settings

> # Space category , Space_Set_ID

> A, A, 1

>

> # Settings assignment of rectangle settings

> # Space category 1, Space category 2, Assigned type wall , Assigned

type_ID wall , assigned_type_floor , assigned type_ID floor

> B, A, A, construction , 2, construction , 2

> B, A, E, construction , 1, construction , 1

> B, A, G, construction , 1, construction , 1

>

> #Warm up time , hours , minutes , seconds

> C, 96, 0, 0

>

> #Time step size , hours , minutes , seconds

> D, 0, 15, 0

>

> #Space sett , ID , Heating [W/m3 ], Cooling [W/m3 ], Heat set point , Cool

set point , ACH

> E, 1, 100, 100, 18, 20, 1.0

>

> #Simulation periods , data_file_location , Start year , Start month ,

Start day , Start hour , End year , End month , End day , End hour ,

> F, settings/data_period_1.txt , 1976, 7, 2, 0, 1976, 7, 4, 24,

> F, settings/data_period_2.txt , 1978, 12, 30, 0, 1979, 1, 1, 24,

>

> #Ground profile , Temperature

> G, 10

>

> #Materials , ID, Name , Spec_Weight , Spec_Heat , Thermal_Conduc

> H, 1, Concrete , 2400.0 , 850.0, 1.8

> H, 2, insulation , 60.0, 850.0, 0.04

>

> # Construction built up of layers (In case applied on external space

boundary , from inside to outside)
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> # Constructions , ID , Vis_ID , mat_ID_1 , thickness_1 , ..., mat_ID_n ,

thickness_n ,

> I, 1, 1, 1, 150.0, 2, 150.0

> I, 2, 1, 1, 150.0

>

> #Glazing , Glazing_ID , Vis_ID , U-value , Cap/Area

> J, 1, 2, 1.2, 30000 ,

>

> #Vis_Settings Vis_ID , Red , Green , Blue , Alpha

> K, 1, 0.72, 0.35, 0.06, 1.0

> K, 2, 0.1, 0.5, 0.71, 0.35

> K, 3, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.3

Note that, for the input for the building physics design grammar, also two
weather databases are required: data period 1.txt and data period 2.txt. These
databases are not provided in this example, but are available from the website of The
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) [107].

In order to compile the example code, the compiler instructions defined in the following
make file should be used. Filename: makefile

1 # specify location of libraries

2 BOOST = /usr/include/boost

3 EIGEN = /usr/include/eigen

4 BSO = /usr/include/bso_toolbox

5 ALL_LIB = -I$(BOOST) -I$(EIGEN) -I$(BSO)

6

7 # compiler settings

8 CPP = g++ -std=c++14

9 FLAGS = -O3 -march=native -lglut -lGL -lGLU -lpthread

10

11 # specify file(s) to be compiled

12 MAINFILE = main.cpp

13

14 # specify name of executable

15 EXE = example

16

17 .PHONY: all clean

18

19 # definition of arguments for make command

20 # argument to call compiler and compile executable called "example"

21 all:

22 $(CPP) -o $(EXE) $(ALL_LIB) $(MAINFILE) $(FLAGS)

23 # remove previously compiled executable

24 clean:

25 @rm -f $(EXE)

Note that the links to the libraries (BOOST, EIGEN, BSO) should be adjusted according
to the location of these libraries on the machine on which it is compiled. For instance,
BSO is referring to the main folder of the toolbox (here named “bso toolbox”) that
contains the folders and files that are referred to the main file, e.g. the include:
#include<bso/spatial design/ms building.hpp. Using the makefile, the code can
be compiled by: (i) placing the makefile and the main file together in one directory,
(ii) setting the working directory of the terminal to this directory, and (iii) typing the
following command in the terminal.
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$ make clean all

If the compilation is successful, the example code can be executed. Therefore, the
compiled executable named example should be placed in a directory containing all
input files structured as follows.

bso example directory

settings

sd settings

bp settings.txt

data period 1.txt

data period 2.txt

example

ms input file.txt

The example can then be executed by making sure the working directory of the ter-
minal is set to the directory of the example, and subsequently typing the following
command.

$ ./ example

The compiled example then opens a visualization window with the visualized models
shown in Figure A.7 and it prints the following output in the terminal.

> Structural compliance: 4054.5

> Total heating energy: 106.819

> Total cooling energy: 15.9503
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Figure A.7: Screen shot of the visualization window created by the compiled example.

A.4 Process flows

The BSO toolbox itself does not contain any optimization methods, these are typ-
ically user defined. In this thesis two main optimization methods have been devel-
oped, namely one method exploiting Simulation of Co-evolutionary Design Processes
(SCDP), and another using an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). This section gives a
general overview of the processes and the process flows of these methods.

Figure A.8 shows the process flow of the SCDP method. With this method, the user
should define an initial building spatial design and a settings file for each discipline,
similar to what is presented in the example in Section A.3. Most significantly, the
user should also define processes that evaluate and subsequently use this evaluation
to modify the building spatial design.

Figure A.9 shows the process flow of the optimization method using an EA. Note
that the EA is more generic than SCDP, because it requires no user defined processes,
it merely requires a user to define the discipline specific settings files and an EA input
file. Although an EA may be generic, it may not be ideal for the building spatial
design problem, as has been discussed in Chapter 6. For that matter, to improve
the performance of an EA, a user should still tailor the initialization, mutation, and
recombination processes of the EA, as has been carried out in Chapter 6.
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Appendix B

Design Grammar Settings

This appendix gives a short description of the discipline models that are generated
by the design grammars, which are used to evaluate structural and thermal objectives
for a given building spatial design. Moreover, the properties of the components with
which the models are generated are given (e.g. materials and dimensions), the used
solving methods are described, and it is explained how the objectives are computed.

B.1 Structural design grammar settings

This section describes the different structural designs that are generated for the work
presented in this thesis by the structural design grammar. After it is generated, a
structural design can be used to create a structural FEM model, which is then used to
evaluate the structural performance of a building spatial design. Based on the work
presented in [23], a solver has been selected for the analysis of the FEM models in this
thesis. The mesh size that is used for the general structural design grammar settings
that are defined below have been determined based on unreported mesh convergence
studies (data and scripts available at request).

B.1.1 General structural design grammar settings

For the work in this thesis, in general, the structural design grammar has been con-
figured such that it places flat shell components on the boundaries of spaces (walls
and floors). These flat shell components are given the following properties: thickness
t = 150 mm; Young’s modulus E = 30 000 N mm−2; and, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3.
Four wind load cases are defined, one in each azimuthal direction (±x and ±y), each
flat shell component that is located at the boundary of the building spatial design,
i.e. is external, is assigned a wind load based on the direction of the wind load case
and the direction of the flat shell component’s normal: 1.0 kN m−2 for pressure loads;
0.8 kN m−2 for suction; and 0.4 kN m−2 for shear loads. Moreover, flat shell compo-
nents with vertically oriented normals are assigned a life load in −z-direction, the
magnitude of which is 5.0 kN m−2 for flat shells that are located at the bottom of a
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space (floor load) and 1.0 kN m−2 if no space exists above such a flat shell compo-
nent (roof load). The structural model is constrained in its movement in x-, y-, and
z-directions at the space edges that are oriented horizontally and that are located at
a z-coordinate at or below zero (i.e. z ≤ 0). Each flat shell component is meshed into
3 by 3 flat shell elements. After meshing, the resulting system is solved using a direct
solver [the sparse Simplicial-LLT solver of the Eigen C++ library; 84]. The objective
for structural design is then calculated by taking the total sum of strain energy [N mm]
over all elements in the structural model.

B.1.2 Modified settings

The work presented in Chapter 5 Subsection 5.2.1 has been carried out with the general
structural design grammar settings defined above, but with the following modifications.

� Each flat shell component is meshed into 10 by 10 flat shell elements.

� The roof load is 5.0 kN m−2.

B.2 Building physics design grammar settings

This section describes the different building thermal designs that are generated for
the work presented in this thesis by the building physics design grammar. After it
is generated, a building thermal design can be used to create an RC-network model,
which is then used to evaluate the thermal performance of a building spatial design.
The solver and settings like the required number of time steps that are used in this
work have been determined based on the studies presented in [25].

B.2.1 General settings

For the work in this thesis, in general, the building physics design grammar has been
configured such that a construction is placed on the boundaries of spaces (walls and
floors) in the building spatial model. All constructions contain a material layer with a
thickness of t = 150 mm, a specific weight of γ = 2400 kg m−3, a specific heat capacity
of C = 850 J K−1 kg−1, and a thermal conduction coefficient of λ = 1.8 W K−1 m−1.
Additionally, constructions that are located at the boundary of a building spatial de-
sign, i.e. are external, have an additional layer for insulation, with the following prop-
erties: t = 150 mm; γ = 60 kg m−3; C = 850 J K−1 kg−1; λ = 0.04 W K−1 m−1. Ac-
cordingly, a Resistor Capacitor (RC) network is generated, in which each construction
and each space is modeled by a temperature point. The heat capacity of a construction
or space is modeled by a grounded capacitor which is connected to the corresponding
temperature point. Connections between spaces and constructions are modeled with
a resistor that is connecting the two corresponding temperature points. To simulate
heating and cooling, an ideal power source with a capacity of 100 W/m³ for both cool-
ing and heating is connected to the temperature point of a space. If the temperature
of a space rises above the set-point of 25 ◦C cooling is activated, and if it drops below
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the set-point of 20 ◦C heating is activated. The temperature points of external struc-
ture that are located above the ground are connected to an independent temperature
point with a temperature that is based on real world measurements obtained at De
Bilt in The Netherlands by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute [107]. Two
periods of each 3 days (72 hours) are simulated with time steps of 15 minutes, a typical
warm period (July 2nd - 4th, 1976) and a typical cold period (December 30th 1978 –
January 1st, 1979). Similarly, the temperature point of constructions that are below
ground (e.g. ground floor and basement wall) are connected to a ground temperature
point with a constant temperature of 10 ◦C. To ensure all temperature points have a
realistic initial temperature at the start of a simulation period, a warm up period of
four days is prepended to each simulation period. The behavior of the RC-network
can be expressed as a system of ordinary differential equations, which is solved us-
ing a Runge-Kutta stepper [the 5th order Dormand-Prince algorithm from the odeint
C++ library; 1] using error controlled time steps with errors: εabs = 1× 10−3 and
εrel = 1× 10−3. The objective for building thermal energy usage is then computed as
the sum of the required heating and cooling power over all simulated periods and all
spaces.

B.2.2 Modified settings

The work presented in Chapter 5 Subsection 5.2.1 has been carried out with the
general building physics design grammar settings defined above, but with the following
modifications.

� Only a single period is simulated: January 1st - December 31st, 2014.

� A warm up period of six days is prepended to the simulation period.

� Time steps are fixed, i.e. not error controlled.
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Appendix C

Settings Evolutionary
Algorithm

The settings that have been used for the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm [17] are
described here. The settings for the constraints are as follows: (i) the total floor area of
a solution is constrained to match exactly 750 m2, (ii) the dimensions in z-direction of
the supercube—which are contained in the vector h—are constrained to a value within
a range of 3 m to 20 m, and (iii) the dimensions in x- and y-direction of each grid in the
supercube—which are contained in the vectors w and d respectively—are constrained
to a value within a range of 0.5 m to 20 m. For the parameters of the tailored SMS-
EMOA algorithm, the best performing parameter configuration has been adopted from
[17], which values are given in Table C.1. Finally, for the reference point with which
the hyper-volume is computed the following point is used (1× 1010, 1× 1010). For a
complete and detailed description of the used evolutionary algorithm and its settings
the reader is referred to [17].

Table C.1: Parameter configuration of the tailored SMS-EMOA algorithm, as found in
[17].

Symbol Description Value

µ population size 6
MT mutation type probability 0.4993
ST step size technique 2
MC continuous mutation probability 0.4381
IT initialization technique 2*

* A different initialization technique is used in comparison with the best performing configuration
found in [17].
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Floor area constraint Instead of the volume constraint that is presented in [17],
a new constraint is used for the work presented in this thesis, namely a floor area
constraint. This floor area constraint is enforced by repairing a building spatial design
that violates this constraint such that it satisfies the constraint, which is explained
here in more detail.

Let A0 be the desired floor area and Ac the current floor area. Then define α =
A0/Ac and scale the width and depth dimensions (x- and y-direction) of the supercube
following Equation C.1. If lower or upper bounds are exceeded, set the variable to the
bound. Iterate until Ac is within one µm2 of A0

∀i : wi =
√
αwi

∀i : di =
√
αdi

(C.1)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

The built environment plays an essential role in the societal 
challenges that are currently being faced. For instance, in 
Europe the built environment accounts for 40% to 60% of the 
total resource and energy expenditure. Optimizing building 
designs can lower this expenditure, especially during the early 
stages of a design process, when the impact of design decisions 
is large. Therefore, in this thesis, the optimization of preliminary 
building spatial designs is investigated for objectives relevant to 
structural design (maximum structural stiffness) and building 
physics (minimum cooling/heating demands). The evaluation of 
the multi-disciplinary objectives is achieved per discipline using 
a design grammar that generates a discipline model based on a 
building spatial design. Two different optimization methods are 
proposed, each using a tailored representation for building 

observed in design practice to simulate design processes, and it 
can search a large dynamic range of possible designs, however, 

ranges. The second method uses state-of-the-art evolutionary 
algorithms, which search a limited and static range of possible 

range. Accordingly, the two methods are combined into a new 
hybrid method, which is shown to enable the search of a large 
dynamic range of building spatial designs with a high chance to 

possible applications of the developed methods in design 
practice have been studied, which are: learning new design 
rules from optimization data, using the design grammars for 

a design process, and including objectives from new disciplines.
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